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New Case Filed - Personal Injury 
Complaint Filed 
Summons Filed (2) 
Judge 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Notice Of Appearance (Cantril! for Milt and Mary) Kathryn A. Sticklen 
(2) Affidavit Of Service 4/26/07 Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Notice Of Service 
Defendants' Answer and Demand for Jury Trial 
(David W Cantril! for Milt E and Mary C Erhart) 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 07/19/200703:30 
PM) Phone w/stipulation 
Notice Of Service 
Stipulation for Scheduling and Planning 
Hearing result for Status held on 07/19/2007 
03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Phone 
wlstipulation 
Order Governing Proceedings and setting trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
10/14/200804:30 PM) By Phone 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 10/27/2008 09:00 Kathryn A. Sticklen 
AM) 4 Days 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
(2) Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Affidavit Of Service (9/5/07) 
(3) Notice Of Taking Deposition 
Motion for Order to Show Cause 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion 
Motion for Order to Show Cause 
Affidavit In Support Of Motion 
Hearing Scheduled (Order to Show Cause 
11/19/2007 01 :30 PM) OSC 
Affidavit Of Service 
10-26-07 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Angela Sisco 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Dan Phillips 
Hearing result for Order to Show Cause held on 
11/19/2007 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated OSC 
Notice of Deposition of Ken Doolittle 
Stipulation Re Defense Medical Examination 
Order re: IME 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Stick len 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Stick len 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen .. 
Kathryn A. s_003 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Date: ;12/29/2009 
Time: 09:47 AM 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-PI-2007-07453 Current Judge: Richard D. Greenwood 
James M Phillips, eta!. vs. Milt E Erhart, eta!. 
User: CCLUNDMJ 
James M Phillips, Gale Phillips vs. Milt E Erhart, Mary C Erhart 
Date Code User Judge 
5/14/2008 NOTD CCWRIGRM Notice Of Taking Deposition Kathryn A. Sticklen 
6/3/2008 NOTS CCWRIGRM Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
7/24/2008 MISC CCGWALAC Defendants' Witness List Kathryn A. Sticklen 
7/29/2008 NOTS CCTOONAL Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Stick len 
8/5/2008 NOTS CCRANDJD Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
8/22/2008 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
8/25/2008 NOTD CCBOYIDR Notice Of Taking Deposition Kathryn A. Sticklen 
AMEN CCBOYIDR Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Kathryn A. Sticklen 
8/28/2008 NOTS CCLYKEAL Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
9/8/2008 NOTS CCRANDJD Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
9/22/2008 NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
9/29/2008 AFOS MCBIEHKJ Affidavit Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
10/6/2008 NOTS CCLYKEAL Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
10/8/2008 NOTC CCAMESLC Notice of Intent to Present Deposition Testimony Kathryn A. Sticklen 
of Randy and Wanda Jenks 
NOTD CCAMESLC Notice Of Taking Deposition Kathryn A. Sticklen 
10/9/2008 MISC CCMCLlLI Defendant's Proposed Jury Instructions & Special Kathryn A. Stick len 
Verdict Form 
NOTD CCTOWNRD Notice Of Taking Deposition Kathryn A. Sticklen 
MOTN CCDWONCP Plaintiffs Motion to Exclude Testimony of Ernie Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Harper 
AFFD CCDWONCP Counsel's Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs Motion Kathryn A. Sticklen 
to Exclude Testimony of Ernie Harper 
10/10/2008 NOSV CCGARDAL Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
NOTD CCGARDAL Notice Of Taking Telephonic DepOSition of Dr Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Richard Gill 
10/14/2008 MISC CCBOYIDR Defendant's Witness List Kathryn A. Sticklen 
MISC CCBOYIDR Defendant's Exhibit List Kathryn A. Sticklen 
MEMO CCLYKEAL Plaintiffs' Pre-Trial Memorandum Kathryn A. Sticklen 
MISC CCLYKEAL Plaintiffs' Requested Jury Instructions Kathryn A. Sticklen 
NOTS CCLYKEAL Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
HRHD CCKENNJA Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Kathryn A. Sticklen 
10/14/200804:30 PM: Hearing Held By Phone 
10/15/2008 AMEN CCBOYIDR (2) First Amended Notice of Video Deposition Kathryn A. Sticklen 
10/16/2008 NOTS CCMAXWSL Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
MOTN CCAMESLC Motion to Vacate Current Trial Setting Kathryn A. Sticklen 
AFSM CCAMESLC Affidavit In Support Of Motion to Vacate Current Kathryn A. _0004 
Trial Setting (2) 
MOTN CCAMESLC Motion to Shorten Time Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Date: ,12/29/2009 
Time: 09:47 AM 
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Notice Of Hearing of Plaintiffs Motion to Exclude Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Testimony of Ernie Harper (10/20108@4:30PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10/17/200804:30 Kathryn A. Sticklen 
PM) to Exclude Testimony of Ernie Harper 
Hearing result for Motion held on 10/17/2008 Kathryn A. Sticklen 
04:30 PM: Hearing Held to Exclude Testimony 
of Ernie Harper 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 10/27/2008 Kathryn A. Stick len 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 4 Days 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 
11/06/200801:30 PM) Phone 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on Kathryn A. Sticklen 
11/06/200801 :30 PM: Hearing Held Phone 
Amended Order Governing Proceedings and 
Setting Trial. 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 
03/18/2009 04:30 PM) Phone 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/01/2009 09:00 Kathryn A. Sticklen 
AM) 6 Days 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint to Assert Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Punitive Damages to Clarify Negligence Per Se 
Claims 
Affidavit of Thomas Fries P.E. in Support Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint 
Councels Affidavit in Support Plaintiffs Motion to Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Amend Complaint to Assert Punitive Damages to 
Clarify Negligence Per Se Claims 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support Plaintiffs Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Motion to Amend Complaint to Assert Punitive 
Damages to Clarify Negligence Per Se Claims 
Notice Of Service Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Defendant's Expert Witness Disclosure Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Stipulation to Vacate Trial Setting Kathryn A. Sticklen 
Changed Assigned Judge: Retired (batch 
process) 
Notice of Hearing (Motion to Amend Richard D. Greenwood 
03/11/2009 03:30 PM) 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike the Richard D. Greenwood 
Affidavit of Thomas R Fries 
Affidavit of Daniel J Skinner in Support of Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendants Memorandum in Support of Motion 
to Strike the Affidavit of Thomas R Fries 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion Richard D. G~eJilW<XiO 5 
to Amend Complaint UUVU 
Date: ,12/29/2009 
Time: 09:47 AM 
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Affidavit of Daniel J Skinner in Support of Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint 
Notice Of Service Richard D. Greenwood 
Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Richard D. Greenwood 
Amend Complaint to Assert Punitive Damages 
and to Clarify Negligence Per Se Cliams and 
Response to Motion to Strike 
Hearing result for Motion held on 03/11/2009 Richard D. Greenwood 
03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Anderson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: -100 pages 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference held on Richard D. Greenwood 
03/18/2009 04:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Phone 
Notice Of Service Richard D. Greenwood 
Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions Richard D. Greenwood 
Related to Punitive Damages 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendants Motion in Limine Richard D. Greenwood 
Notice Of Service Richard D. Greenwood 
Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendant's Motion In Richard D. Greenwood 
Limine 
Motion in Limine Objection Regarding Proposed Richard D. Greenwood 
Deposition of Ken Doolittle 
Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Richard D. Greenwood 
Motion in Limine 
Supplemental Memorandum Regarding Richard D. Greenwood 
Admissibility of Statements Related to How the 
Fall Occred 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 04/01/2009 Richard D. Greenwood 
09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started 6 Days; 
Courtreporter Leslie Anderson. Less than 500 
pages. Day 1. 
District Court Hearing Held Richard D. Greenwood 
Court Reporter: L. Anderson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 500 pages: Jury Trial Day 2 
District Court Hearing Held Richard D. Greenwood 
Court Reporter: L. Anderson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 6 
estimated: Less than 500 pages: Jury Trial Day 3 00000 
Date:, 12/29/2009 Judicial District Court· Ada User: CCLUNDMJ 
Time: 09:50 AM ROA Report 
Page 5 of6 Case: CV-PI-2007-07453 Current Judge: Richard D. Greenwood 
James M Phillips, eta!. vs. Milt E Erhart, eta!. 
James M Phillips, Gale Phillips vs. Milt E Erhart, Mary C Erhart 
Date Code User Judge 
4/6/2009 DCHH CCKENNJA District Court Hearing Held Richard D. Greenwood 
Court Reporter: L. Anderson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 500 pages: Jury Trial Day 4 
MOTN CCKENNJA Motion in Limine - Motion to Exclude Erinie Richard D. Greenwood 
Harper 
NOTS MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service Richard D. Greenwood 
4/7/2009 JUIS CCAMESLC Plaintiffs Supplimantal Requested Jury Richard D. Greenwood 
Instructions 
RSPS CCCHILER Defendants' Response in OpPosition to Plaintiffs Richard D. Greenwood 
Motion in Limine 
4/8/2009 DCHH CCKENNJA District Court Hearing Held Richard D. Greenwood 
Court Reporter: Leslie Anderson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 500 pages: Jury Trial Day 5 
4/9/2009 DCHH CCKENNJA District Court Hearing Held Richard D. Greenwood 
Court Reporter: Leslie Anderson 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 500 pages: jury trial day 6 
JUIS CCKENNJA Jury Instructions Richard D. Greenwood 
JUVD CCKENNJA Jury Verdict Richard D. Greenwood 
4/10/2009 MISC CCKENNJA Estimate of Reporters Trial Transcript Richard D. Greenwood 
4/14/2009 CDIS CCKENNJA Civil Disposition entered for: Erhart, Mary C, Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendant; Erhart, Milt E, Defendant; Phillips, 
Gale, Plaintiff; Phillips, James M, Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 4/14/2009 
STAT CCKENNJA STATUS CHANGED: Closed Richard D. Greenwood 
4/22/2009 MECO MCBIEHKJ Memorandum of Cost Richard D. Greenwood 
4/27/2009 MOTN MCBIEHKJ Motion for Judgment Richard D. Greenwood 
AFFD MCBIEHKJ Affidavit of David W Cantrill Richard D. Greenwood 
MEMO MCBIEHKJ Memorandum in Support of Motion for Judgment Richard D. Greenwood 
4/29/2009 MEMO CCNELSRF Plaintiffs Supplemental Memorandum of Costs Richard D. Greenwood 
as a Matter of Right 
5/6/2009 MEMO CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendants: Motion for Judgment, Alternative 
Motion for New Trial, Alternative Motion for 
Remittitur 
5/11/2009 NOHG CCLYKEAL Notice Of Hearing Re Defendants' Post-Trial Richard D. Greenwood 
Motions (05/27109@ 1 :30PM) 
HRSC CCLYKEAL Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Richard D. Greenwood 
05/27/200901 :30 PM) Post Trial Motions 
STAT CCLYKEAL STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk Richard D. Greenwood 
action 000007 
Date: 12/29/2009 
Time: 09:47 AM 
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Defendants Reply Memorandum in Support of Richard D. Greenwood 
Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict, 
and in the Alternative, Motion for New Trial, and 
in the Alternative, Motion for Remittitur 
Affidavit of David W Cantrill in Support of Richard D. Greenwood 
Defendants Reply Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict, 
and in the Alternative, Motion for New Trial, and 
in the Alternative, Motion for Remittitur 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Richard D. Greenwood 
05/27/200901 :30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Penny Tardiff 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Post Trial Motions. Less than 100 
pages 
Memorandum Decison & Order Richard D. Greenwood 
Notice of Acceptance of Remittitur Richard D. Greenwood 
Amended Judgment Richard D. Greenwood 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Richard D. Greenwood 
Request for Additional Record Richard D. Greenwood 




John T. Edwards, ISB No. 4210 
Kurt Holzer, ISB No. 4557 
NO.-;-'""'"""';",..-::-::::::--__ _ 
An' i I' : iil FILED ,,'. _ PM. __ _ 
APR 2 5 2007 
HOLZER, EDWARDS & HARRISON, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
J. Clerk 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5316 
(208) 386-9119 telephone 
(208) 386-9195 facsimile 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE ) 










Case No. G\\I P I 07 0 7 4 5 3 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR 
JURY TRIAL 




Plaintiffs complain and alleges against Defendants as follows: 
1. Plaintiffs were at all relevant times residents of Ada County, Idaho. 
2. Defendants Milt Erhart and Mary Erhart are individuals who reside in Ada 
County Idaho. 
3. Defendants own and manage the real property and improvements located at 
1406 N. Main, Meridian, Idaho. 
000009 
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4. This Court has jurisdiction over the parties pursuant to Idaho Code 
§5-514. 
5. The amount in controversy exceeds $10,000.00. 
6. The building located at 1406 N. Main Street in Meridian, Idaho is 
hereinafter referred to as "Defendants' property." 
7. Defendants' property is open to the business of the public. 
8. On the east side of the building there is a exterior staircase open to the 
pUblic. 
9. The following picture shows the exterior staircase as it looked on March 
20, 2006, from the perspective of a person preparing to descend the exterior staircase. 
10. On March 20, 2006 business invitees to the property had access to the 
exterior staircase. 
11. Defendants reasonably expected the exterior staircase to be utilized by 
invitees . 
12 . Defendants are responsible for the maintenance of the exterior staircase. 
000010 
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13 . On March 20, 2006 , plaintiff James Phillips was a business visitor to 
Defendants ' property. 
14. On March 20, 2006, some of the concrete stair treads comprising the 
exterior staircase were not attached to the mounting brackets bolted to the stringers. 
15. The foHowing picture shows the unattached stair treads as they were on 
March 20, 2006. 
16. James Phillips was descending the exterior staircase on March 20, 2006 
when an unattached tread caused him to fall. 
17. As he felt himself falling James Phillips reached for the handrail. 
18. The handrail was not fully attached and did not provide Mr. Phillips 
protection. 
19. The following photograph shows the detached handrail as it existed on 
March 20, 2006. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3 
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20. On March 20, 2006, other defects on the exterior staircase existed. 
2l. As plaintiff was descending the exterior staircase he was inj ured due to the 
unattached stair tread and/or handrail and/or other defects. 
22. James Phillips was an invitee to the Defendants' property. 
?'" --' . The obvious danger of the unattached treads, loose handrail and other 
defects had existed for such a period of time and each is of such an obvious nature that 
in the exercise of ordinary care, defendants must have been able to discover the 
condition and dangerous character in time to remedy the defect or give an appropriate 
warning. 
24. Defendants had a duty to plaintiff to exercise ordinary care in the 
management and maintenance of Defendants' property so as to keep it in a reasonably 
safe condition and to avoid exposing James Phillips to an unreasonable risk of harm. 
25. In violation of their duty, Defendants negligently permitted a dangerous 
condition to exist upon the premises and neglected to correct or control such condition 
and circumstances which created an unreasonable risk of injury. 
000012 
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26. Allowing a concrete stair tread to be used while unattached to its mounting 
bracket is negligent. 
27. The negligence of Defendants included allowing the stair tread to be used 
while unattached to the bracket. 
28. The negligence of Defendants included allowing the hand rail to be used 
while unattached. 
29. The negligence of Defendants included otherwise failing to provide and 
exercise adequate and proper precautionary measures for the safety of individuals who 
entered upon the property. 
30. Defendants further had a duty to inspect the premises for the purpose of 
discovering dangerous conditions. 
31 . If Defendants had exercised ordinary care in inspecting the premises, they 
would have easily discovered the dangerous condition. 
32. Defendants negligently failed to take those measures required in the 
exercise of ordinary care to correct the dangerous condition. 
33. On or about March 20, 3006, Defendants' property was in a dangerous 
condition. 
34. The injuries to James Phillips were directly and proximately caused by that 
dangerous condition. 
35. James Phillips's fall was a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the 
dangerous condition. 
000013 
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36. The dangerous condition was created by the negligent acts of Defendants' 
employees and/or agents acting within the scope of the employee's employment and/or 
agent's agency. 
37. No person or entity other than Defendants is responsible for the unattached 
tread. 
38. Defendants had actual or constructive knowledge of the dangerous 
condition and failed to exercise ordinary care to protect against the dangerous condition. 
39. James Phillips suffered personal physical injuries as a direct and 
proximate result of the negligence of defendants. 
40. Gale Phillips suffered personal injuries as a direct and proximate result of 
the negligence of defendants. 
41. The actions and inactions leading to the injuries to James Phillips display 
willful, wanton and/or grossly negligent disregard for the safety of James Phillips and 
others similarly situated. 
42. Defendants' willful, wanton, and/or grossly negligent behavior set forth 
herein directly resulted in or substantially contributed to James Phillips's injuries. 
DAMAGES ALLEGATIONS 
43. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants' negligent conduct and/or 
willful or intentional conduct, Plaintiffs have incurred and suffered the following 
injuries and damages for which they are entitled to damages and amounts to be proven at 
trial. 
a. Past, present, and future pain, suffering, scarring, mental anguish, 
emotional distress, humiliation, permanent disability, and loss of enjoyment of life; 
000014 
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b. Bodily injuries; 
c. Past, present, and future medical, rehabilitative and related 
expenses to remedy physical and psychological injuries; 
d. Past, present, and future loss of wages and earning capacity; 
e. Loss of consortium; and 
f. Additional injuries and damages yet to be discovered and to be 
proven at trial. 
44. As a direct and proximate cause of negligent conduct and/or willful and 
wanton misconduct of Defendants, Plaintiffs have been required to retain legal counsel 
for the purposes of prosecuting this action and have retained the law tlrm of Holzer, 
Edwards & Harrison, Chtd. and have agreed to pay reasonable attorneys' fees which they 
are entitled to recover from Defendants. 
45. Plaintiffs are further entitled to such additional damages as the evidence 
shows and the court deems reasonable, just and proper. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs prays that judgment be entered against Defendants for 
compensatory general and special damages all in amounts to be proven at trial and for 
interest thereon. For an award of costs and attorneys' fees incurred in this action and for 
such other and further relief as the Court may deem reasonable and proper. 
000015 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Plaintiff demands a jury trial on all issues. 
DA TED this £ day of April, 2007. 
HOLZER, EDWARDS & HARRISON, CHARTERED 
/ 
000016 
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David W. Cantrill 
ISB #1291 
CANT RILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
MAYl? 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 




















Case No. CV PI 0707453 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
COME NOW, the Defendants above named, by and through their attorneys of record, and 
as and for an Answer to Plaintiffs' Complaint on file herein admit, deny and allege: 
FIRST DEFENSE 
Defendants deny each and every allegation contained in Plaintiffs' Complaint not specifically 
admitted herein. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 
o 






With regard to the allegations contained in paragraph 1 of Plaintiffs ' Complaint, Defendants 
are without sufficient knowledge to admit said allegations, so they are in turn denied. 
2. 
Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 of Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
3. 
Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
4. 
Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint. 
5. 
Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,21, 
22 and 23 of Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
6. 
Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 24 of Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
7. 
Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 25,26,27,29 and 29 of Plaintiffs' 
Complaint. 
8. 
Defendants admit the allegations contained in paragraph 30 of Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 2 
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9. 
Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraphs 31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39, 
40,41,42,43,44 and 45 of Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
That the negligence of the Plaintiff James M. Phillips was equal to and/or greater than the 
negligence of these Defendants, if any, and that the said Plaintiffs negligence was the sole, direct 
and proximate cause of any damages and injuries allegedly sustained by the Plaintiffs. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiff are not the real parties in interest as respects all or a part of their claims, contrary 
to Rule 17 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs failed to avoid or mitigate their alleged injury and damage. By asserting this 
defense, Defendants do not admit that Plaintiffs have been damaged. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Any cause of action on the part of the Plaintiffs is barred by Idaho Code §72-223. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs' claims are barred in whole or in part to the extent that Plaintiffs may have received 
unemployment compensation benefits. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEYS FEES 
Defendants request that they be awarded their attorneys fees and costs incurred herein 
pursuant to the provisions of § 12-121 of the Idaho Code. 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 3 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendants hereby demand a trial by jury in accordance with the provisions of Rule 38(b) 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
WHEREFORE, having answered, Defendants pray that Plaintiffs take nothing by their 
Complaint herein, that the same be dismissed and that the Defendants be awarded their attorneys fees 
and costs incurred herein. 
DATED This --=-I.;:;.;6t=h=----__ day of ___ M:..:.=ay-'--____ -", 2007. 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
David W. Cantrill, Ofthe Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certifY that on May Jl-2007, I served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
John T. Edwards 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER EDWARDS & HARRISON, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, ID 83702-5316 







David W. Cantrill 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWER AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 4 
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John T. Edwards, ISB No. 4210 
Kurt Holzer, ISB No. 4557 
HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5316 
(208) 386-9119 telephone 
(208) 386-9195 facsimile 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 



















Case No. CV PI 0707453 
PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO EXCLUDE 
TESTIMONY OF ERNIE HARPER 
Plaintiff hereby moves the Court pursuant to Rule 16(i) and rule 37(b) for an 
order excluding any testimony by designated expert Ernest Harper. As of today, 18 days 
before trial, Defendant has not disclosed any proposed testimony by Mr. Harper 
although identifying him as a potential witness well over a year ago and multiple 
requests by plantiff s counsel for the information. 
This Court's July 19,2007 Order Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial 
provides: 
PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF ERNIE HARPER - 1 
Each party disclosing witnesses shall at the time of 
disclosure respond to and/or supplement responses to any 
discovery requests concerning witnesses. 
On June 10,2007, defendant identified that Earnest Harper may be an expert 
witness and provided his CV. The discovery response indicated 'No opinion have been 
formulated to date." (See Exhibit A). 
By correspondence dated December 6, 2007 plaintiffs' counsel sought Mr. 
Harper's report. (See Exhibit B). 
There was no response. 
By correspondence dated January 2, 2008 plaintiffs' counsel again sought Mr. 
Harper's report. (See Exhibit C). 
There was no response. 
By correspondence dated June 17,2008 plaintiffs' counsel again sought Mr. 
Harper's report. (See Exhibit D). 
There was no response. 
By correspondence dated July 9, 2008 plaintiffs' counsel again sought Mr. 
Harper's report. (See Exhibit E). 
There was no response. 
On July 28, 2008 the parties agreed to extend the expert disclosure deadline in 
the case. (See Exhibit F). 
By correspondence dated September 4, 2008 plaintiffs' counsel again sought Mr. 
Harper's report. (See Exhibit G). 
The response was it would be produced shortly. (See Exhibit H). 
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By correspondence dated October 6, 2008 plaintiffs' counsel again sought Mr. 
Harper's report. (See Exhibit I). That letter informed defendant's counsel that this 
motion to exclude was forthcoming. 
DATED this 9th day of October, 2008. 
HOLZER+EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
BY __ -4~ ________________________ __ 
Kurt D. Holzer, for the firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of October 2008, I caused to be served, by 
the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon: 
David Cantrill 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701 
Fax 345-7212 
x U.S. Mail 
___ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF ERNIE HARPER - 3 
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David W. Cantrill 
ISB #1291 
CANTRlLL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
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Case No. CV PI 0707453 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND 
RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' 
INITIAL DISCOVERY REQUESTS 
Milt E. Erhart, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: That he is the Defendant 
named in the above-entitled action, and makes the following Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs' 
Initial Discovery Requests pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure as follows: 
o 
::u -(i) -z 
::a::-.... 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' INITIAL DISCOVERY iiliiliiiii_-.... - .. 
Emll24 
A 
Interrogatory No.8: If you or anyone acting on your behalf obtained a written or recorded 
statement from any individual relating to the subject incidents please fully identifY the statement. 
("Fully identifY the statement" means to identifY the individual from whom the statement was 
obtained, the date the statement was obtained, the identity of the individual who obtained the 
statement, and the identity of the individual who has the original statement or a copy of the statement 
obtained.) 
ANSWER NO.8: Please refer to Defendants' Answer to Interrogatory No. 7 herein. 
Interrogatory No.9: Please identifY each and every person whom you intend to call at the 
trial of this matter, and for each such person, please state the general nature of the facts to which they 
will testifY. 
ANSWER NO.9: Defendants may call any or all of those persons listed in the Answer 
to Interrogatory No.6 above. The Plaintiff will testifY as to the facts of the accident and his alleged 
damages. The defendant and the witnesses will testifY as to the facts of the accident. Plaintiffs 
medical providers will testifY as to Plaintiffs alleged medical damages. 
Interrogatory No. 10: Please identifY each and every person you expect to call as an expert 
witness at the trial of this action, and for each such person, please describe in detail: 
a. the qualifications upon which you intend to rely to establish said person as an 
expert witness; 
b. a complete statement of all opinions to be expressed, and the basis and 
reasons thereof as well as all non-opinion testimony to be provided; 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' INITIAL DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 6 
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c. each and every fact, document, data or other information relied upon in forming and 
rendering their opinions or inferences, in accordance with Rule 705 of the Idaho Rules of 
Evidence and Rule 26(b)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure; 
d. any exhibits or documents to be used as a summary of or support for such 
opinions; and 
e. a listing of any other cases in which the witness has testified as an expert at trial or 
in deposition within the preceding four years, including the case caption, number, venue, and 
attorneys of record, as well as a general description of the subject of each such lawsuit. 
ANSWER NO.1 0: 
Earnest Harper 
11263 West Bodley Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83709 
Duane Green, M.D. 
105 W. 8th Avenue - Ste. 08 
Spokane, W A 99204 
a. Please refer to the curriculum vitaes attached hereto as Exhibit "A." 
b. No opinions have been formulated to date. This Answer will be supplemented to 
provide this information consistent with any Court Order scheduling trial and expert 
witness disclosures. 
c. No opinions have been formulated to date. This Answer will be supplemented to 
provide this information consistent with any Court Order scheduling trial and expert 
witness disclosures. 
d. No opinions have been formulated to date. This Answer will be supplemented to 
provide this information consistent with any Court Order scheduling trial and expert 
witness disclosures. 
e. Please refer to the curriculum vitaes attached hereto as Exhibit "A." 
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, h' 3Jb+ SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me t IS day of--,f-I-.J~~_' 2007. 
, .. ", •• u •• , •• ,.., 
...... ' ~ 'i HAIl\'" 
...... _'t...t- 'I:.. . .I ",\"0 T'ito 
lit ~OTA.,. 
Dated this _+-'_ 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KINGLLP 
David W. Cantrill, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
DEFENDANTS' ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS' INITIAL DISCOVERY REQUESTS - 16 
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HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
KURT HOLZER 
JOHN T. EDWARDS 
CLIFFORD l. BROWN (OF COUNSELl 
KHOLZER@IDAHOIN,JURYLAW.NET 
David Cantrill 
PO Box 359 
Boise, ID 83701 
Re: Jim Phillips 
Your file: 3894.835 
Dear Tony: 
December 6, 2007 
I 5 I 6 WEST HAYS 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
TELEPHONE (208)386-9 I 19 
FACSIMILE (208)386-9 I 95 
WWW.INJURy\...AWYERSIDAHO.COM 
I have reviewed and revised the stipulation per Dr. Green and our recent discussions 
Enclosed is a revised version of the Stipulation. Mr. Phillips can be available on December 3 for 
the examination. 
Also, as noted in the depositions, Mr. Erhart needs to provide identifying information for 
"Dave the building manager." 









HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
KURT HOLZER 
JOHN T. EDWARDS 
CLIFFORD L. BROWN (OF COUNSEL) 
KHOLZER@JDAHOJNJURYLAW.NET 
David Cantrill 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701 
Re: Jim Phillips 
Your file: 3894.835 
Dear Tony: 
January 2, 2008 
1516 WEST HAYS 
BOISE. IDAHO 83702 
TELEPHONE (208)386-9 I 19 
FACSIMILE (208)386-9 I 95 
WWW.INJURyLAWYERSIDAHO.COM 
Enclosed is an executed version of the stipulation to have the examination go forward on 
February 11 & 12. If it is acceptable please sign and return the signature page. I will submit the 
signed stipulation to the Court and obtain an order per Rule 35. 
I believe we have incorporated the changes requested by Dr. Green. We understand that 
pursuant to the materials he provided earlier the formal testing will not be video or audiotaped. 
Have you identified "Dave the building manager?" And I would again request your 





HOLZER. EDWARDS. CHARTERED 
HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
KURT HOLZER 
JOHN T. EDWARDS 
CLIFFORD L. BROWN (OF COUNSEL) 
KHOLZER@IDAHOINJURYLAW.NET 
David Cantrill 
PO Box 359 
Boise, ID 83701 
Re: Jim Phillips 
Your file: 3894.835 
Dear Tony: 
June 17,2008 
, 5 I 6 WEST HAYS 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
TELEPHONE (208)386-9 I I 9 
FACSIMILE (208)386-9 I 95 
WWW.INJURyLAWYERSIDAHO.COM 
A reminder that I again requested either Mr. Harper's report or an answer to Interrogatory 
nwnber 10 as I do not wish at this time to take the deposition of Mr. Harper. I believe we have a 
right to get a written response to the request before I make a final determination on whether to 
depose him. 
Also, as per my message I am informed by RCAC that they believe the workers 
compensation carrier obligates them to have a valid subpoena issued before they will produce 
Mr. Wilson for a deposition. I have tried to persuade them that this is an unnecessary step that 








HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
ATfORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
KURT HOLZER 
JOHN T. EDWARDS 
CLIFFORD L. BROWN {OF COUNSEL> 
KHOLZER@'DAHO'NJURYLAW,NET 
David Cantrill 
PO Box 359 
Boise, 10 83701 
Re: Jim Phillips 
Your file: 3894.835 
Dear Tony: 
July 9, 2008 
I 5 I 6 WEST HAYS 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
TELEPHONE (208)386-9 I I 9 
FACSIMILE (208)386-9 I 95 
WWW.IN.JURYLAWYERSIDAHO.COM 
I've mentioned a couple oftimes when we have spoken and previously written to request 
either Mr. Harper's report or an answer to Interrogatory number 10 as I do not wish at this time 
to take the deposition of Mr. Harper. I believe we have a right to get a written response to the 
request before I make a final determination on whether to depose him. 
Because we are now getting to the point that trial is on the near horizon, I need a 
commitment by the end of next week as to when I can get that information. I appreciate your 
attention to this. 
Also, RCAC has now backed off the subpoena requirement. Let me know when you are 




HOLZER. EDWA~DS, CHARTERED 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
KURT HOLZER 
,JOHN T. EDWARDS 
CLIFFORD L. BROWN (OF COUNSELl 
"HOL.ZER(cYIDAHOINJURYLAW. NET 
David Cantrill 
PO Box 359 
Boise, 10 83701 
Re: Jim Phillips 
Your file: 3894.835 
Dear Tony: 
July 28,2008 
I 5 I 6 WEST HAYS 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
TELEPHONE (208)386-9 I 19 
FACSIMILE (208)386-9 I 95 
WWW.INJURYLAWYERSIDAHO.COM 
Per our conversation of today, this confirms your courtesy in extending my expert 
witness disclosure deadline to 30 days from today. I appreciate your assistance in this. As we 
discussed, Tom Fries and Rick Gill are the liability experts I am considering utilizing in the case. 
Given that Mr. Phillips has hung on to his employment, tenuous as it may be, I am unlikely to 
add in Mary Barros and Cory Hofman on the damages side but I might. As I indicated I will 
make a decision on these and if I need any others in the near future and get you a fonnal 
disclosure. 
I am hoping this is the last bit of the hangover from our old scheduling clerk that I've 
been dealing with this entire year. 
Sincerely, 
/ 
HOLZE~. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
Kurt Holzer 
KH/kzz 
HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
ATrORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
KURT HOLZER 
..JOHN T. EDWARDS 
CLIFFORD L. BROWN (OF COUNSEL) 
KHOLZER@'DAHOIN-.lURYLAW.NET 
David Cantrill 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701 
Re: Jim Phillips 
Your file: 3894.835 
VIA FACSIMILE 
Dear Tony: 
September 4, 2008 
I 5 I 6 WEST HAYS 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
TELEPHONE (208)386-91 19 
FACSIMILE (208)386-9 I 95 
WWW.INJURYLAWYERSIDAHO.COM 
Again, I request Mr. Harper's report or full 26(B)4 disclosure. I've been asking for over a 







DAVID W. CANTRIl-I.. 
GARDNER W. SKINNER, JR. 
JOHN L, KING 
ROBERT D, I..EWIS 
CLiNTON O. CASEY 
DEAN C. SORENSEN 
DANIELJ. SKINNER 
Kurt D. Holzer 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, ID 83702 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
1423 TYRELL LANE P.O. BOX 359 
BOISE, IDAHO 83701 
(208) 344-8035 
September 9,2008 
RE: Phillips v. Erhart 
Our File No.: 3894.835 
Dear Kurt: 
FACSIMIL.E 
12081345-72 f 2 
CSSKLAW@CSSKLAW,COM 
Ernie Harper is working on his 26(b)(4) report and I should have it shortly. As soon as I 
receive the same I will forward it to you. 
DWC/ab 
Sincerely yours, 
Dictated but sent 
without signature 
to avoid delay 
David W. Cantrill 
EXHIBIT 
000034 
HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
AITORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 
KURT HOLZER 
JOHN T. EDWARDS 
CLIFFORD L. BROWN (OF COUNSEL) 
KHOLZER@IDAHOIN.lURYLAW.NET 
David Cantrill 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701 
October 6, 2008 
I 5 I 6 WEST HAYS 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
TELEPHONE (208)386-9 I 19 
FACSIMILE (208)386-9 I 95 
WWW.IN..JURYLAWYERSIDAHO.COM 
Re: Jim Phillips-Past Medical Exhibit-Gill Deposition-Harper Opnion 
Your file: 3894.835 
Via Facsimile 345-7212 
3 pages no cover 
Dear Tony: 
Enclosed for your review, you will find a damages chart that reflects the amounts paid 
after write downs. It contains the same care as in the prior chart. 
As I understand our conversation oflast Friday, you and I have a dispute over whether 
the amount charged (Chart 1) or the amount accepted by the provider (Chart 2) is the appropriate 
number to place before the jury. We certainly do not contend Mr. Phillips has a right to a final 
judgment that includes amounts that are written down. But, the Dyet case establishes that a write 
dow11 is properly credited to the defendant after trial pursuant to Idaho Code section 6-1606. 
That is a matter on which we will need to seek the judge's direction. 
More importantly for now is to see what if any of the care reflected on the billing's chart 
you would dispute as causally arising from Mr. Phillips' injuries. That is, are there some things 
on which you will require I put on proof as opposed to stipulating. 
You mentioned in passing the April 27, 2007 shoulder surgery and care leading to that. 
Please have your staff review the early physical therapy notes shortly after the fall and Mr. 
Phillips' continuing shoulder problems that lasted up to that surgery. Also, Dr. Greenwald does 
make the causal connection in her final note giving Mr. Phillips his impairment rating. 
The automobile collision Mr. Phillips was in happened on April 3, 2008. I think there is 
very little post collision treatment on the chart. I believe it is limited to his last two visits to Dr. 
Greenwald 




The other issue I need to lock down to see what you require is the dental care. I provided 
you the dentists' assessment that this #29 tooth was damaged in the fall. 
Please let me know your thoughts on these issues to allow us to make the necessary 
arrangements on the medical matters that you will require us to prove up as related. 
Also, I have placed a message into Dr. Gill and will get you his available times for a 
deposition as soon as I hear back from him. 
Any chance you are going to provide anything from Mr. Harper? I will need to file a 
motion to exclude him if you don't get me his opinions. 






John T. Edwards, ISB No. 4210 
Kurt Holzer, ISB No. 4557 
HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5316 
(208) 386-9119 telephone 
(208) 386-9195 facsimile 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 



















Case No. CV PI 0707453 
COUNSEL'S AFFIDA VII IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO 
EXCLUDE TESTIMONY OF ERNIE 
HARPER 
KURT D. HOLZER first being duly sworn hereby deposes and states: 
I am counsel of record in the matter for plaintiff. I am familiar with the exhibirts 
attached to the Plaintiff's Motion to Exclude Testimony of Ernie Harper. Exhibit A 
consist of 4 pages of Defendants responses to discovery wherein Mr. Harper was 
initially identified as a potential expert. 
COUNSEL'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMAN~cJ.lllf(Ql7. 
HARPER - I U K I biN A L 
Exhibits C, D, E, F, G & I are copies of the correspondence I sent seeking the 
report of Mr. Harper. Defendant had indicated during his deposition this past spring 
that Mr. Harper had done site investigation prior to that deposition. 
In addition to those letters, I made two or three verbal requests for the discovery 
answer or report. 
Exhibit H is the only response I have ever received to my multiples inquiries. 
DATED this 9th day of October, 2008. 





On this day 2008, before me, a notary public, personally appeared Kurt Holzer, 
known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that she executed the same and the contents thereof are true and correct to the best of her knowledge. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
COUNSEL'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY ~QQQ3S 
HARPER-2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 9th day of October 2008, I caused to be served, by 
the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon: 
David Cantrill 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise, ID 83701 
Fax 345-7212 
x U.S. Mail --
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
HOUE~ 
COUNSEL'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO EXCLUDE TESTIMONY orGQ£lD 3 9 
HARPER-3 
John T. Edwards, ISB No. 4210 
Kurt Holzer, ISB No. 4557 
HOLZER • EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5316 
(208) 386-9119 telephone 
(208) 386-9195 facsimile 
Attorneys for Plaintiff OR\G\NAl 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community 
Plaintiff, 














PLAINTIFFS' REQUESTED JURY 
INSTRUCTIONS 



















Plaintiffs further request those instructions attached hereto as exhibit A. 
PLAINTIFFS' REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTIONS -1 
00004D 
Attached as exhibit B is plaintiffs' proposed special verdict. 
Attached as Exhibit C is a copy of the Centers for Disease Control's National 
Vital Statistics Report Showing the life expectation of life in single years by race and 
sex. The report is the most current version produced. Page 16 of the report supports 
plaintiffs requested version of IDJI2d 9.33. 
Submitted herewith to the Court only as exhibit D is a disk containing all 
plaintiffs requested instructions and the proposed verdict form. 
DA TED this rPi) day of October, 2008. 
HOLZER+EDWARDS, CHTD. 
B~ ~ rt D~for the firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
PLAINTIFFS' REQUESTED WRY INSTRUCTIONS - 2 000041 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
tJ()/ 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ldfi day of ~t, 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
David Cantrill 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise, ID 83701 
~ U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
Kurt~ 






The following facts are not in dispute: 
Milt and Mary Erhart own the building at 1406 Main in Meridian 
Jim Phillips works for Rural Community Assistance Corporation (RCAC). 
RCAC rented office space in the building at 1406 Main. 
Jim Phillips office on March 20, 2006 was in the building at 1406 Main. 
Jim Phillips fell on March 20, 2006 on the premises at 1406 Main. 
IDJI 1.07 
GIVEN -----
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 




It was the duty of both plaintiff and defendant, before and at the time of the occurrence, 
to use ordinary care for the safety of both themselves and each other. 
IDJI 2.00.2 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ----




When I use the word "negligence" in these instructions, I mean the failure to use ordinary 
care in the management of one's property or person. The words "ordinary care" mean the care a 
reasonably careful person would use under circumstances similar to those shown by the 
evidence. Negligence may thus consist of the failure to do something which a reasonably careful 
person would do, or the doing of something a reasonably careful person would not do, under 
circumstances similar to those shown by the evidence. The law does not say how a reasonably 
careful person would act under those circumstances. That is for you to decide. 
IDJI 2.20 
GIVEN -----
REFUSED ____ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 




There was a certain statute in force in the City of Meridian at the time of the 
of the occurrence in question which provided that: 
Any system or method of construction to be used shall be based on a 
rational analysis in accordance with well-established principles of 
mechanics. Such analysis shall result in a system which provides a 
complete load path capable of transferring all loads and forces from 
their point of origin to the load resisting elements. 
A violation of the statute is negligence 
IDJI 2.22 (Title 10-1-1 Meridian City Code, 1985 Uniform Building Code section 2303). 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 




There was a certain statute in force in the City of Meridian at the time of the 
of the occurrence in question which provided that: 
All buildings and portions thereof shall be design and constructed to 
sustain, '" all dead loads and all other loads specified in this chapter 
or elsewhere in this code. 
A violation of the statute is negligence 
IDJI 2.22 (Title 10-1-1 Meridian City Code, 1985 Unifonn Building Code section 2303). 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ----
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 




There was a certain statute in force in the City of Meridian at the time of the 
of the occurrence in question which provided that: 
The handgrip portion of handrails shall be not less than 1 'l4 inches 
nor more than 2 inches in cross-sectional dimension or the shape shall 
provide an equivalent gripping surface. 
A violation of the statute is negligence 
IDJI 2.22 (Title 10-1-1 Meridian City Code, 1985 Uniform Building Code section 3306). 
GIVEN -----
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ----




The owner owes a duty to exercise ordinary care to avoid exposing persons on the 
premises to an unreasonable risk of harm. 
IDJI3.03 
GIVEN -----
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 




The owner owes a duty to fix or warn of any dangerous or defective condition known to 
the owner, or which, in the exercise of ordinary care, should have been discovered. 
IDJI 3.05 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ----
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 000051 
OTHER ____ _ 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO.9 
An owner owes a duty of ordinary care under all the circumstances towards invitees who 
come upon the premises. This duty extends to all portions of the premises to which an invitee 
may reasonably be expected to go. 
IDJI3.09 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFlED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 000052 
OTHER ____ _ 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 10 
The owner owes a duty to exercise ordinary care in inspection of the premises for the 
purpose of discovering dangerous conditions. 
IDJI3.11 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ----
COVERED ___ _ 000053 
OTHER -----
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 11 
An invitee is a person who enters upon the premises of another for a purpose connected 
with business there conducted, or whose visit may reasonably be said to confer or anticipate a 
business, commercial, monetary or other tangible benefit to the owner. 
IDJI3.13 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ____ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ____ _ 000054 
OTHER ------
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 12 
When a person has information that would cause someone of ordinary prudence to 
inquire further, that person has a duty to undertake such inquiry, and is charged with notice of all 
facts which a reasonable investigation would disclose. 
Farrell v. Brown, 111 Idaho 1027, 1033 (et. App. 1986), Hill v. Fed Land Bank, 59 
Idaho 136, 141 (1938); 58 Am. Jur. 2d Notice §§ 14, 15 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ----
MODIFlED ___ _ 





INSTRUCTION NO. 13 
As the potential for the risk of harm or the severity of the potential harm increase, the 
degree of care that must be exercised also increases. Thus, any increase in foreseeable danger 
requires increased care. 
Sharp v. WH Moore, 118 Idaho 297, 300 (1990), Whitt v. Jarnagin, 91 Idaho 181, 188 
(1966); Roberts v. Johnson, 588 P.2d 201 (Wash 1978), Devitt, Blackman and Wolff, Federal 
Jury Practice and Instructions, §80.06 (1987). 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ----
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ---- 000055 
OTHER ____ _ 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 14 
"Reckless misconduct" occurs when a person acts carelessly or without due caution and 
circumspection or in a manner that indicates a disregard of the potential consequences in a 
situation involving danger to the life or safety of others. 
Idaho Code section 49-1401; Black's Law Dictionary (5 th Ed. 1979) at 1142; Webster's 
New World Dictionary (2d Ed. 1986) at 1186. 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 
OTHER ____ _ 
000057 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 15 
"Willful misconduct" occurs when a person intentionally does or fails to do an act, 
knowing or having reason to know facts which would lead a reasonable man to realize his 
conduct not only creates an unreasonable risk of harm to another but involves a high degree of 
probability that such harm would result. 
I.D.J.1.2d 2.25 (modified) 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ----
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 
OTHER ____ _ 000058 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 16 
"Loss of consortium" means the loss of the aid, care, comfort, society, companionship, 
services, protection and conjugal affection of an injured spouse. 
Riggs v. Smith 52 Idaho 43 (1932), Summerfeld v. Pringle, 65 Idaho 300, 314 (1943), Nichols v. 
Sonneman, 91 Idaho 199,205 (1966), Rindlisbaker v. Wilson, 95 Idaho 752, 755 (1974), Vannoy 
v. Uniroyal Tire Co., 111 Idaho 536, 545 (1985) 
GIVEN -----
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 000059 
OTHER ____ _ 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 17 
If you find that the plaintiff was negligent in any amount and that his negligence was the 
proximate cause of the injuries he sustained then the total amount of damages you find were 
sustained by him will be reduced by the percentage of negligence you choose to attribute to him 
as causing the injury. Thus, in reaching your determination as to the amount of damages that 
plaintiff incurred you should not reduce the amount of the award in any way for any portion of 
negligence you may find attributable to him. 
If you find that the plaintiff was negligent and that his negligence was equal to or greater 
than the negligence of the defendant the plaintiff will receive no compensation for his injuries. 
Seppi v. Betty, 99 Idaho 186 (1991); Ross v. Coleman, Inc., 114 Idaho 817 (1988) 
GJVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ___ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ___ _ 000060 
OTHER ____ _ 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 18 
Under a standard table of mortality, the life expectancy of a male age 39 is 42.7 
years. This figure is not conclusive. It is an actuarial estimate of the average probable remaining 
length of life based upon statistical samples of death rates and ages at death in this country. This 
data may be considered in connection with all other evidence relating to the probable life 
expectancy, including the subject's occupation, health, habits, and other activities. 
IDJI 9.15 (National Vital statistics report United States Center for Disease Control, 
Division of Vital Statistics, Volume 54, Number 14, (updated March 28, 2007) at 16.) 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ____ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ____ _ 000061 
OTHER -----
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 19 
If the jury decides the plaintiff is entitled to recover from the defendant, the jury 
must determine the amount of money that will reasonably and fairly compensate the plaintiff 
for any damages proved to be proximately caused by the defendant's negligence. 
The elements of damage the jury may consider are: 
A. Non-economic damages 
1. The nature of the injuries; 
2. The physical and mental pain and suffering, past and future; 
3. The impairment of abilities to perform usual activities; 
4. The disfigurement caused by the injuries; 
5. The aggravation caused to any preexisting condition. 
B. Economic damages 
1. The reasonable value of necessary medical care received and 
expenses incurred as a result of the injury [and the present cash value of medical 
care and expenses reasonably certain and necessary to be required in the future; 
2. The reasonable value of the past earnings lost as a result of the 
injury; 
3. The present cash value of the future earning capacity lost because of 
the injury, taking into consideration the earning power, age, health, life expectancy, 
mental and physical abilities, habits, and disposition of the plaintiff, and any other 
circumstances shown by the evidence. 
4. The reasonable value of necessary services provided by another in 
doing things for the plaintiff, which, except for the injury, the plaintiff would 
ordinarily have performed and the present cash value of such services reasonably 
certain to be required in the future; 
5. Any other specific item based upon the evidence. 
Whether the plaintiff has proved any of these elements is for the jury to 
decide. 
IDJI 9.01 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ____ _ 
MODIFIED ----
COVERED _____ _ 
OTHER ____ _ 
000062 
PLAINTIFFS REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 20 
In this case, you will be given a special verdict form to use in returning your verdict. This form 
consists of a series of questions that you are to answer. I will read the verdict form to you now. 
We, the Jury, answer the special interrogatories as follows: 
Question No.1: Were Milt Erhart's actions negligent, and if so, was this negligence a 
proximate cause of the plaintiffs' injuries? 
Answer to Question No.1: Yes LJ NoLJ 
If you answered this question "Yes," continue to the next question. If you answered this question 
"No," you are done. Sign the verdict as instructed and advise the Bailiff. 
Question No.2: Were Jim Phillips' actions negligent, and if so, was this negligence a 
proximate cause of his own injuries? 
Answer to Question No.2: Yes LJ No LJ 
If you answered "Yes" to question and 2, answer Question No.3. If you answered "No" 
to Questions 2, then skip to Question No.4. 
Instruction for Question No.3: You will only reach this question if you have found 
that Milt Erhart and Jim Phillips were both negligent, which negligence caused the injuries to the 
plaintiff. In this question, you are to apportion the fault between these parties in terms of a 
percentage. As to each party to which you answered "Yes" to questions 1 and 2, determine the 
percentage of fault for that party or entity, and enter the percentage on the appropriate line. If 
you answered "No" to any of the above questions, insert a "0" or "Zero" as to that party or 
entity. Your total percentages must equal 100%. 
Question No.3: What is the percentage offault (if any) you assign to each of the following for 
Mr. Phillips injuries: 
To the Defendant, Milt Erhart % 
To the Plaintiff, Jim Phillips % 
Total must equal 100% 
If the percentage of fault you assigned to the plaintiff is equal to or greater than the percentage of 
fault you assigned to the defendant, you are done. Sign the verdict and advise the Bailiff. If the 
000063 
percentage of fault assigned to the plaintiff is less than the percentage of fault you assigned to the 
defendant, answer the next question. 
Question No.4: Were the actions of Defendant Milt Erhart willful or reckless? 
Answer to Question No.4: Yes L.-J No L.-J 
Question No.5: What is the total amount of damage sustained by the plaintiffs as a result 
of the accident? 
Answer to Question No.5: We assess plaintiff Jim Phillip's damages as follows: 
Economic damages, as defined in the Instructions: 
Non-economic damages, as defined in the Instructions: 
We assess plaintiff Gale Phillip's damages as follows: 
Economic damages, as defined in the Instructions: 
Non-economic damages, as defined in the Instructions: 
Loss of Consortium as defined in the Instructions: 
You should include in your answer to Question No.5 the total amount of all monetary damages 
which you find from the evidence were sustained by the Plaintiffs. 
Finally, you should sign the verdict form as explained in another instruction 
GIVEN ____ _ 
REFUSED ____ _ 
MODIFIED ___ _ 
COVERED ____ _ 000064 
OTHER ____ _ 
EXHIBITB 
000065 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 



















Case No. CV PI 0707453 
SPECIAL VERDICT FORM 
We, the Jury, answer the special interrogatories as follows: 
Question No.1: Were Milt Erhart's actions negligent, and if so, was this negligence a 
proximate cause of the plaintiffs' irUuries? 
Answer to Question No.1: Yes L-] NoL-] 
If you answered this question "Yes," continue to the next question.If you answered this question 
"No," you are done. Sign the verdict as instructed and advise the Bailiff. 
Question No.2: Were Jim Phillips' actions negligent, and if so, was this negligence a 
proximate cause of his own irUuries? 
Answer to Question No. 2: Yes L-] No L-] 
If you answered "Yes" to question and 2, answer Question No.3. If you answered "No" 
to Questions 2, then skip to Question No.4. 
Instruction for Question No.3: You will only reach this question if you have found 
that Milt Erhart and Jim Phillips were both negligent, which negligence caused the injuries to the 
plaintiff. In this question, you are to apportion the fault between these parties in terms of a 
000066 
SPECIAL VERDICT FORM - 1 
percentage. As to each party to which you answered "Yes" to questions 1 and 2, determine the 
percentage of fault for that party or entity, and enter the percentage on the appropriate line. If 
you answered "No" to any of the above questions, insert a "0" or "Zero" as to that party or 
entity. Your total percentages must equal 100%. 
Question No.3: What is the percentage of fault (if any) you assign to each ofthe following for 
Mr. Phillips injuries: 
To the Defendant, Milt Erhart % 
To the Plaintiff, Jim Phillips % 
Total must equal 100% 
If the percentage of fault you assigned to the plaintiff is equal to or greater than the percentage of 
fault you assigned to the defendant, you are done. Sign the verdict and advise the Bailiff. If the 
percentage of fault assigned to the plaintiff is less than the percentage of fault you assigned to the 
defendant, answer the next question. 
Question No.4: Were the actions of Defendant Milt Erhart willful or reckless? 
Answer to Question No.4: Yes ~ No~ 
Question No.5: What is the total amount of damage sustained by the plaintiffs as a result 
of the accident? 
Answer to Question No.5: We assess plaintiff Jim Phillip's damages as follows: 
Economic damages, as defined in the Instructions: 
$----------------------------------
Non-economic damages, as defined in the Instructions: 
$--------------------------------
We assess plaintiff Gale Phillip's damages as follows: 
Economic damages, as defined in the Instructions: 
000067 
SPECIAL VERDICT FORM - 2 
$----------------------------------
Non-economic damages, as defined in the Instructions: 
$----------------------------------
Loss of Consortium as defined in the Instructions: 
You should include in your answer to Question No.5 the total amount of all monetary damages 
which you find from the evidence were sustained by the Plaintiffs. 
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United States Life Tables, 2003 
by Elizabeth Arias, Ph.D., Division of Vital Statistics 
Abstract 
This report presents period life tables for the United States 
based on age-specific death rates in 2003. Data used to prepare 
these life tables are 2003 final mortality statistics; July 1, 2003, 
population estimates based on the 2000 decennial census; and data 
from the Medicare program. Presented are complete life tables by 
age, race, and sex. In 2003, the overall expectation of life at birth was 
77.4 years, representing an increase of 0.1 years from life expect-
ancy in 2002. Between 2002 and 2003, life expectancy increased for 
males and females and for both the white and black populations. Ufe 
expectancy increased by 0.2 years (from 77.7 to 77.9) for the white 
population and by 0.3 years (from 72.3 to 72.6) for the black 
population. Both males and females in each race group experienced 
increases in life expectancy between 2002 and 2003. The greatest 
increase was experienced by black females with an increase of 0.3 
years (from 75.6 to 75.9). Ufe expectancy increased by 0.1 years for 
black males (from 68.8 to 68.9), and for white females (from 80.3 to 
80.4), and by 0.2 for white males (from 75.1 to 75.3). 
Introduction 
There are two types of life tables-the cohort (or generation) life 
table and the period (or current) life table. The cohort life table 
presents the mortality experience of a particular birth cohort, all 
persons bom in the year 1900, for example, from the moment of birth 
through consecutive ages in successive calendar years. Based oei 
age-specific death rates observed through consecutive calendar 
years, the cohort life table reflects the mortality experience of an 
actual cohort from birth until no lives remain in the group. To prepare 
just a single complete cohort life table requires data over many years. 
It is usually not feasible to construct cohort life tables entirely on the 
basis of observed data for real cohorts due to data unavailability or 
incompleteness (1). For example, a life table representation of the 
Keywords: life expectancy • life tables • survival • death rates • race 
... ~)O!."- ;~'E.'; 
April 19, 2006 
Report revised as of March 28, 2007 
mortality experience of a cohort of persons bom in 1970 would 
require the use of data projection techniques to estimate deaths into 
the future (2,3). 
Unlike the cohort life table, the period life table does not represent 
the mortality experience of an actual birth cohort. Rather, the period 
life table presents what would happen to a hypothetical (or synthetic) 
cohort if it experienced throughout its entire life the mortality conditions 
of a particular period in time. Thus, for example, a period life table for 
2003 assumes a hypothetical cohort subject throughout its lifetime to 
the age-specific death rates prevailing for the actual population in 2003. 
The period life table may thus be characterized as rendering a "snap-
shof' of current mortality experience, and shows the long-range impli-
cations of a set of age-specific death rates that prevailed in a given 
year. In this report, the term "life table" refers only to the period life table 
and not to the cohort life table. 
Data and Methods 
The data used to prepare the U.S. life tables for 2003 are final 
numbers of deaths for the year 2003, postcensal population esti-
mates for the year 2003, and data from the Medicare program of the 
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. 
The populations used to estimate the life tables shown in this 
report were produced under a collaborative agreement with the U.S. 
Census Bureau and are consistent with the postcensal estimates of the 
2000 census. Reflecting the new guidelines issued in 1997 by the Office 
of Management and Budget (OMB), the 2000 census included 
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Table 5. life table for white males: United States, 2003 
[Race categories are consistent with the 1977 Office of Management and Budget guidelines] 
Age 
0-1 , .... ",., ... , ....... 
1-2 ..... ,., ...... , ...... 
2-3 ..................... 
3-4 .. .,.,." ...... "., .. 
4-5 ..................... 
5-6 ..................... 
6-7 . .. . ,.,., .. "., ...... 
7-8 ...... , .............. 
8-9 ..................... 
9-10 · , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Probability Number 
of dying Number dying 
between surviving to between 
ages x to x+ 1 age x ages x to x+l 
q(,) ~,) d(,) 
0.006366 100,000 637 
0.000460 99,363 46 
0.000330 99,318 33 
0.000263 99,285 26 
0.000201 99,259 20 
0.000182 99,239 18 
0.000169 99,221 17 
0.000158 99,204 16 
0.000140 99,188 14 
0.000117 99,174 12 
0.000100 99,163 10 
0.000109 99,153 11 
0.000161 99,142 16 
0.000271 99,126 27 
0.000425 99,099 42 
0.000596 99,057 59 
0.000760 98,998 75 
0.000910 98,923 90 
0.001029 98,833 102 
0.001118 98,731 110 
0.001206 98,621 119 
0.001289 98,502 127 
0.001333 98,375 131 
0.001331 98,244 131 
0.001295 98,113 127 
0.001242 97,986 122 
0.001197 97,884 117 
0.001170 97,747 114 
0.001177 97,633 115 
0.001210 97,518 118 
0.001254 97,400 122 
0.001301 97,278 127 
0.001357 97,151 132 
0.001423 97,019 138 
0.001503 96,881 146 
0.001594 96,736 154 
0.001703 96,581 164 
0.001842 96,417 178 
0.002011 96,239 194 
0.002200 96,046 211 
0.002395 95,835 230 
0.002595 95,605 248 
0.002811 95,357 268 
0.003053 95,089 290 
0.003320 94,799 315 
0.003613 94,484 341 
0.003920 94,142 369 
0.004234 93,773 397 
0.004551 93,376 425 
0.004677 92,951 453 
0.005231 92,498 484 
0.005623 92,014 517 
0.006047 91,497 553 
0.006502 90,944 591 
0.006993 90,352 632 
0.007521 89,721 675 
0.006103 89,046 722 
0.008764 88,324 774 
0.009534 87,550 835 
0.010433 86,715 905 
0.011494 85,811 986 
0.012686 84,824 1,076 
0.013942 83,746 1,168 
0.015190 82,581 1,254 
0.016449 81,326 1,338 
Click here for spreadhseet version 
Total 
Person-years number of 
lived person-years Expectation 
between lived above of me 
ages x to x+l age x at age x 
L(xl T(x) e(,) 
99,440 7,529,817 75.3 
99,341 7,43O,3n 74.8 
99,301 7,331,036 73.8 
99,272 7,231,735 72.8 
99,249 7,132,463 71.9 
99,230 7,033,214 70.9 
99,212 6,933,984 69.9 
99,196 6,834,772 68.9 
99,181 6,735,576 67.9 
99,169 6,636,394 68.9 
99,158 6,537,226 65.9 
99,146 6,438,068 64.9 
99,134 6,338,920 63.9 
99,113 6,239,786 62.9 
99,078 6,140,673 62.0 
99,028 6,041,595 61.0 
98,960 5,942,567 60.0 
98,878 5,843,607 59.1 
98,782 5,744,729 58.1 
98,676 5,645,947 57.2 
98,561 5,547,271 56.2 
98,438 5,448,710 55.3 
98,309 5,350,272 54.4 
98,178 5,251,963 53.5 
98,049 5,153,784 52.5 
97,925 5,055,735 51.6 
97,806 4,957,810 50.7 
97,690 4,860,004 49.7 
97,575 4,762,314 48.8 
97,459 4,664,739 47.8 
97,339 4,567,280 46.9 
97,214 4,469,941 46.0 
97,085 4,372,727 45.0 
96,950 4,275,642 44.1 
96,808 4,178,692 43.1 
96,658 4,081,884 42.2 
96,499 3,985,225 41.3 
96,328 3,888,726 40.3 
96,143 3,792,398 39.4 
95,940 3,696,255 36.5 
95,720 3,600,315 37.6 
95,461 3,504,595 36.7 
95,223 3,409,114 35.8 
94,944 3,313,892 34.9 
94,641 3,218,948 34.0 
94,313 3,124,307 33.1 
93,958 3,029,994 32.2 
93,575 2,936,036 31.3 
93,164 2,842,461 30.4 
92,725 2,749,297 29.6 
92,256 2,656,572 28.7 
91,756 2,564,316 27.9 
91,220 2,472,560 27.0 
90,648 2,381,340 26.2 
90,036 2,290,692 25.4 
89,383 2,200,855 24.5 
88,685 2,111,272 23.7 
87,937 2,022,587 22.9 
87,133 1,934,650 22.1 
86,263 1,847,518 21.3 
85,318 1,761,254 20.5 
84,286 1,675,937 19.8 
83,164 1,591,651 19.0 
81,953 1,508,486 18.3 
80,857 1,426,533 17.5 
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Case No. CV PI 0707453 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS R. FRIES, 
P.E IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS 
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
THOMAS R. FRIES first being duly sworn hereby deposes and states: 
1. I am a professional engineer with a B.S. in Mechanical Engineering (Automotive & 
Structures) from Oregon State University, 1969 and a Masters in Business Administration 
from Portland State University. 
2. I am a Registered Professional Engineer in Idaho, Oregon and Washington. Attached as 
exhibit A to this Affidavit is my current Curriculum Vitae. 
ORI~W~ 
AFFIDA VIT OF THOMAS R. FRIES, P.E IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - I 
3. I was retained by counsel for the plaintiff in this case to investigate and evaluate 
the stairway that Mr. Phillips was on when he fell. I have been to the scene and 
examined the stairs on November 15, 2007. 
4. In addition, I have reviewed the Complaint in the case, a copy of Defendants' 
Answers and Responses to Plaintiffs' Initial Discovery requests, copies of the 
photos of the staircase taken March 20, 2006 and copies of photos of the staircase 
taken in April 2007. I have also reviewed various building codes and reviewed 
the deposition testimony of Ken Doolittle, the Phillips, Milt Erhart and Dr. 
Richard Gill. All of these are the types of items that professional engineers rely 
upon in forming professional opinions in a forensic setting regarding the safety of 
structures including stairways. 
5. I was asked to testify regarding the application of the Building Codes to the 
stairway and handrails on Mr. Erhart's building in this case. I am of the opinion 
that the stairway and handrails in the condition it was in on the day of Mr. 
Phillips' injury violated general design and loading requirements set forth in the 
1985 Uniform Building Code sections 2303 and 3306 as well as load tables 23-A 
and 23-B and the 2003 International Building Code in the sections 1009.11.3, 
1009.11.5, 1604.3,1604.4, and 1607.7.1. 
6. I base these opinions on my evaluation of the condition of the stairway to the 
applicable building codes referred to above, my inspection of the scene and 
review of the case related materials. 
AFFIDA VIT OF THOMAS R. FRIES, P.E IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO AMEND COMPL~ go 7 4 
7. Further, I have been asked whether in my professional opinion, based on the 
testimony and physical evidence in the case, Mr. Erhart's behavior was an 
extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct. 
8. Mr. Erhart's initial decision to not use two of the four bolts designed to be used 
to attach the step to the mounting brackets coupled with his failure to conduct 
meaningful safety inspections and failure to attach the handrail to the balusters as 
shown by the photos of March 2006 as well as the overall evidence of poor 
maintenance of the stairwell at the time of my inspection such as the fact the 
lower connector of the baluster was disconnected from the wall at the 
intermediate landing; and that the handrail was inappropriately sized for proper 
graspability under the building code are violations of reasonable standards of 
conduct. These failings alone would not lead me to conclude that an extreme 
deviation from reasonable standards occurred. 
9. The movement of the step and inadequately secured handrail are, however, 
hidden dangerous conditions. These conditions presented a substantial risk of 
serious injury to anyone using the stairwell. 
10. Mr. Doolittle testified in his deposition at pages 5 to 8 that he reported the loose 
step and a bent handrail to Mr. Erhart in late winter or early spring. It is Mr. 
Erhart's complete failure to correct the hidden dangerous conditions after they 
had been reported to him that leads me to the conclusion and professional opinion 
that Mr. Erhart's overall course of conduct is an extreme deviation from 
reasonable standards. 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS R. FRIES, P.E IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO AMEND COMPL2~P P 75 
DEC-02-08 01:09 PM 
5 P.01 
DATED this;'Pl day of December, 2008. 
_:1iL~ e.-~ 
Thomas R. Fries. P .E. 
STATE Of OREGON ) ~ 
< 
, , 
" ) ss. 
County of'" .)/t·." ~.,....,.'r, ) 
- , ,,-,, ' r,.,;., 
, On this ~ d~ of~ 2008. before me. a notary public, personally appeared ~fl91~r~ 
kno~'ll or identified ~oJ:4e to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instnlment and ackoQwle44ea to'~e : . 
that she executed the same and the contents thereof are true and COlTect to the best of her knowtedie. ' 
~ . ' . ; . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOf, [ have hereunto set m~! hand and affi.'\ed my official seal the day and ye)r In this " ' 
certificate first abov~ written. ' , 
> 
!:~~ ;, ' .. 
~ '. AFF~A YlT Of THO~S R. fRiES. P.E IN SUPPORT OF PLAlNrtFFS MOTION TO AMEND 
:l', 1 
i~ ' ! : . ~ . ' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ';-IC) day of December 2008, I caused to be served, 
by the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon: 
David Cantrill 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701 
Fax 345-7212 
x U.S. Mail --
__ Overnight Mail 
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EXHIBIT A 
THOMAS R. FRIES, P.E. 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
EDUCATION 
B.S. in Mechanical Engineering (Automotive & Structures), Oregon State University, 1969. 
Graduate study at University of Illinois. 
Masters in Business Administration, Portland State University, 1975. 
PUBLICA TIONS/ ARTICLES/SEMINAR HANDOUTS 
"The Black Box: Spying On An Auto Crash" article in the Oregon Trial Lawyer - Sununer 2007, Co-Author Robert Browning. 
Seminar materials: Special Problems in Traffic Crash Reconstruction, "How To Calculate Vehicle Speeds In Head-on 
Collisions", University of North Florida Institute of Police Technology and Management (IPTM), May 2000. 
Seminar materials: Crash Investigator's Update "99" "Offset Frontal Impacts," and "Air Bag Deployment", 
Forensic Accident Reconstructionists of Oregon (FARO), April 1999. 
"When Two Cars Collide: Low Speed Rearend Collisions" article in The Oregon Trial Lawyer' Winter, 1998, Co-Author David 
K. Karlin, P.E. 
"Low Speed Impacts: An Engineering Evaluation", a chapter included in the course book Fine Tuning Your Auto Accident Case, 
Oregon Law Institute Seminar, November, 1995. 
Calculating Speed From IIeavy Truck Skid Marks, Society of Automotive Engineers Publication 920606, Co-Author Thomas 
D. Jones. 
" Accident Reconstruction: Using Exhibit Overlays and Computer Animation" , section included in the course book The Effective 
Use of Demonstrative Evidence by The Oregon State Bar, July 1991. 
Motorcycle and Semi Truck Accident Reconstruction: A Case Study of Human Factors and Avoidabilitv Analysis, SAE (Society 
of Automotive Engineers) Publication 890733, Co-Authors Keith Cronrath, P.E. and Jay Smith, P.E. 
Stopping Characteristics for Motorcycles in Accident Situations, SAE Publication 890734, Co-Authors Keith Cronradl, P.E. and 
Jay Smith. P.E. 
£\cci<,lcntReconstruction: Response of Halogen Light Filaments during Vehicle Collisions, SAE Publication 890856, Co-Author 
Richard Lapp. 
"Use of rorensic Engineering Involving Motor Vehicle Accidents," section included in the course book Prosecution of DUll Trial 
Manual, by Oregon Traffic Safety Commission, Dept. ofJustice, Oregon District Attorney's Association, May 1988. 
" An U Ilusual Truck/Van Collision," co-author with John A. Talbott, P.E., American Academy of Forensic Sciences 40th Annual 
Meeting Program and Abstracts, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, February 1988. 
Rev. 71000079 
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CURRICULUM VITAE 
PUnLICATIONS/ARTICLES, CONT. 
If Automobile Accident Reconstruction", section included in the course book Forensic Science - Civil and Criminal, seminar given 
by the Oregon Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, November 1987 . 
.. Product Safety Overview for the Design Engineer," co-author of Professional Program Session Record 19, Northconl87 
Electronics Show and Convention, September 1987. 
Engineering Aspects of Product and Professional Liability (text used in course at Portland State University and the University of 
Portland). 
"When, How and Why of Accident Reconstruction." The Oregon Trial Lawyer, Jan.-Mar., 1984. Also in Oregon Association of 
Defense Counsel. Proceedings of Salishan Convention C.L.E. Program, 1985. 
AWARDS 
Co-author of first place entry in 1976 James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation Award Program. Manuscript titled, 
"Fabricating Wedge Gate Valves for API 600 Specifications in Petroleum Refinery Service." 
REGISTRATIONS 
Registered Professional Engineer of Oregon (Mechanical E 8540) 
Registered Professional Engineer of Idaho (Mechanical 6091) 
Registered Professional Engineer of Washington (Mechanical 17594) 
ACCREDITATIONS The Accreditation Commission for Traffic Accident Reconstruction (ACT AR) has awarded the level of: 
Full accreditation as a Traffic Accident Reconstructionist, registration No. 757 (July 1996). Academic achievement, training and 
experience, written and practical exam. 
CERTIFICATIONS Crash Data Retrieval (CDR) System Operator (May, 2002) 
AFFILIATIONS 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
Forensic Accident Reconstructionist of Oregon 
Society of Automotive Engineers 
Society of Fire Protection Engineers 
National Association of traffic Accident Reconstructionists and Investigators 
Washington Association of Technical Accident Investigators 
International Association of Arson Investigators 
SI>ECIAL STUDIES 
• 2008 "Energy Methods and Damage Analysis in Traffic Crash Reconstruction", Vancouver, WA., ~IA 14-18 2.Q08 . 
Some topics included: Standards, measurements and dimensional analysis, Understanding and using <tItJ:(}Q8<Urs, 
Vectors, Damage momentum and crush analysis, Crush measuring protocol, Energy Concepts and analysis, Detem1ining 
appropriate post-impact drag factors, Understanding EBS and,6. V, Conservations of linear momentum and tN vectors, 
Introduction to crush and Hooke's Law, Collision analysis damage momentum, Understanding and determining stiffness 
coefficients, Damage (crush) analysis, Pole impacts and fracture energy, Using simultaneous equations to solve in-line 
collisions. Outdoor projects included examining and measuring crash vehicles and then calculating damage, energy and 
speed. 
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2006 ARC-CSI Crash Conference: Las Vegas, NV, June 5-8,2006. Some Topics included Deceleration Rates for Modern 
Vehicles, Motorcycle Accident Investigation, Collision Speed Analysis of Angular Collisions Involving Secondary Impacts, 
Identification of Unusual Tire Marks, etc. Actual crash tests included observation of curb strikes, multiple impacts -
secondary contacts, significant closing speed crashes, motorhome crashes, and full scale motorcycle crashes. Crash tests 
were conducted at Las Vegas Motor Speedway. Collection of crash data was compiled and presented to all attendees. 
"Crash Testing with Rusty Haight". 2005 W ATAI Fall Conference, October 10-11, 2005. Course included observation and 
viewing of uncontaminated collision scenes. Data and compilation of information was presented to attendees. 
"Drag Factor & Coefficient of Friction Validation Testing". Course presented at the FARO - 2005 Annual Summer 
Conference (August 26, 2(05). Included observation and participation in surface friction testing. Various data collection 
methods were used including drag sleds, accelerometers, radar/lidar & physical measurements of skid lengths. Testing 
involved multiple surfaces and multiples types of vehicles. Data and compilation of results were presented to attendees. 
"Tire Failure 10 I & High Speed Tire Blow-Out Demonstrations By Michelin Tire Co.". Included tire failure identification, 
tire fitness inspection procedures, and demonstrative high speed tire failures by use of vehicles. "Critical Speed Yaw 
Identification & Validation of Calculations". Included instruction on identifying, measuring, photographing to discern a "yaw 
mark" from a skid. Courses presented at the FARO - 2003 Annual Conference (August 8 & 9, 2003) 
Crash Data Retrieval System Operator Course (May 2002, 2 days) presented by Collision Safety Institute. Download and 
evaluate data from an automobile event data recorder. 
Pedestrian and Bicyclist Collision Reconstruction (August 200 1,3 days) presented by Forensic Accident Reconstructionist of 
Oregon. Included staged crash events, and classroom analysis and calculations. Topics covered included reaction times. 
body trajectories, pedestrian walking speeds, pedestrian conspicuity, and collision sequence. 
Special Problems in Traffic Crash Reconstruction (May 2000, 5 days) - "Come Crash With Us in Y2K!" presented by 
University of North Florida Institute of Police Technology and Management (IPTM). Staged crash event including data 
collision, computerized diagramming, calculations, Winsmac and Wincrash analysis. Other topics included: Heavy truck 
rollover. impaired driving collisions, crashworthiness, roadside safety, and injury analysis for pedestrians. 
Special Problems in Traffic Accident Reconstruction (April, 1999, 5 days), "The Future is Here" presented by IPTM. 
Topics included: Tire inspection, pedestrian & bicycle accidents, car seats, sport utility vehicles, trailer braking, damage 
analysis, momentum & energy applications, railroad accidents, low speed collisions, DNA evidence, blood evidence & traffic 
accident reconstruction. 
"Crash Investigations Update '99", (April 1, 1999). Seminar sponsored by Forensic Accident Reconstuctionists of Oregon 
Commercial vehicle event data, low speed impact. 000081 
4th Annual FARO Crash Reconstruction (July, 1998), low speed crashes (test subject), motorcycle crash tests. 
• ·.fIst Annual conference (November, 1997) Association For the Advancement of Automotive Medicine. Seminar topics 
included airbags, injury mechanics, biomechanical studies & traffic il1iuries 
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Airbag Design and Performance TOPTEC (August, 1997), sponsored by SAE Continuing Professional Development Group, 
Topics included Occupant Restraints, Airbag Injuries and Fatalities, Sensor Performance, Smart and Depowered Airbags. 
Low Speed Rear Impact collision TOPTEC (August, 1994), sponsored by SAE Continuing Professional Development Group. 
Advanced Traffic Reconstruction With The Use of Microcomputers (April, 1993), presented by the University of North 
Florida, Institute of Police Technology & Management. 
Critical Speed Theory and Testing, October 1992, presented by Washington Association of Technical Accident Investigators. 
Accident Reconstruction: Technology and Animation II; February, 1992 SAE International Congress and Expo; Technical 
Sessions included: Automobile Damage and Its Effect On Injury Analysis, Estimating Speed from Damage, Computer 
Animations. 
Special Problems in Traffic Accident Reconstruction (April 1990) presentation by IPTM. Course work included: h1iury 
Patterns, Railroad Crossing Accidents, Tire and Pavement Frictions, Trailer Stability in Articulated Vehicles IPTM Crash 
Study, Marine Accidents, Video Animation, Motorcycle Stopping Characteristics, Motorcycle Dynamics, Vehicle Autopsies. 
Accident Reconstruction Conference, July 1989, presented by Washington Association of Technical Accident Investigators 
and Society of Accident Reconstructionists, Curriculum included: Tractor Trailer Testing, Pedestrian and Bicycle Accident 
Reconstruction, Collision Deformation, Computer Accident Reconstruction, Seat Belt Investigation and Anti-lock Brake 
Systems. 
Motor Vehicle Accident Reconstruction Review and Update; February, 1989, SAE International Congress and Expo; 
Technical Sessions included: Study of Skid and Yaw Marks, change in velocity of occupants during collisions, Human 
Factors (driver perception response, and reaction times); Avoidability analysis, stopping characteristics for motorcycles, cars, 
and semi trucks, computer reconstruction and animation, using vehicle crash data to predict vehicle speeds . 
.. Advanced Fire and Arson Investigations." by Dr. Ron Edwards, (September 12 & 13, 1988), seminar sponsored by Oregon 
Chapter International Association of Arson Investigators. 
"Understanding The Effects of Alcohol On the Driver As It Relates To The Ability To Operate A Motor Vehicle," by Dr. 
Larry Lewman, State Medical Examiner Seminar, sponsored by Oregon Traffic Safety Commission, Oregon Dept. Of 
Justice, Oregon District Attorney's Association, May, 1988. 
"'Human Factors - Vision and How It contributes to Accidents." by Dr. Conrad Kraft, (February, IQ8Q)~.J)a~i~gton 
Association of Technical Accident Investigation. 
• Principles of Failure Analysis (Fall, 1987), Metallurgical course presemed by American Society of Metals International. 
• SAE Conference on Future Transportation Technology (August, 1987), Banquet Speaker, James Hofferberth, Director, 
Vehicle Research and Technical Center, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Test Cemer, "Advanced 
Technology in Transportation Safety" (anti-lock brakes, seat belts, airbags, etc.) 
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SPECIAL STUIHES, CONT'D 
• Special Problems in Accident Reconstruction (April 1987) - lectures and workshops presented by IPTM. Course work 
included: computer-aided accident reconstruction, tire forensics (failure analysis), anti-lock brake systems, bio-mechanics and 
Motorcycle helmets, large truck inspection, photogram (graphic photo analysis), vehicle and occupant kinematics and 
dynamics, vehicle collision energy management, occupant injury and crash protection. 
• Accident Reconstruction Seminar: Accident Site Investigation - Talbott Associates in-house seminar. 
• fire & Arson Investigation - courses presented by City of Portland Fire Bureau Investigator through Portland Community 
College. 
• Advanced Accident Reconstruction - seminars presented by Western States College of Transportation, October 1979, 
Instructor: Sgt. Myron ~ Mike" Lofgren, Minnesota State Police. 
• Protecting Against Liability Claims - seminar presented by the National Society of Professional Engineers. 
• Weld Defects - seminar presented by Oregon Graduate Center. 
• Weld Quality and Inspection - Metallurgical course presented by the Metal Engineering Institute. 
• Non-destructive Testing - lecture series presented by American Welding Society. 
PRESENTATIONS 
"Winning the Complex Auto Case", Program Speaker, Oregon Law Institute - Northwestern School of Law of Lewis & Clark 
College, April 16,2004. 
"Qualifying the Expert" in accident reconstruction cases. Presented to "Inns of the Court", April 13,2004. 
"Accident Reconstruction: The "Black Box" in Motor Vehicles", presented to Oregon Trial Lawyers Associatic)I} (OTLA), April 
2, 2004, also presented to Allstate/Encompass Staff Council, Continuing Legal Education Seminar, Olympia, W A, January 23, 
2004 . 
.. How To Calculate Vehicle Speeds In Head-on Collisions", a technical workshop presentation at the University of North Florida 
Institute of Police Technology and Management (lPTM), Special Problems in Traffic Reconstruction Seminar, May 2000. 
"Offset Frontal Impacts: Equations for Solving", and Airbags: Proper and Improper Deployment IMrI11n:~ent 
RCCOl1Slructionists of Oregon (FARO), 1999 Spring Seminar, April 1, 1999, co-presenter, David K. Karlin~!J V 0 J 
"Product Liability Investigations", presented to National Association of Legal Investigators, Inc., Seattle Seminar, April 12, 
1997 . 
.. Adding Octane to Your Low-Speed Impact Trials" , presented to Oregon Trial Lawyers Association Litigator Luncheon - Winter 
'96 Program, February 15, 1996. 
"Low-Speed Impacts: An Engineering Evaluation", presented at the Oregon Law Institute Seminar "Fine Tuning Your Auto 
Accident Case", November 3, 1995, and at Claims Professionals Seminar, September, 1995. 
"Using Computer Animation As Evidence" Oregon Casualty Adjusters Association (OCAA) 1995 Spring Symposium, April 13, 
1995, co-presenter, Keith M. Cronrath, P.E., Talbott Associates, Inc. 
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PI·tESENf ATIONS, CONT. 
"Gathering Data and Information f()f The Forensic Expert" Accident Reconstruction seminar presented to claims professionals, 
March 17, 1994, co-presenter, Thomas D. Jones, P.E., Talbott Associates, Inc 
"Demonstration of Accident Reconstruction U sing Computer-Generated Evidence", Bullivant, Houser, Bailey, Pendergrass & 
Hoffman Law Firm, June 24, 1993, co-presenter, Thomas D. Jones, P.E., Talbott Associates, Inc. 
"Calculating Speed From Heavy Truck Skid Marks", a technical session presentation at the Society of Automotive Engineers 
1992 International Congress and Expo . 
.. Accident Reconstruction: Using Exhibit Overlays and Computer Animation" , speaker at Oregon State Bar Continuing Legal 
Education Seminar, July 1991. 
"Handling Exhibits and Expert Witnesses at Trial", co-participation in Oregon State Bar Litigation Section Seminar in Medford, 
Oregon, June, 1990. 
"Motorcycle Stopping Characteristics" a technical session presentation at the IPTM, Special problems in accident reconstruction, 
April, 1990. 
"The Physics of Low-Speed Impact Automobile Collisions" presented to Washington State Trial Lawyers Association, Benton 
Franklin County Roundtable, February, 1990. 
"Engineering Study: Analysis of a lane cross-over head-on collision." Litigation Seminar; The Challenge Ahead In the 90's, 
short presentation under the general topic "Focusing Your Case With Expert Testimony" May, 1989. Sponsored by the Law 
Firm of Spears, Lubersky, Bledsoe, Anderson, Young & Hilliard. 
"Seat Belt Operation and Their Effectiveness In Reducing Injuries", Oregon Casualty Adjusters Association 1989 Annual 
Symposium Presentation under the general topic "How To Investigate and Assert A seat Belt Defense" with co-speakers Dr. 
Peter Fisher, Ronald G. Stephenson, Attorney, and David K. Foster, Attorney. 
000084 
.. Halogen Lights", "Stopping Characteristics for Motorcycles", "Human Factors and A voidability Analysis", Accident 
Reconstruction technical session presentations at 1989 SAE International Congress. 
"Forensic Engineering: Testimony, Demonstrative Evidence and Exhibits", presentation given to the Alaska Bar Association, 
February 1989, case studies involving fire investigation, slip and fall, accident reconstruction, and product liability . 
... Motorcycle and Semi-Truck Accident Reconstruction: "A case study of Human Factors and A voidability Analysis." Co-
speaker at Society of Automotive Engineers, Oregon Section technical meeting, January 1989; presented October 1989 to students 
at Mt. Hood Community College, and November 1989 to Oregon Defensive Drivers Instructors Association. 
"Automotive Fire Investigation-Normal Burn Pattern or Arson", presentation given to the Oregon Chapter, International 
Association of Arson Investigation, December, 1988. 
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THOMAS R. FRIES, P.E. 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
PRESENTATIONS, CONT. 
"How to Investigate and Determine the Benefits and Non-Benefits of Seat Belts During Collisions", presentation given to the 
Pozzi, Wilson, Atchison, O'Leary & Conboy Law Firm, December, 1988. 
"'Engineering Aspects of Seat Belts", (Co-speaker with Dr. Peter Fisher, and Ronald G. Stephenson, Attorney), 1988 Fall 
Seminar, "How to Investigate and Assert A Seat Belt Defense" sponsored by the Law Firm of Bullivant, Houser, Bailey, 
Pendergrass & Hoffman. 
"U se of Forensic Engineering", speaker at DUll Training for Prosecutors, sponsored by Oregon Traffic Safety Commission, 
Oregon Dept. Of Justice, Oregon District Attorney's Association, May, 1988. 
"Accident Reconstruction and Halogen Lights", speaker at the Society of Automotive Engineers Oregon Section Technical 
Meeting, May, 1988. 
"Accident Reconstruction: The Forensic Engineer's View", speaker at Winter Conference, Oregon District Attorney's 
Association, December 1987. 
"Automobile Accident Reconstruction", speaker at Seminar, Forensic Science - Civil and Criminal, sponsored by Oregon 
Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, November, 1987. 
"Product Safety Overview for the Design Engineer" , co-presenter at Northconl87 Electronics Show and Convention, September 
1987. 
Testimony in Support of Senate Bill 87 (Safety Belt Use Legislation), June 1987. 
"Product Liability Engineering Investigations", National Association of Legal Investigators, April 1987 
"Accident Reconstruction--tl1e Law--Its Use" (co-presentation with William Wheatley and John Luvaas). Oregon Association of 
Defense counsel 1985 Salishan Convention C.L.E. Program. 
000085 
"Product and Professional Liability" Society of Automotive Engineers. University of Portland, Portland Stale University, and 
State of Oregon Continuing Education. 1977·191-1') 
.• Accident Reconstruction" National Association of Legal Investigators, May 1984. ., Examination of Truck Brakes". National 
Association of Legal Investigators, 1980. 
4-91 - Present: Consulting Mechanical Engineer President of Forensic and Mechanical Engineering, Inc. 
1-78 - 4-91 : 
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Consulting Mechanical Engineer Employment began in January of 1978 with Talbott Wong & Associates, Inc. 
As a project engineer; there was a company name change in 1981 to Talbott Engineers and Talbott Associates, 
Inc. Promoted to Associate in March of 1980, and to Vice President in August of 1981. Other positions 
included Sr. Vice President, President, and member of Board of Directors. 
THOMAS R. FRIES, P.E. 
CURRICULUM VITAE 
EXPERIENCE. CONT'D 
Experience includes product and machine design, energy analysis and audits, material handling systems, commercial and 
residential design, structural evaluation, vehicle accident reconstruction, motor vehicle defect examinations (cars and trucks) 
structural and product failures, fire investigations and analysis, lighting studies and evaluations, engineering design, slip and fall 
coefficient of friction studies. 
Accident Reconstruction. Experienced in over 3000 reconstructions, including multi-vehicle collisions, truck collisions, 
motorcycle collisions, and pedestrian accidents. Reconstruction analysis includes position of vehicles at impact, speeds of 
vehicles, impact forces, injury analysis, causation and avoidability analysis. 
All Terrain Vehicles (ATV). Experience includes over 20 ATV cases involving handling characteristics and tipping instability. 
Analysis includes design stability calculations and tilt platform testing, both in rearward back flip and forward pitch and rolI 
conditions. Accident reconstruction is utilized using the physical evidence to determine what occurred, and what factors caused 
or contributed to the accident. 
Fire Investigation. Experience includes over 250 fire investigations, including vehicle fires, residential fires. and commercial 
fires. investigations include determining origin of the fire and cause of the fire. 
Slip and Fall Studies. Experience includes over 150 slip and fall cases. Investigations include coefficient of friction study 
(slipperiness of surface), lighting studies, stairway and walkway design. 
Product Failures and Structural Evaluations. Experience includes over 300 product and structural investigations. Typical cases 
incl ude defect examination of car and truck components, investigation of industrial accidents for cause of injury, examination of 
structures for cause and extent of damage, and determination of repair techniques. Also includes the inspection and testing of 
consumer products and industrial equipment for defects and compliance with codes and standards. 
9-76 - 12-77: 
6-75 - 9-76: 
Divisional Quality Control Manager for Fabri-Valve, a Division of Dillingham Marine & Manufacturing 
Company, a fabricator oflarge industrial pipe line knife gate and wedge gate valves. Responsibilities included 
design review prior to manufacture and analysis of production and field problems. 
Senior Qualitv Control Engineer for Hyster Company, a manufacturer of industrial lift truCks~wQlgQ, ~aQers. 





Project Engineer for Hyster Company. Head of design group responsible for making product design 
improvements and solving production problems for 13 worldwide plants. 
Liaison I;ngineer for Hyster Company. Served as a on-location design engineer at a large mid-west plant. Was 
responsible for solving and evaluating production and field problems. 
Design Engineer for Hyster Company. Product design of industrial lift trucks. 
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Case No. CV PI 0707453 
COUNSEL'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT TO ASSERT PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES AND TO CLARIFY 
NEGLIGENCE PER SE CLAIMS 
KURT D. HOLZER first being duly sworn hereby deposes and states: 
I am counsel of record in the matter for plaintiff. This Affidavit is to submit into 
the record the depositions that establish the facts stated in The Memorandum in support 
of Plaintiffs Motion to Amend. 
Attached as Exhibit A is a ctrue copy of the deposition of Angela Sisco. 
Attached as Exhibit B is a true copy of the deposition of Milt Erhart. 
Attached as Exhibit C is a true copy of the deposition of Ken Doolittle. 
COUNSEL'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TO AQ~AO 8 8 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND TO CLARIFY NEGLIGENCE PER SE CLAIMS -l R t G tN A L 
Attached as Exhibit D is a true copy of the deposition of Dan Phillips. 
DA TED this 2nd day of December, 2008. 
STATE OF IDAHO 




On this U day of \).eu.ro.\xJ: 2008, before me, a notary public, personally appeared Kurt Holzer, 
known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that she executed the same and the contents thereof are true and correct to the best of her knowledge. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above written. 
Resi . g at \~..Q.. \b 
Commission expires 4!!> IW/I'i 
COUNSEL'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT T~t);OO 8 9 
PUNITIVE DAMAGES AND TO CLARIFY NEGLIGENCE PER SE CLAIMS - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this2nd day of December 2008, I caused to be served, by 
the method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon: 
David Cantrill 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701 
Fax 345-7212 
x U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
HOLZER+EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
COUNSEL'S AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT TOOOOO 9 0 
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'I.'tIES)AY, DEX:EM!ER 4, 2007, 10:45 A.M., WISE, II:ll\ID. 
AtmA SISCO, 
called as a witness herein, haviIq been first duly SImIl, was 
examined and testified as follows: 
BY MR. CJ\NTRILL: 
Q Your naue, please? 
A Anqela Sisco. 
Q Anqela, lalld}'Oll, please, tell ne a little bit 
about yourself? HeM loo;r have you lived in Boise? 
A I have lived in Boise for -- IIDVed to Idaho in 
1991. 
Q All right. Fran where? 
A Seattle. 
Q Give ne your educatiooal background. 
A I have a ck1g:tee in CCIIIlI.l!lications. 
Q Fran where? 
A And a miror in psychology. 
Q Fran where? 
A BStJ. 
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Q All right. Why did you rrove to Boise? 
A The crine in Seattle. ve got rd:bed three tines. 
Q Really? 
A M:lved after the thiId tiIre. 
Q When you say we, who ckI you nean? 
A My nan and !IV sister and I. 
Q Did they -- all three of you rrove to Boise? 
A ve all !lOVed to Sun Valley area and, then, to go to 
9 sclxlol I cane here. 
10 Q All right. Are they stillliviIq there? 
11 A My nan lives south of Bellevue and !IV sister lives 
12 in here in Boise. 
13 Q Do you have -- are you lIBrried? 
14 A I 'm !IBrried. 
15 Q Children? 
16 A I have been lIBrried for just over five years and I 
17 have a three year old daughter. 
18 Q All right. How long have you lIttked for this 
19 cx:mpany you're lIttkinq for? 
20 A ~ Septsli:ler 19th of 2001. Just over six years. 
21 Q Itlere did you tak bttore there? 
22 A The city of Boise in the housinq and cx:mn.mity 
23 develcprent di visial. 
24 Q Is that how you foun:i this job? 
25 A Yes. 
Q Tell ma what you ckI for than. 
A I provide technical assistance, which is kilxI of 
3 like CCIIlSUltinq, for nm1ltofit housinq agencies and. smill 
4 cities, to help than to build affOIdable housinq and to 
5 provide trai.ni.n;J to housinq counselors. 
6 Q Privately build house -- is there a cx:mn.mity built 
7 or privately built? 
A They are cx:mn.mity built. Self help. 
Q Okay. 
10 A In rural cx:mn.mi ties. 
11 Q So, are you paid by the hour or are you salaried? 
12 A I'm salaried. 
13 Q And how long have you koown Jim Phillips? 
14 A ~ I started. 
15 Q He was already there? 
16 A Correct. 
17 Q When did you start, then? 
18 A PardJn ma? 
19 Q When did you start? 
20 A Septad:ler 19th of 2001. 
21 Q The reason I'm askinq that is Mr. Phillips a little 
22 while ago told ma they !lOVed here in 2004 -- '3. 
23 A They -- Jim and. his dad did not rrove here t.cgether. 
24 Q Right. But he said they were really close 
25 together. They !lOVed about the sane tiIre. So, that's a h;I:) 
1 year gap and I'm just trying to clear up the apparent 
2 dis~. You're sure it was 2001? 
3 A Yes. 
Q Okay. Mr. Phillips nay have been wrong. It's like 
5 askinq sarel:xxIy what year they were IIBrried and you get the 
6 wrong year half the tiIre. So, it was 2001? 
A Uh-huh. Because I got hired bttore Septsli:ler 11th 
8 and, then, actually cane OIl after it and so there was a whole 
9 big thinq, because it involved travel, so --
10 Q Do you live near where you lIttk? 
11 A I ckI. I live in teridian. 
12 Q When you go into your buildinq ckI you go in the 
13 front d:lor or ckI you go t.hrou;jh these sl:qls? 
14 A ve are no l.otY,jer in that office buil.dinq. 
15 Q Okay. 
16 A So, I don't go in there anynore. 
17 Q &.It where are you rei? 
18 A ve have an office space in Eagle. 
19 Q Okay. So, you're not even in this office anynnre? 
20 A N:l. 
· 21 Q When's the last tiIre you went up and d:lwn these 
22 steps? 
23 A I was there 00 Friday. 
, 24 Q Is that IClen you mat with Mr. Holzer and. the 
25 Phillips? 
A Correct. And, then, prior to that -- I think we 
2 !lOVed out -- I don't know exactly how lOOJ, rut we !lOVed out 
3 saretiIre after Jim's accident. It was a fliM rronths after 
i 4 that or several rronths after that. And that 'I.Wld have been 
5 the last tiIre that I was there. 
Q Okay. And just generally, then, in a t\«) or three 
7 or four year period you 'I.Wld into this buil.dinq daily; 
8 right? 
A Right. For that period of tiIre that we had that 
10 office space, yes. 
· 11 Q lbJld you go --
12 A SaIE!tilat daily, because we traveled for I«>rk, so --
13 Q Okay. b often -- how nany tines a week? 
i 14 A I tak in seven states, so I typi.cally travel, 00 
I 15 average, every other week. 
16 Q Really? And you're gone the I>4lole 1Ek? 
17 A My trips are ~ fran one day to five. 
I 18 Q Do you fly or drive? 
19 A Both. I work, like I said, in seven states. So, 
20 within IUral lda.Ix> I drive. <Altside of that I fly. 
· 21 Q Okay. But for that period of tiIre -- let's just 
22 leave it 00 a regular basis you went up and cbm these steps; 
I 23 right? 
: 24 A Correct. 
25 Q lbJld you ever use the other entrance? 000094 
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A Yes. 
Q ~ that for Ill! if you could? 
A Used the back steps all the tine. Basically when 
4 ~ first noved into the buil.ciiI:q. When -- whoever did the 
5 l«lIk, changa:! the steps, took off the wooden tteacIs, the 
6 stairs were out of cxmai.ssion for sate duration. So, at that 
7 point I started using the interior stairs and, then, 
8 daveloped that habit and kept it for awhile. 
Q Did you eventually I1J back to the steps that are at 
10 issue here? 
11 A I did. We lIOved office spaces within the building, 
12 so IE were, then, on that -- the em of the building that had 
13 the steps. Previously IE were at the back of the buil.ciiI:q --
14 or the front of the building, so it was just as easy to I1J in 
15 and use the interior stairs, but because IE IWVed to the --
16 to the em of the building where the s~ was on the 
17 exterior, I started using that again. 
18 Q Okay. Just to I1J back for a secm:!, you indicated. 
19 to Ill! that the steps were at one tine rrede of ~ 
20 A Correct. 
21 Q And, then, they were IWclIIp3d to the present --
22 A Correct. 
23 Q -- cmfiquration? 
24 A Correct. 
25 Q And can you give Ill! an approx.inate tine as to when 
1 that took place? 
2 A I have 00 icEa. 





After the change was rrede to the present 
7 cmfiguration, did you ever cbserve arrt prcblans with the 
8 steps? 
A They didn' t look lEll put to;}ether. I t looked like 
10 Milt kind of typical style of band-aiding it, like they were 
11 cklne for a taqxlrary situation, and he was ~ to CClIe back 
12 and fix then, was ll'f assesSlellt of how they looked. 
13 Q You rrean Milt Erhart, 00 you not? 
14 A Correct. 
15 Q The owner of the buil.ciiI:q? 
16 A The owner. Uh-huh. 
17 Q Okay. Did you cbserve or ootice arrt prcblans? 
A No. I cbn't have the skills to --18 
19 Q Did you CClIplain to a.nyl:xxiy about the COIldi tion of 
20 the steps at arrtt:ine? 
21 A We asked Dave about it, who is the buil.ciiI:q rrenager 
22 at sate point, if the stairs were cklne and if they were 
23 usable I that kind of thing when IE were talkinq about IIDVinq 
24 office spaa:. 
25 Q And is that his stat:arent to you that they were 
10 
1 ready to use? 
A Correct. 
Q Okay. Did you ever o:::Ilplain to a.nyl:xxiy fozmill Y 
4 about arrt prchlem; with the steps? 
A No. 
Q So, how did you find out about Jim's accident? 
A I I1Jt a call fran one of the neighbors in the 
8 buil.ciiI:q, Ken. I had just left. And he had told Ill! that 
9 there had been an accident, he had fallen. 
10 Q So, when you say you had left, had you gale cbwn 
11 these steps? 
12 A Correct. I had just left IIBjte 20 minutes before. 
13 Q So, you were in your car when you I1Jt the call? 
14 A Correct. 
15 Q And IE' re dep:>sinq Ken -- Ken Doolittle I think is 
16 his 1laIle. 
17 A I cbn' t know his last 1laIle. 
: 18 Q &It you knei him as being a cxrtenant? 
19 A Correct. 
· 20 Q And nt exactly did he tell you, as best as you 
21 can recall? 
22 A 'nlat there had been an azdJulance that was there. 
23 '!bat Jim had fallen. It was really bad. And that the 
24 anbulance had taken him. He had the anbulance catpany' s 
25 nuni:ler and he gave that to Ill! and he didn' t know where they 
1 were taking him. '!bat I s the best I rarEIlber of that 
2 cmversation. 
Q So, nt did you oo? 
A I called -- I believe I tried to call the anbulance 
5 catpany first to find out nt it was before I I«>rriEd his 
6 wife and they t.OOldn' t to tell Ill! arrjthinq, because I wasn I t 
7 his wife. So, I called Gail and told her and IE eodfd up 
, 8 cmferencing in on a call to tlm thwugh ll'f phone. 
! 9 Q Okay. And you found out where he was I1Jinq? 
! 10 A Correct. 
III Q And where was that that he was I1Jinq? , 
, 12 A st. IlJke I s in 14m.dian. 
13 Q lmch is pretty close; right? 
, 14 A Correct. 
i 15 Q Did you, then, I1J to the hospital? 
· 16 A I did. 
i 17 Q h was there? 
18 A Jim and Gail were there. Gail was there already. 
19 Jim and Gail. 
20 Q 





And his parents showed up at a later tine? 
Correct. 
bt did you cbserve when you were there? 
Jim appeared to be in a lot of pain. He was 
He was very lou:I. 
Did that seem out of character for bini? 
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A His voia:! carries very well, but certainly - I 
2 Beall it was sounds of pain and beiIY,j' that loud in such a 
3 place wasn't awttpriate. It l«lUldn't have been samthing he 
4 w::ruld have noz:mill y cble that I l«JUld have seen or known 
5 ablut. 
Q Angela, I'm going to digress for a narent and go 
7 back to your ~k situation with Jim. How big is your office 
8 -- by your I near! oollectively. How big is the office of 
9 your business? 
10 A I have no idea. 
11 Q How IIIIllY peqlle ~ there? 
12 A '1'1«>. 
13 Q Iou and Jim? 
14 A Con:ect. 
15 
16 
Q AIld did he travel as nuch as you? 
A Ies. 
17 Q So, l«JUld it be that one of you stayed in the 
18 office and the other traveled or vioe-versa? 
19 A No. 
20 Q It didn't IIBtter? 
21 A It didn't IIIltter. 
22 Q He had an area and you had an area? 
23 A We shared -- the office space that we axe in now is 
24 our fourth office space. We originally started out in one 
25 roan about the size of this, so we developed a pretty unique 
13 
1 I«lrk habit, because we were in the S<IIlB space all the tine. 
2 ibe office space that we were in at the tine of the accident 
3 did have tI«l offices that were separate. 
Q So, you CXlUl.d close ci:lors? 
5 A Ies. 
Q All right. But how did you and Jim ~ together? 
7 Did you have -- ever have aIrf prcill.emI? 
A No. No. 
Q Was either - was either of you superior to the 
10 other? 
11 A No. 
12 Q Salle pay level? Salle jcbs? 
13 A I have no idea about the pay level and we ooth cb 
14 different things. He cbes the enviIomental wastewater side 
15 and I cb the bousiIq side. 
16 Q Okay. 
17 A AIld so we 00th )lave separate oosses. 
18 Q Ob, I see. Next I was going to ask -- did you ooth 
19 report to ~, tbotgh? 
20 A No. No. 
21 Q Whel:e cb you report to? 
22 A My ooss is in Oregon. 
23 Q Did you get al.O!YJ well? 
24 A Ies. Very well. 
25 Q Okay. So, neither of you l«JUld have to fill out 
14 
1 reports about the other? 
A Con:ect. 
Q Do you ever have aIrf prcill.emI or oonflicts in the 
4 tine you ~ked together? 
A No. In fact, I think because of the original 
6 situation where we were in the S<IIlB roan, we were rather qJen 
1 with each other and I«lrked really well together and shared 
8 and collaborated on a lot of different things. 
Q Even tbotgh you had different jcbs? 
lOA We did. Because if you inagine beiIY,j' in the saue 
11 roan with scm:I:x:xiy all day, you hear every pOOne call, you 
12 hear -- you lcnow, every sinqle thing they axe ~ on. 
13 Q '!.bat's why I asked if you CXlUl.d close cbors. 
14 A We CXlUl.d then. We developed a habit of -- because 
15 we were in the S<IIlB roan, we didn't close cbors, because va 
16 l«JUld yell back and forth to each other, then, after we got 
17 separate offices, because we were accustamd to the - bei:IxJ 
18 in the S<IIlB place. 
. 19 Q l\Ild how l«JUld you characterize Jim personalitywi.se 
20 before the accident? 
21 A ibe class clown. Really cared about the 
22 CXl1lIU1lities that he ~ with. Iou always knew if he was 
23 in a roan. fumy. Boisterous. Had good things to cdi to 
,24 what was going on. 
25 Q All right. Now, let's go ahead, again, to where we 
15 
1 were before and that's at the hospital. Iou ctserved -- you 
2 said that he was in sam pain? JIftpeared to be. 
3 A ~ to be. Ieah. Ieah. J\aleared to be in a 
4 great ammt of pain. 
5 Q Tell ne how that - how you knew that. 
I 6 A By the yel.li!q. 'lbey were very ooncer:ned about his 
7 back. 
Q Was it gxoans or sighs or just screami.nq in pain? 
A It was actually lIDre yel.li!q than gxoans. 'nle 
'10 light really started to oother his eyes or his head, I 
11 cbn't know what, so they enda:i up coveriI¥] his eyes and 
12 tw:ninq the lights out in the roan and that seem:d to help 
13 quite a hit. 
14 Q Did he have a vis.ible head injury? 
15 A He did. He aweared to have been scalped. Iou 
16 know, the hair was gcoe even on one part of it . 
• 17 Q Just as a IIIltter of interest, Mr. Phillips gave 11& 
18 the other side of the head. rIlich--
.19 A Ob, I have no idea. He is lyinq cbwn. Okay. He's 
20 1 yinq cbwn -- it l«JUld be on this sicE, I think. 
• 21 Q Now you're on the saue page. 
r 22 A Ieah. 
23 Q All right. He aweared to have a large scrape 
: 24 abrasion type on his -- the right sicE of his telp}{?/\ /\ n 96 
; 25 A We even Ililde the point that it appeared ~
16 
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1 teen scalped, because the hair was actually all taken off in 
2 that section. 
Q Has Jim ever told you heM an:!. Wert he fell? 
A No. 
Q Has he told you \>tat he can rE:1lBlber -- the last 
6 thing he mtatbers? 
A Getting ready for the ~ksOOp. Gr~ the baK. 
a We had both been up and down the stairs a coople of t.inli!s, 
9 h:cause t.e had just noved and t.e '#me both getting ready for 
10 trips. And, then, starting to CCIIe down the stairs and --
11 Q That's all he IE!ll3Ibers? 
12 A That's all he' s told ne. 
13 Q Okay. After the hospital when was the next tine 
14 that you saw Jim? 
15 A M:mths and IlOOths later. 
16 Q Really? 
17 A Uh-huh. 
18 Q He dido' t CCIIe back to ~k right <May? 
19 A Not that I recall. 
20 Q It was - m:nths and IlOOths neans boo or ten? 
21 A Closer to the boo. 
22 Q All right. 
23 A But it was -- it was mmy nmths before I saw him 
24 aqain. 
25 Q So, it was literally IlOOths and nmths? 
17 
A Uh-huh. And tried to show that -- I nean it 
2 doesn't -- didn't take anything for ne to lift it up. Tryinq 
3 to show that it wasn't secured. And, then, also that there 
4 had never been holes drilled in the bottan of it to even 
5 secure it to the netal. 
Q In all the tines you had gone up and down the sU:ps 
7 before did you use the handrail? 
10 
11 
A No. I cbl't use handrails. 
Q Do you IlC1tI? 
A No. 
Q Was that on both sides of the sU:ps or both --
12 there is b.o handrails? 
13 A Uh-huh. 
14 Q Yes. You have to say yes. 
15 A Yes. 
16 Q You t.OOld agree? 
17 A Sorry. Yes. 
18 Q Was it the right or the left handrail goiIx.! down? 
; 19 A Going down it was the left-hand side. 
20 Q h right-haM side was secured? 
21 A I don't recall, but I can assure you that if it 
22 wasn' t t.e t.OOld have taken pictures of it. 
23 Q And I think we only have pictures of the left. So, 
24 Wert don' t you use hardrails, as a mtter of curiosity? 
25 A lo¥ dad is a iDJge health fanatic and t.e grew up 
i 9 
~ -~~+-
A Yeah. I nean -- or even up to four. 
Q Well,..m was it that !lade the cEcision to gJ take 
3 these pictures, you or Dale I?hill.ip? 
A bn -- after I left the hospital I went back to 
5 the office and -- Dan; right? You said Dale. 
Q Dan. I said Dale. Dan. 
A Dan hafpened to be walkinq up at the sane tine that 
8 I was. I was walkinq up and he pulled up and gJt out. He 
9 said he was just there to check. it out to see -- b:y and get 
10 sale idea of \>tat had happened and he was lookinq -- I 
11 sug;jeSted that I had a canera in II!{ office, did he want it 
12 for pictures? He first said, ob, 00. And I said it's a 
13 disposable canera, I got it free as a giveaway, I said take 
14 the pictures, if you cbl't need than, you don't need than. 
15 So, we proceede:i to take pictures. 
16 Q You're in a feM of than, so you -- how did you 
17 decide the fOIllBt of what to take? What -- of what 
18 particular parts of the steps? 
19 A There was 0Ile of the steps that was -- aweared to 
20 be off kilter a litUe bit, so we certainly wanted to get 
21 that area. I enoouraged Dan to get general CCIrlition of the 
22 ~s, because it t.OOld, I t:ilo1.¢t, show the overall 
23 corrlition of than. The other big piece was the handrail. 
24 Q Yeah. I saw there was a picture cnc:e where you 
25 lifted part of the handrail up; is that correct? 
18 
1 don't touch the handrails, no chewing gum, no -- there '#me a 
2 lot of thiIx.Js alxlut gem&, alxlut --
'3 Q 'lhat' s like not t.eari.nq a IIDtorcycle bel.!tet. 
A We '#me taught to let our hand hover over it, so if 
5 you neEd:d it you could grab it. 
Q <ll. Okay. It's a mtter of hygiene, then? 
A Yes, it was. And he's quite fanatical. Still is. 
Q I guess you oould always carry disposable to.Els, 
9 but--
10 A It was a habit I lea.!:ned. bn your parents tell 
: 11 you what to cb you cb it. 
; 12 Q 'lhat' s right. I'm oot faulting you for that. So, 
13 t.e are goiIx.J to gJ through sale pictures that t.e have 
14 previously IIB.tkeci and this is !ll1lber six. This t.OOld be the 
15 handrail; is that correct --
16 A Correct. 
17 Q -- Angela? ADd I'm pointing to the -- so, t.e 
18 have a -- I'm oot goinq to make this part of the recotd. 
19 We have already IIB.tkeci these with Jim Phillips' ~tion 
20 and t.e have IIB.tked it six. It's a color photographs. Shows 
21 the left-hand side -- haOOrail up in the air; is that 
i 22 correct? 




All right. iIlat I want to --
This photograp:t here, nunber -- 000097 
2J 
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Q Identify it. 
A 0h , boy. 
Q Seven? 
A Seven. Okay. 'lb.is was intended -- and I cb!' t --
5 you can't see it and I cb!'t la:a4 if it's a result of the 
6 cqT:l or if the photograph is actually that wc:j, but this was 
7 int:endEd to .shcM that there were no holes in it, that it had 
8 ever been drilled. 
Q Thank you. What I want to get is the photograph 
10 that '«<:Alld have -- let's look at IllJIber 13. Do you mind if I 
11 call you by your first naIIe? 
1 right? 
A Yes. I never noticed. 




A I didn't see anythi.ng on one side, but I did on the 
8 other. 
Q All right. Do you have any pictures of the 
10 underside; 00 you la:a4? 
11 A I thought there were. 
12 A That's fine. 12 Q Well, I'm going to 00 this. Would that be -- we 
13 Q Angela. That's a cx:py of the steps looking upward, 13 are tJ:y:illJ to .shcM -- I'm looking at IllJIber 19. 
14 is that -- or l.ook.i.n;! q;>; is that oomct? 14 A I cb!' t la:a4. I OOn't la:a4 what side it is. I 
15 A Yes. 15 cb!' t l<:w.I. 
16 Q And can you tell lie which step it was that you felt 16 Q Okay. Would you mind just takinq a seoom and 
17 was off kilter? 
18 A 'lb.is view l!I1kes it difficult, because it's fran 
19 over that you can see the --
20 Q It '<Olld be better to have one going thin? 
21 A Maybe that '<Olld help. 
22 Q All right. This is 15. 
23 A Okay. 
24 Q And as well we have I think 16 and 17. Do those 
25 help you at all? 
21 
A '!be only thing that stands out is that the 
2 difference -- lOOn' t l<:w.I which step IllJIber this is I because 
3 it's not at the tqJ, but it's picture IllJIber 17. 
Q Right. 
A Right in front of what I I\Wl.d pre.sllIm are Dan's 
6 lxlots you can see the distance between the steps. '!be light 
7 cxming thIoogh it is diffe.tent. 
Q Oh. Okay. So, you're tel.ling lie that there is a 
9 gap on the -- we are lookinq at IllJIber 17. Has a picture of 
10 t:I«l shoes and on the left-band side there is gap that slowly 
11 narrows as you go left to right? 
12 A Correct. 
13 Q Is that a good. description? 
14 A Yes. 
15 Q Did you ever grab al:old of that step and see if it 
16 noved? 
17 A No. 
18 Q Did Dan? 
19 A I cb!' t l<:w.I. 
20 Q Did it cq:pear to nove? If you OOn' t la:a4, tell lie 
21 you cb!' t la:a4. 
22 A Yeah. lOOn' t know. It seE!lB like Dan sUxxi on it 
23 and tried to IIBke it rock with his feet, but I cb!'t recall. 
24 Q In the prior going q;> and thin the steps you had 
25 rever ooticed any steps being loose I think you indicated; 
22 
17 cping through these and let lie la:a4 if you see any pictures 
18 that you have taken of the underside of the step? 
19 A Well, IllJIber one. 
20 Q That took a long titre. So, IllJIber one --
21 A And you can see the difference between nllli:ler one 
· 22 and IllJIber 17. Nuniler one slx:Ms one side of the step that 
: 23 dcesn't have anchors into the concrete piece. 
· : 24 Q Just -- let's just 00 this. Tell lie in IltIIiler one 
25 what you're attatptilx] to show. 
A There are 00 scre.IS, belts, or xrecllanism bolding 
2 the concrete slab to the L bracket. 
3 Q Okay. And that's on one side, but there was on the 
4 other i is that what you're tel.ling lie? I think you said --
A I believe so. 
Q Okay. Other than takinq the pictures and visual 
7 OOse.rvation, did you 00 anything to chcunent the condition of 
8 the steps? 
A I OOn't understand your question. 
· 10 Q Videos. ~ts. hly other thing that --
11 have any other peq>le o:ne and look at it, ~ else to 
12 cklc:IJmnt the condition? 
13 A Not that I did, but I believe that SClIeOIle fran 
14 Inte:a!Xluntain Claims calle and took sale neasurarents and 
15 pictures wi thin a little while after that. 
16 Q I nean peq>le that you directed. 
17 A No. 
18 Q That you're aware of --
,19 A No. 
20 Q Did you continue to use the steps after the 
21 accident? 
22 A Yes. 
23 Q And did you change your habits in any way when 
; 24 using the steps? 
, 25 A '!be steps that -- within a f€M days of ~ 0 0 9 8 
24 
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1 incident occurred there was a lot of l«)!k d:lne on the steps 
2 and they ~ in a CCllpletely different state by the 
3 following M:mday than they were at the tirre that I took the 
4 pictures. 
Q Okay. rhat day of the l\\i!ek was the accident? 
A I tbl't recall. 
Q But within at lest 00 IlElybe nm:e days there were 
8 changes~? 
A Correct. 
10 Q All right. So, let's go back and -- the next tirre 
11 you saw Jim was IlDnths and tronths after the accident, to 
12 quote you. rhat changes did you notice, if aI.r(I 
13 A I notiooi a lot of changes, but the first thinq 
14 that hatJlened en his first day I:Jec:anl! kind of indicative of 
15 the way that it is -- was that he seEIlB to be unable to 
16 IIIllti -task. He got a phone call and just panicked that he 
17 oouldn' t retBli:ler samthing that he was l«)!kinq on before he 
18 left, unable to answer what he considered w::ruld. have ~ 
19 things he should have lax:Mn, and just panic on the pba1e to 
20 the point Mlere it t«:lU.ld happen at other oocasicns and I 
21 Wll.d end up saying tell than that --~ IlDticns to him 
22 tell than that you will look it up and call than back.. 
23 Q Well, did your relationship chaD;!e, Angela? 
24 A It has. It has. 
25 Q Did your families socialize before the accident? 
25 
A We did. We haven't since then. 
Q Ever? 
A No. And the socialization prior to that wasn't a 
4 lot, but, you know, a few tirres :year. 
Q Sure. 
A Here I w::ruld. have an even and w::ruld. invite the 
7 other perSall our families w::ruld. cx:ne. He is not the class 
8 clown as I described him before and as he was prior to the 
9 accident. 
10 Q On the day of the accident did you - could j'OU see 
11 my signs of physical tralltil on the steps, blood or skin 
12 ~ in the --
13 A No. 
14 Q All right. 
15 A Not that I recall. 
16 Q Have you ever seen him lose his tarper since the 
17 accident? 
18 A Since the accident? 
19 Q You know, lose his tarper is not a very good thinq. 
20 But have you ever noticed him yelling or being frustrated 
21 l:eca.use of an individual --
22 A Very easily frustrated. Very difficult tirre 
23 expressing what he's think:i.ng or what he's feeling at the 
24 tirre that it's apptqlriate to. He may get a call fran his 
25 boss and be asked to answer sam questicns. He can't -- it 
26 
1 cklesn 't appear to ma and he' s unable resp:md wi th what is 
2 awrcpriate for the tirre and, then, thinks of than later or, 
3 then, ~ talk about it and, then, he's frustrated again, 
4 because he couldn't think of what was apptqlriate at the 
5 tirre. 
Q Has what j'OU have noticed ~ the subject of 
7 office discussion? I maan have you talked to your superiors 
8 about it? Have his superiors talked to j'OU about it? 
A His superiors have not talked to ma about it. 
10 Because it's just the 00 us in Idaho and ~ have offices in 
11 13 states and our corporate office -- I have been the ale 
12 who, j'OU know, relays what's awrcpriate and what they feel I 









18 Q Have j'OU ever observed that his job was in danger 




Q TellIlB how j'OU have observed that? 
22 A Ulfortunately, he had a different boss at the tima 
i 23 that the accident hafpened am ...men he carre back. to I«lrk he 
24 had a new boss, wbo is -- 00 they get to see this? J.¥ 
'25 bosses? 
MR. C!\NJ.'IULL: I can' t pranise you that they ~'t. 
2 ret's go off the record for a secood. 
(An off-the-record discussion ensued.) 
BY MR. Cl\Nl'RILL: 
Q So, has -- have j'OU observed Jim's deaJ..iD;js with 
6 his present superior and has there been sam friction? 
A I am awa:ce that there is friction. I tbl't always 
8 -- or rarely am I able to ever see than in the sane IOCIlI or 
9 axrything . 
110 Q Yeah. 
i 11 A rhat I hear is either both sides or ale side of a 
! 12 phone conversaticn. 
: 13 Q rbJ was his prior boss? 
; 14 A George Schlender. 
Q George is still with the catpany? 
A Yes, he is. 













Q So -- okay. But it's in Spokane? 
A Correct. 
Q Do j'OU have personnel reviews every :year? 
A We 00. 
Q Are you all~ to see than? Your own? 
A Yes. 
Q And 00w are you ooing? 000099 
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A I have CFtten exceeds eJqleCtations, the highest 
2 rating possible, for every year that I have been evaluated. or 
3 fN&'J year that I have been there. 
Q Has Jim received reports that you have been all~ 
5 to see -- I rrean does 00 let you see his reports? 
Alb. We haven't shared than. I think the year 
7 prior to that accident I-.e talked about than, because he was 
8 quite proud that he CFt an exceeds eJqJeCtations. And so I-.e 
9 did discuss than at that point. l\zrl, then I-.e lTOre recently 
10 discussed this year's while I-.e ~ in Sacrartento, because he 
11 had a IIEeting with Jim Wilson while I-.e ~ there. 
12 Q Well, have you ootioed any physical cha!Y,jes at 
13 work, 00w he acts, or if -- one of the problems that he 
14 o:mpla.ined about to lie when I-.e took his ~sition was his 
15 sensitivity to light. Have you ootioed that? 
16 A I haven' t . But it's just the 00 of us. There is 
17 days that I never turn on ny light, because it's fluorescent 
18 and it !lakes mise, and I have a window. So, I 1«lIlldn' t 
19 ootioe that. 
20 Q Have you seen him interact with his family sinoe 
21 the accident? 
22 A lb. 
23 Q You don't kwtI I rrean you can still I«>rk with 
24 him, that's not a prchlan; right? 
25 A It's not a ptcl:llan. 
29 
Q Okay. 
A I do -- I do I«>rrY about him as a COIIorker that I 
3 have I«>rked with for a long tine. 
Q Sure. 
A And I cb see him stIuggling. That didn't seem to 
6 be the case before and really see him haviIxJ a hard tine 
7 fllxiinq and ~ the infornation that he needs to and 
8 wants to when it's Clj;pICpriate. 
Q Angela, you told lie this before, but I'm CFing to 
10 have to ask again. Where was Jim heaa:d to in his IIEetlng? 
11 A (!) the day of the accident? 
12 Q Yeah. 
13 A I don't recall. I called the ~ he was 
14 cxrtraining with and the person he was oontracted with and 
15 tried to let ~ kncM what was going on and that he 
16 l«lUldn' t been there. Ellt I don' t ra1l3Iber where it was. 
17 Q Okay. You don't kwtI what he had in his hands when 
18 he was going 00wn the steps? 
19 A I kwtI that he told lie he had a box and I kwtI that 
20 Ken brought lie the box within a few days after that and the 
21 oontents of it. 
22 Q What was in it? 
23 A Misoellaneous paper that was intended for garbage. 
24 Q Okay. So, he ney have been going out to the 
25 gaIbage can? 
3D 
A Correct. 
Q I think there is sare indication that that was the 
3 case. Do you have an idea as to the Clj;proxl.nate wght of 
4 the box and its oontents? 
5 A Ch 
Q You can always seq no. 
A I have no idea on its Wght. 
Q Was it -- 00w about dinensions? 
A It was -- 00w close cb to I need to be for ao:::uracy 
10 plrp05eS here? It was beMen eight and ten inches by ten to 
11 U and 14 inches tall. 
12 Q Okay. Do you have anything else that you t.hink. 





A lbt right llOil that I can think of. 
MR. O\NI'RILL: Okay. Thanks. 
18 BY MR. lKlLZER: 
19 Q 'l'here is a box right there on the table. Was it 
20 sre.ller or bigger than that box? 
21 A Sm.ller . 
22 Q Okay. l\zrl that box that I'm pointing to is a 
23 standard bankers box. Yeah. Dave, the building 1IiII'lager, cb 
24 you kwtI his last naae? 
25 A lb. 
)1 
1 Q Okay. Did Dave, the building 1IiII'lager, have an 
2 offioe in the buildinq? 
3 A He did. Well, he ran a radio station there and I 
4 think he talked like he had interest in other buildings and 
5 that there was a new one being built that he was 1IDVinq to in 
6 Nanpa or Cal.ci4ell. 
Q Do you have any sense he was an etployee or pa.rtrer 
8 or what his relationship with Mr. E.tha.rt was? 
A He talked like he was a partner. I have 00 idea if 
10 that's true or not. 
11 Q Can you describe the current office setup that you 
12 and Mr. Phillips I«>rked in? 
13 A Yes. It is a space that has a large conference 
14 roan and 00 offioes. Jim's offioe is on one of the end 
15 oonference roan and mine is on the other and, then, there is 
16 a cxpf and storage kind of area. 
17 Q And is that the salle office you have been in since 
18 you left the building where Jim was injured? 
Yes. i 19 
20 
A 
Q And did Jim ever cme back to t.tIrk in the building 
21 where he was injured at? 
, 22 A I want to seq no, because it seems like I tried to 
23 get us out of there before that and as long as it was taking 
~: ::~- but I don't kwtI if he cane back to help --6'0'0100 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE ) 
PHILLIPS, individually and ) 
as a marital community, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) CASE NO. CV PI 0707453 
vs. ) 
) 





October 19, 2007 
12:55 a.m. 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
Boise, Idaho 
DEPOSITION OF MILT E. ERHART 
Reported by: M.D. WILLIS, INC. 
M. DEAN WILLIS 
CSR NO. 95 
Prepared for: 
Certified Shorthand Reporters 
P.O. Box 1241 
KURT HOLZER 
(COPY) 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
(208) 855-9151 
000105 
IN '!.'BE DISl'RICT CXXlRT OF TIlE FOORl'H JUDICIAL DISlRIcr OF 
TIlE mME OF IIlTIB), IN AN) toR TIlE o:mrY OF AIlI\ 
4 JlMS M. P8ILLIPS and G1ILE 
mILLIPS, individually and 
~ as a marital ccmrun:ity, 
Plaintiffs, CASE ro. CV PI 0707453 
VS. 
















2J Peported by: 
M. llEIIN WILLIS 
24 CSR N:>. 95 
~for: 
Octd::ler 19, 2007 
12:55 a.DL 
1423 Tyxell Lane 
Boise, Idaho 
DEPOSl'l'IW OF MILT E. em' 
M.D. WILLIS, DC. 
Certified Shorthand FEporters 
P.O. Box 1241 
Eagle, Idaho 83616 
2~ RXR1'H JtDICIAL DISTRIC'l' 
(a:o:GlNAL) 
(208) 855-9151 
DEroSlTIW OF MILT E. ERlI1IR'r taken at the instance of 
2 the plaintiffs at 1423 Tyrell Lane, in the city of Boise, 
3 State of Idaho, CCIlIIBlcing at 12: 55 a.m., Friday, Q::td)e.r 19, 
4 20071 befoze M. DFAN WILLIS, Certified S!mtbatd Ripotter alXi 
5 tbtaty public in alXi for the state of Idaho, pursuant to 









11 Fer the Plaintiff: 
IH 
B 








Kurt Holzer, Esq. 
lJ::lLZER, ElJWAR)S , Ill\RRIs::N 
1516 W. Hays st. 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
David W. C<lntrlll, Esq. 
CANl'IULL, S!<JlfD, StlLLIVJ\N , IaN; 
P.O. Box 359 




































MILT E. em', 
7 called as a witlless beIein, haviIq been first duly S'i«ml, was 
examined and testified as fol.l.C1tiS: 
1
1U 
I 11 BY MR. lllLZER: 
112 Q Mr. Erhart, this is the tine for ta.king your 
113 deposit:i.al. It's, basically, pursuant to agteE!IBlt. Have 
I 







C»cay. I asSll!e i'OII have bad plenty of chanoes to 
117 talk to i'OIII counsel about the pmcess . I'm just ~ to ask 
118 i'OII q)leSt:i.oIls today about an incident that hawened at a 
I
, 19 buil.dinq that i'OII own in Maridian. You':re familiar with the 
20 incident we are here to talk about? 
i 21 A Ch, yes. 
I 22 Q C»cay. 'What's the mess of the bu:i.ld.ing? 
123 A 1406 North Main. 
I 24 Q 1406 North Main, Maridian. And d:les anybody else 
1
25 have an CMDerShip interest in that building besides Y'6tJO 106 
\ 
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1 your wife? 
A No. 
Q Did anybody have an ownership interest other than 
4 you an:i your wife at the tine of this incident? 
A No. 
Q 0kEj. \X)es anybody serve to mmage or cperate the 
7 build:i.r.q for you? 
A ~ate, 00. 
Q 0kEj. Do you have sate contractors that 00 ~ 
10 for you there, subcontractors or EIIpl.ojees? 
11 A I OtXaSionally have sate pecple CXIle in an:i 00 ~ 





15 Q You a't have a IlBintenance engineer that just 
16 ~rks for you at that bu:il.cl:i.Jy,J or at that building or other 
17 buildings? 
18 A Not full tine. 
19 Q Do you have sambody you regularly use to 00 
20 naintenanoe 00 that bu:il.cl:i.Jy,J 
21 A Well, cxx:asi ooa]ly I hire pecple to CXIle in an:i 00 
22 that . And sanrt.ilres it will be the sam:l -- sam:l individual 
23 or so, if that's what you nean. 
24 Q Sure. You a' t have sateIxx:iy that -- e.tery tine 
25 you 00 that it is an independent SEparate contract? 
A That's correct. 
Q 0kEj. Do you own other c:amerci.al prtplrties? 
A Yes. 
Q 'ilhete is that other CCII1l&cial prql&ty? 
5 A Weil, there is ale across -- ale there at 1404 
6 North Main in Meridian. 
Q Uh-huh. 
A And, then, I own a bu:il.cl:i.Jy,J at 2399 South 0rchaId 
9 in Boise. 
10 Q 0kEj. And what type of buildings are tlxlse t1«:l? 
11 A They are all office. 
12 Q b IlBIlY square feet, alxlut, in the 1406 buil.d:in:f. 
13 A That's around 13,000. Between 13 an:i 14. 
14 Q And, then, in each of the other two buildings? 
15 A b other ale I think's 8,600, 1404, and the ale 00 
16 0rchaId is 16,200. 
17 Q And they all are, essentially, professiooal 
18 offia:s, office buildings? 
19 A Correct. 
20 Q No mmufacturi.nq? 
21 A Correct. 
22 Q 0kEj. Do you have atrj arployees at all that ~ 
23 for you, pEql1e that you give a 1-2 to at the end of the 
24 year? 
25 A No. 
2007 
Q 0kEj. 
2 staimill., I guess, that's 00 the east side of the build:i.r.q, 
3 the-
A b east side staiIwell, yeah. 
Q It' s II¥ understanding that at satetine prior to 
6 this -- Mr. Phil.lips bein;j injund the treads 00 that 
7 staimill. ~ npl.a£m? 
A That's correct. 
Q 0kEj. WIxl actually did the physical ~rk of 
10 npl.aci.Iq the stair treads? 
11 A I did the physical ~, ~ with sate hi..ted 
. 12 help. 
13 Q Do you recall I>ilo the lW:ed help was? , 
! 14 A Yeah. A guy by the IliIIl13 of arl:l:i Holly. 
115 Q I suwose that's a relatively easy IliIIl13 to 
16 :r:etSIber. And 00es Mr. Holly t.m:k for you with sate --
17 A No. 
. 18 Q --~ty? Do yw hire him 00 --
I 
119 A Ch, uaybe e.tery t1«:l or three nmths, yeah. 
1
20 Q Do you reIIIlIIiler what yw paid. him to help you 00 
21 that --
22 A Ch, I t«>Ul.d have paid. him 12 to 15 dollars an hour. 
23 Fifteen I think is what I pay. 
24 Q You ~ in charge of the t.m:k that day, tOOI¢? 
: 25 A Ch, yeah. 
i 
Q How IlBIlY days did it take yoo. to redo the stair 
2 treads? 
A Weil, we may have chne it -- I a't rEm!IIber, 
4 frankly. 
Q Fair eDOU;Jh. Do yoo. recall ttJen you did it? 
A Weil, it t«>Ul.d have been 00 a weekeIld. 
Q Do yw reIIIlIIiler what year it was? 
A Weil, it's in -- it's st1IEtihez:e around here. You 
9 have got the reoorti, because yw have when I bcu,}ht the 
10 naterial, etc. So, it t«>Ul.d have to be within a fel days of 
11 llhenever the purchase of the treads - I say a fel days, a 
12 fel 'eks. 
13 Q 0kEj. 
14 A You Jcnow, it's possihle that since it's a lck.1ar -
15 q:pe.t, we may have chne ale ale WlekeIld and aoother ale the 
16 other weekeIld. In all J.i.kelihood that's prOOably what we 
: 17 did. But it's been so 1009 ago I a' t :r:etSIber right !lOW. 
18 Q Fair eDOU;Jh. But we hoM -- I 00 have sate reomls 
19 sbowi.nq the purchase of the treads and so I gather your 
20 testim:lny is satetine shortly theteafter. 
21 A '!bat t«>Ul.d be correct. 
22 Q A fel days, a fel weeks thereafter, you I«lUl.d have 
23 cbne the project. 
A '!bat's correct. 
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1 treads? 
A Well, they were~. If we had a piece of paper 
here I could draw it for yal. And they l«:AllcI have had -- we 
4 had a netal strip here. Excuse ne. So, basically, yal had 
5 just yorr. standaxd thi.Iq, but yal had :ina:lor-outd.:xlr catpet 
6 with a netal strip right here. 
Q But the treads thanselves weIe v:xx:m ~th 
8 the carpet? 
A Yes. 
10 Q Okay. And was the toe cpen or closEd? 
11 A I cbl' t think this toe -- that toe was not cpen. 
12 Q Okay. So, it was closEd? It was catpletely 
13 enclosed? 
14 A Closed. Yeah. 
15 Q But in the MW tnads, the MW -
16 A Are cpen. 
17 Q -- are cpen. 
18 A Uh-iwh. 
19 Q let's go ahead, since we are tal.Jd.n;J about it, 
20 let's r;p ahead and just nark. this the drawinq here as Exhibit 
21 1 to yorr. ~tial. 
22 (DEpositial Exhibit 1 narked.) 
23 Other than yal and Mr. I!oll y, has anytxxiy ever cble 
24 any tmk on the treads that are cu:o:entl y theIe ot:1tf? 
25 A I cbl't believe so. 
1 Q Okay. And yal l«:AllcI knoI(? No one else l«:AllcI laX1tf 
2 ~tter than yal; right? 
A Well, I would I:qle so. 
Q Fair enough. You cbl't cla.im -- and the treads 
5 that am there today are the sana treads that weIe theIe at 
6 the tine of Mr. Phillips' fall; OOrteCt? 
A ht l«:AllcI ~ -- yes. 
Q ADd you ckln' t cla.im theIe is any prcblem with the 
9 -- or any defect in those treads or prcblem with the 
10 lIlImfacturinq of those treads? 
11 A No. In fact, I think you, again, have the stuff in 
12 the -- in yoor file hem as to where I got than and the sp!!CS 
13 that they net. 
14 Q!Xl yal have a xegular pxoqram or process of wa.llci.!q 
15 t:.lu:ough yoor pIqlerl:ies to see if theIe is anything that 
16 needs fixl.Iq or IIiJlW? 
17 A Well, I endeavor to go by every weekend when 
18 oobody' s aIOIlIXi and walk through. 
19 Q ADd what eX> you eX> in those walk throughs? 
20 A Well, you clleck to see if theIe is any butnt out 
21 bulbs, etc., etc. Or if sambody calls you and says this 
2007 
1 IlBint.e.o.ana!, you tend to eX> that yourself? 
A Yes. 
Q !Xl you look for dargerous OOIrlitions or thiIqs that 
4 lIllY be safety hazards when yal walk through your bui..ld.i.ngs? 
A Well, ce.rtainl Y . 
Q lily eX> you eX> that? 
A It's called preventative IlBintenance. 
Q And what are you tryinq to prevent? 
A Anything out of the ordinary taking place. 
10 Q Sarethinq gettiIYJ destro;reci, like that? 
11 A Well, I'm not sure I understand. 
12 Q (by. Well, are you tryinq to prevent peq>le fran 
13 gettiIYJ hurt? lbild that be sarethinq you're tryinq to 
i 14 prevent? 
. 15 A Well, ce.rtainl Y . 
16 Q Yeah. Yoo em't want that to happen on yoor 
17 property, satebody to get hurt? 
. 18 A No, I em't. 
\ 19 Q Did you xegularly exiIIline these stairs at issue? 




21 week and I prcbabJ.y went q> and cbwn those stairs sewral 
22 tines a week. So, the answer is I would have noticed if 
23 there was a prcblem, if that's what you're questioninq. 
24 Q (by. So, you think you were ~ the stairs 
25 awrqriately. Have you chatY;Jed anythinq about - since this 
11 
1 i:nciQ:mt have you chatY;Jed anyt:hin;J about your examination of 
2 those stairs? 
I 3 A No. 
Q You'd walk q> and cbwn? 
5 A Ch, yeah. 
6 Q So, even IItl.te -- even IItl.te so than just goID;J in on 
7 weekends, you're in theIe at other tines during the week? 
A I have been over theIe a couple tines this week. 
Q After the stairs weIe installed, after the day or 
! 10 the 00 days you and Mr. Holly did lI'Ork on the stairs, did 
111 you ever clleck the attaclmilnt of the stairs either to the 










Well, I'm not sure what you - what you uean there. 
(by. 
ltIplify. 
(by. b are the stairs attached? b are the 
i i 17 tteads attached? 
! 18 A 'l11e treads are attached via the bolts, both en the 
I 
: 19 side and ~th. 
J 20 Q And after --
I 21 
! 
A I think you have got llf CXIIIIeIlts already cbwn fran 
22 isn't workiIlq in llf offioa, why you go ahead try to talce cam (22 the interviell I gave Fmers' inspector. 
i :: 
23 of it 00 the weekend. 
24 Q So, yal eX> yoor snallllBint.e.o.ana!, like ~ 
Q Okay. Tell ne what you told the filIllets inspector. 
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Q SUre. 
A I'd rather tely on l4latever I -- l4lat' s in the 
3 reo:>rd, rather than b:y to pool it out of Ilf head again. 
Q So, you believe l4latever you told the Famers 
5 inspector then would be IIDre aa=urate than you could tell lie 
6 r;:N> 
A '!hat's o:lrrect. 
Q Okay. And in no ~ --
A Because that's at least 15 to 16 IIDIlths ago. 
10 Q SUre. And there is no ~ that today l4lat you 
11 would tell lie would be as aa=urate as the statarent you made? 
12 A I think that would be cxmect. 
13 )1(. IDLZER: Okay. I guess with that, Tony, I think I'm 
14 cpinq to want to take a look at that. Fair~? 
15 )1(. ClINl'RILL: Pardon lie? 
16 )1(. IDLZER: Fair~? 
17 )1(. ClINl'RILL: I guess you do want to take a look at it. 
18 )1(. IDLZER: I think -- I guess I sbauld SB¥ I think I 
19 have a right to take a look at it. 
20 'l'llE WI'lNESS: I thought you bad already seen that. 
21 )1(. ClINl'RILL: No. I haven' t given it to him. 
22 'l'llE WI'lNESS: ~ apology. 
23 BY )1(. llOLZER: 
24 Q After you installed the treads, do you have any 
25 reo:ill.ectial of -- as to the day or days in which you and Mr. 
13 
1 Holly installed the treads? Do you have any teo:lllection of 
2 ever returni.tq and ~ the bolts to see if they tEte 
3 still affixed? 
A Well, that is all in the teo:lrds that --
Q Okay. b, I'm askinq you a little different 
6 question. I un:Ierstand that, but do you recall --
A Well, I think I even answered that question in the 
8 reo:>rd--
Q Okay. 
10 A -- that was there. 
11 Q As IE are sitt:in;J here now do you recall ever 
12 having do!le that? 
13 A Well, cbv:iousl. y, when that thing haJ:pened, you 
14 know, I went over that night to take a look at things, b:y to 
15 figure out, you know, l4lat could have hawened. 
16 Q And l4lat did you see when you went over there? 
17 itlat do you recall now seeiIlq when you went over there? 
18 A Well, the only thing that I rE!IBIber was that the 
19 bottan sttp, which, awarentiy, was not the one he fell on, 
20 bad a slight wiggle. 
21 Q Okay. Did you -- when you SB¥ the bottan sttp, you 




A The concrete 
Q The concrete. 
A Yeah. The sidewalk. 
14 
2007 
Q Have you had a chance to look the photographs that 
! 2 IE have produoed in this case? 
3 A Uh-hub. 
MR. C1!N'.l'RUL: That's a yes? 
THE Wl'.lNESS: Yes • Excuse lie. 
BY )1(. IDLZER: 
Q And in -- !«ill, those photographs have been narka:!. 
8 and have been placed in the record as EKhibit 1 to Mr. 
9 I?hillips' dip:>sition, so IE are not ~ to have to reattach 
10 than to another dep:>sition, but IE can talk about that 
ill exhibit. I don't think I need you -- I don't think there is 
I 
: 12 any need to have you identify that it's -- the awzcPriate 
: 13 pl.aQ!, but I want you to look. at what's been narked as 
I 14 photogrC!f.h ten of Exhibit 1 and that's the stairl«ill at 
: 15 issue; right? 
16 A That's o:lrrect. 
17 Q Okay. And as I look. at that photograph, it awears 
: 18 to lie that -- if you want to look at these others -
! 
. 19 A Go ahead. 
20 Q It ~ to lie that the alXJle iron -- the bolts 
I 21 between the ql.e iroo aId the tread tha!selves, as cwosed 
22 to the bolts between the ql.e iron aId the -- I guess the 
strainer that the alXJle irons are attached to, it awears to 
24 need -- a bolt on the treads thsIselves are missing en at 
25 least sate of the treads in photogrC!f.h ten. 
15 
A Yeah. It looks like they are here and missing 
2 here. 
Q And here you're -- the one that would be -- SB¥ in 
4 this photogrC!f.h -
A 'l1lis would be -- I think the nmiler's ¢de down, 
6 isn't it? 
I 7 )1(. C1!N'.l'RUL: That's ten. 
'l'llE Wl'.lNESS: See, this would be lookinq fran the 
9 UIldameath. 
10 BY )1(. IDLZER: 
11 Q Okay. And when you -- okay. 
12 A Otbexwise, you'd have to staIxl en your head to look 
13 at it. 
14 Q Fair enro;Jh. So, with the ten at the bottan of the 
15 page, the one at the far right -- the one that would be far 
16 right as you look. at ten at the I:x>ttan of the page --
17 A Uh-hub. 
18 Q -- is attached and, then, it awears to lie that the 
19 next M are not -- aId I can't tell about the next one cbm. 
20 A '!bat would be correct. 
21 Q Okay. And you don't recall seeing those unattached 
22 at the tine you went and inspected after the --
23 A Well, I think -- again, I -- it is discussed in 
24 that other thing. 
25 Q Uh-huh. And I UIXlerstaIxl that you my have QD 0 1 0 9 
16 
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1 better llBIOtJ' then. 
A Right. 
3 0 All I can ck> right lXlW is ask yoo about your lIB!Oty 
4 lXlW and I UIlde:cstaIxi that theIe ne:y be sam conflict. nat's 
5 okay. Thete is 00 -- Idxxiy's goiIY;j to get in troIhle for 
6 that, I just nee:i to talk to yoo about your cunent lIB!O!j'. 
A Okay. 
Q Do j'OU recall seei.nq that that day as we sit beIe 
9 tcxlay? 
lOA Well -- well, d:lv:i.ously, when I looked UDder theIe 
11 I ootioed that, yes. 
12 Q Okay. So -- and did yoo look UDder thel:e that 
13 night? 
14 A I did. 
15 Q Ilat did yoo find out about Mr. Phillips' injuIy? 
16 A at, I got a call fran ODe of II!{ tenants ~ that 
17 theIe was an ~ theIe, etc., etc. So, I inm!diately 
18 'Ielt over theIe, but by the tiDe I got there the ~ 
19 was gone. So, then, I walked around the bui.lclin:.1 and --
20 well, really -- there is really Idxxiy really thel:e. '1'hel:e 
21 was only tw:l peqJle that I could find. Ncixxiy had seen the 
22 fall, oot a CXlq)le of pecple called -- the ODe person called 
23 911 to have him there. 
24 Q Uh-I'Dlh. 
25 A 'l'be tenant that called lIB didn't call 911 or 
1 anyt:h.i.lxJ, just called to tell lIB that theIe was an anbllanoe 
2 theIe. 
Q Do j'OU tani!llber who it was that called yoo? 
4 A Yeah. It was a gal Tracy at Meridian Education 
5 Association. 
Q Is she still there? Is she still a tenant? 
A tlh-l'Dlh. 
Q Did she tell yoo anythiIq other than that there was 
9 an anbu.l..aIx:e? 
10 A~. She didn't see the fall. She didn't have 
11 anything to cb with it aftetwards. 
12 Q So, cb yoo reI!Bd:ler about what tiDe it was when yoo 
13 got there? Any idea? 
14 A Well, I think the call c:aue in ~ the noon 
15 bout. 
16 Q Okay. 
17 A And I ckm' t reI!Bd:ler -- I ckm' t reI!Bd:ler wbere I 
18 was, but it prdlably took lIB 30 minutes to get there and 
19 there was I¥ilody t:hexe at that tiDe. 
20 Q So, early afternoon? 
A Well, noon bout. 21 
22 Q Okay. Did yoo inspect the staiIway at that point 
23 in tiDe? 
24 A ~. 
25 Q Okay. itlen did yoo inspect the sta:iIway? 
18 
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A I went back that night. 
Q Okay. ht did yoo cb when yoo got tlme and 
3 Irlxxiy was there? ht further steps did yoo take that day? 
A Well, I cbn' t know as I did anythiIq that day. 
· 5 0 Okay. Did yoo -- did you know who it was who had 
6 been hurt or --
A at, yeah. I called -- in fact, I think I called 
8 her that -- Mrs. Phillips that night to -- and I think she 
9 was at the hospital at that tiDe. Cbattai with her a little 
· 10 bit. 
11 0 And what did Mrs. Phillips tell yoo? 
• 12 A 'lbey didn' t know anythinq. lie oouldn' t tell than 
· 13 what -- what had ha(:p!ned. 
• 14 0 Have you e<Jet taJ..ksd to Mr. and Mrs. Phillips since 
15 then? 
16 A lb, I haven't. 
17 Q Okay. Has anybody e<Jet tEpOrted. to j'OU, outside of 
\18 -- well, have yoo e<Jet asked anybody ootsiaa of a'lUllSel. 
119 within the litigation about what ~ or 00w Mr. Phillips 
20 is ck>ing? 
A lb. 
o You haven't taJ..ksd to his CDmk.er or --
A Well, the eotmker -- they IIl:M!d out after that. 
Q Okay. 
A So, I -- well, I did talk to the <X1IDtk.er. I take 
1 that back. I think samtiDe -- FOss.ihly a CXlq)le tiIIBs in 
2 the week. or so aftetwards I did talk to his IXiImker and she 
3 seem!. to be ani:ligoolls about the situation as well. 
o ht do you IIBan by she seeued to be anb.iguous? 
5 A She didn't know 00w he was cbing. 
6 0 at. Okay. And did you tallt to her lIOStiy about 
7 00w he was doiIYJ, as qposed to what had ~ 
A Yes. 
o Okay. Did yoo e<Jet talk to her about what had 
10 happe!led? 
11 A I cbn't -- I ckm't know that I needed to. 
12 Q Okay. 
13 A You know. 
14 Q Fair ellOIIjI. I'm just -- I'lloot -- I'm oot 
15 jnplying' that you needed to or 100 s!ndd have, I'm just 
16 ~ if yoo did and if 100 didn't --
17 Alb. '1'hel:e is a c:llana! -- if 100 ask her there is a 
18 chaooe in CXlIlVetsation I did. I em't know. 
19 0 Fair ellOIIjI. 




Q If yoo ckm't tani!llber, that's just fine. 
A Cleay. 
Q Have you e<Jet -- did 100 ever talk with any of your 
24 other tenants about what had ~ that you roll? 
25 A '!be only -- well, 100 have a recx>rd. 'l'be(ffl~ 110 
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1 tenants that we -- that knew anythinq - they didn't kncM art'J 
2 -- nOOody knew anythinq abalt it. We have a tenant wOO 
3 called 911, but awarently we have the other tenant wOO 
4 cmied the qaIbage back up to the suite. The CO'IUker 
5 wa.sn' t t:hete. Angie I believe was her 1laIIe. 
Q Okay. 
A AIld - but nOOody saw him fall. 
Q carried the qaIbage up to the suite. ht d::Ies 
9 that aean? 
lOA Well, it JI&iIlIS your waste paper and stuff. lie was, 
11 evidently I enpty.i.nq his waste can, t:akinq it out to the 
12 dIIlpster . 
13 Q Okay. AIld like a standaId office trash can, is 
14 that what he lwi? 
15 A I w:W.d assme so. 
16 Q Okay. You ci:ln' t kncM? 
17 A No. 
18 Q You haven' t talked abalt what it was with any.body? 
19 A No. 
20 Q Okay. 
21 A I ci:ln't kncM if it was a sack -- you kncM, ~ it 
22 was a plastic sack you put a string around. It could have 
23 been a waste can. btever. 
24 Q The stair at the bottan that you said lwi a wiggle 
25 -- is that what you said? 
2007 
1 Q There III!I.Y be sooe conflicts, we undel:stalld that, 
2 but I still get to - I still get to get the answer. So, do 
3 you recall IEp1acinq other bolts? 
A As far as tep.l.acing other bolts, 110. 
Q Okay. So, the only tread that lwi a prcill.sn that 
6 wasn't drilled deep enougb. was the first one? 
A The first one. 
Q Okay. 
MR. CI\N'l'RILL: Well, actually , it depends <Xl your 
J 10 perspective. 
I 11 MR. B:I.ZER: iIlether you'm going up or going dam; 
i 12 right? 
I 
13 MR. CI\N'l'RILL: Right. The last one going cbm, the 
14 first one going up. 
, 15 BY MR. liJLZ&'.R: 
16 Q!!ave you installed additional bolts into the stair 
17 tmads? 
18 A I made SQ\8 m:xiificatials since then. 
19 Q Okay. EJplain to lIB the m:xiifications you made. 
20 A Okay. illat Ie did - because of this situatial 
21 right hem --
22 Q You'm pointiIw,J at - and we need to nake a ved:lal 
23 teCOtd, that's why I'm going to do this. You' m pointiIlq 
24 at--
1
25 A NImiler ten. 
___ ~ ____ ~ ______ ~~~ ___ ~ __ ~~~ ~~~~~~~_~ ____ ~ -L __________ ~_~ _____ ~ ______ ~ _____ ~ __________________ ~_~~ ___ 2 __ 3 __ _ 
A Said slight. 
Q A slight wiggle. Illy was it wltWy. 
A Well, I examined it later -- in fact, I -- I wrkai 
4 <Xl it later. The bolts -- these bolts here --
Q 1Ilen you say these bolts here, you aean the ones 
6 that go fran the m]le iron into the tread? 
A Yeah. Evidently, the - the tread wasn't drilled 
8 deep enough, SO, t:berefom, those - that bolt III!I.Y be a 32Dd 
9 or sanat:biD,j like that, so I rEplaced that with a shorter 
10 bolt. 
11 Q AIld did you do that <Xl art'J other stairs? 
12 A I didn't do that on the other stairs, 110. 
13 Q!!ave you rEplaced - in these pOOtos we have, these 
14 tl:eads that ~ to be --
15 A Well, you have 1If l:eCXll:d -- or 'l'ony has 1If l:eCXll:d 
16 <Xl the CXlIl'VerSation I lwi <Xl what we did aft:ez:wards. 
17 Q Okay. 
18 A Yeah. 
19 Q Well, again, I - what I want to do is get your 
20 IIIi!IItlIj' today of what you did and I U!lderstalld and the 
21 IeOOrd's very clear that you testified that your 1l1!IIDl:Y back 
22 then when you g;Ml an earlier stat:alent was pttbably !IIlIe 
23 accurate than your cunent 1l1!IIDl:Y, but today is 1If c:hanc2 to 
24 talk to you <Xl the l:eCXll:d Sl«>IIl U!lder oath. 





Q - Il11Ii:ler ten. AIld this is the -
A 'Jhis ten is -
Q Well, it's fine. With mJIber ten at the bottan, 
4 it's the secaxi tzead fmn the right-hand side as you'm 
5 pointin,j at the angle iral. bt do you II8an by this 
6 situation? 
I 7 A Well, I put a spacer behilxl these bio bolts hem. 
Ii 8
9 
Q So, that WlUld be the bio laq bolts that go into 
this tDOt:im stringer: <Xl the side? 
110 A Like a half :inch spacer. 
III Q Okay. lDi that is - is that samt:biD,j you did <Xl 
112 the initial installation or when you say you did a 
i 13 m:xiificatial? 
/14 A No. I did it <Xl this one. The m:xiification. 
115 Q 1Ilen you did the initial installatial? 
1
16 A 
i 17 Q 












'Jhis is after the incident? 
Right. J!xd:lably a week or so later. 
Okay. 
Saletb:i.rq like that. Or the weekend. 
Okay. 
1Ilen IlObody is around. 
Right. lDi why did you install the half :inch 
Well, I wanted to nake sute we lwi these U.O 0 111 
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1 !me, tAlich you see here. 
Q ibm you say these bolts, you wanted to nake sw:e 
3 that the bolts --
A The reason those bolts weren't in is that this 









So, the:tefOIe, ...mere this • iron was --
Right. 
-- and ...mere the hole was -- the hole in the --
Treiv:I. 
12 A -- oonc:rete or in the tread, didn' t matcll with the 
13 angle iron. 
14 Q Okay. 
i 
I 1 A Oh-buh. lind they have, c:bv:i.ously. 
Q &It you cbl't -- okay. Did you cb arrJ 'Gk on the 
3 haOOrail. after the inc.i.dent? 
A No. The haIxlrail was -- was -- IE bwght the 
5 haOOrail. -- let's see here, your exhilii ts . Tbe handrail I 






And it fit -- it fit the iron rail that was al.Ieady 
Chj. lind !lOtI is it attached to the iron rail? 
It's got scteWS fran untkneath. 
12 
13 
Q I guess this is -- is that a nine, Tooy? 
1£. C7!lm!ILL: I think it's a five. 
, 14 BY 1£. lDLZER: 
15 A To make it matcll I had to put a spaW' to bring the ,15 Q Chj. We are l.ooki.l:q at the photograph that IE 
16 angle iron out. 
17 Q Okay. lind that, then, al.lat1s you to install bolts 
18 fran the angle iron into the tread. ibm you initially 
16 think is marked. as five. That's Mr. cantrill' s barxlrit.il¥J. 
'17 'lhls is, aqain, the stairwell and IE have -- the ha!XIrai.l.' s 
18 being lifted here by an individllal. 
19 installed tim you hadn't installed. bolts fran the m}l.e iron : 19 1£. C7!lm!ILL: I think IllJIber -- that's prc:bably --
20 into the tIe.ad in these pJ.ac:es shown in --
21 A Cbviously. 
22 Q Okay. 
23 A Evidently. 
24 Q Okay. Did you cb arrJ otbar mxiifications to the 
25 stairwell afteIwards? 
A No. 
2 Q If I went out and J.ooka:i at it today the only t:bi.rJ:l 
3 I t.tIUld find t.tIUld be -
A A spacm. 
Q -- a spacer and !lOW time w:ill be bolts ftall the 
6 • iron into the tread that didn't use to be there? 
A And I'm alm:lst positive -- I cbl't want to say 
8 positive. Tbat's a strong statalent. 
Q I wxlerstand. 
lOA &It I am alnost certain that's what I gave to the 
11 gentlaran that c:aue by I think in July. 
12 Q ihat gentl.eaan c:aue by in July? 
13 A The Fanm:rs gay. 
: 20 mmiler six sIlOtIs it as t.ell. 
I 
BY 1£. lDLZER: 
Q Yeah . Five and six show the haIxlrail being lifted. 
Since the inc.i.dent have you cble anythiIq to reattach the 
24 ha!XIrai.l.? 
A Well, I have got a question alxlut that all al.oo;J 
1 and II¥ -- aqal.n, this is wheIe I really want to be clear, 
2 that I -- if I have a better tecoId on the other, but IClat's 
3 interest.iI¥J is -- you look at IllJIber 11, it cwears that 
I 4 thete is scteWS in time. 
I 
5 Q lind you say it awears time is scteWS in thete --
I 6 IE are look.ing at the bottan side of --
I 7 A I have always woncIere1 !lOtI this t:bi.rJ:l J.ooka:i like 
I 8 it was lose. 
I 
! 9 Q So, you're talkillq aI::out right here and right here, 
! 10 you're saying that in your mind you believe that cwears to 
i 11 be scteWS? 
i 12 A Tbat's right. 
13 Q Chj. Did you ever cb anythiIq to reattach the 
14 Q Chj. ibm you gave this statalent that's ~ to 14 handrail after? 
15 have yoor better lIBItlry in it. 
16 A Oh-huh. 
17 Q Okay. Fair E!!lO\Jlh. ibm you were doing the 
18 initial :installation did you and Mr. Holly discuss oot 
19 putt.iI¥J the -- just putt.iI¥J m bolts in, as cwosed. to four 
20 CIl the tread? 
21 A Well, I cbl't kna.f that we discussed. it at all. 
22 Tbe trac.k.s on those treads are extrEmlly heavy and, you kna.f, 
23 they were very very stable. 
24 Q Okay. So, you thought that -- it was your belief 
25 the tread t.tIUld stay in place? 
26 
15 A No. We have left the haIxlrail alone. 
16 Q Chj. And it's your test:.il!ot:¥ that you have never 
17 <pne in and put aootbar screw in? 
18 A I cbl't believe so. 
19 Q Chj. 
20 A}.gain, I want to tely for sw:e on whatever I told 
21 the gentlalan back in July. 
22 Q Chj. 
23 A ihat day were those pictures taken? 
24 Q Tbe test:.il!ot:¥ is they were taken March 20th, 2006, 
,25 'tilile Mr. Phillips was in the enetgencpoan. 0 0 0 112 
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A Sane day or --
Q Sane day. 
A -- the next day? 
Q Sane day. ~ you koow how I would get in touch 
5 with Mr. Holly'? ~ you have his pOOne !l1.I!ber or his mess? 
A Well, he lives at 1331 East 2 1/2 Street. He l«lrJcs 
7 up at -- he I«)rJcs at that shirt llBll11facturing place at 
B Fairview and CUrtis that makes T-shirts and that stuff next 
9 to BaiId's Clean.inq -- Cleaners. 
10 Q Okay. 
11 A I'm not sure what the nama of the place is. 
12 Q Okay. And you em' t koow his pOOne nunber off your 
13 head? 
14 A Yeah, I 00. 
15 Q What's that? 
16 A Tony, sOOu.l.d I be giving him the pbale nunber? 
17 1-11. 0INl'lULL: Yeah. That's fine. 
18 TIlE WI'mFSS: Okay. It's 713-5387. 
19 BY 1-11. 1llLZER: 
20 Q I think I haven't -- I want to na.ka sure that I 
21 understand the initial installatial of the treads and I think 
22 I 00, but I uay have lost track. her:e. When you -- Iilen you 
23 and Mr. Holly were initially installing the treads, did you 
24 install only 00 bolts through the anqle il:on into the stair 
25 tread al all the stairs -- on all the treads or just al sate 
1 of than? 
A Well, are you t:alki.rq 00 or four? 
Q Well, there is four bolts -- the anqle irals have 
4 four bolts that COIll'l£cl than to the stringers - 1aq screws 
5 that CX1IlIleCt with the stringers and, then, al the right side 
6 there is a place for 00 bolts and on the left side there is 
7 a plaaI for 00 bolts. 
A Well, the answer to your questial is very few steps 
9 d:i.dn 't have four bolts in than. 
1 that. 
A No. 
Q You d:ln't have a specific reoollectial that 
4 absolutel. y all of than had at least t:I«:> 001 ts? 
A Right. 
6 Q Okay. So, the possibility that ale just had ale 
7 bolt--
A Ch, there is -- you koow, it could be hmBn error 
9 as we went cbm through there that ale just got one bolt, but 
10 I -- I would be rather sutpri.sed. 
11 1-11. 1llLZER: Sure. Can we go off the tecord? 
, 12 ~ off-the-record discussial ensued.) 
13 
14 
15 BY 1-11. ClINl'RILL: 
16 Q Milt, how II8IIj' -- the steps go -- as you go out the 
17 cbor they go cbm a flight and, then, they turn to the right 
18 and go cbm again; is that oorrect? 
19 A No. '!bey go cbm and, then, there is a landing. 
20 Q Right. 
21 A '!ten they go cbm. 
22 Q Right. That's what I neant. You go to a landing 
23 and, then, you go down again? 
24 A Db-huh. 
Q Is that oorxect? 
31 
A Just the r:everse. Yeah. 
Q Okay. IbI II8IIj' flights - how II8IIj' steps are there 
3 al the first flight before you get to the la!xiing? 




If you d:ln't koow, te111l'e you ckn' t koow. 
We can prOOably CXlUIlt than in her:e. M¥e we 
I ckn' t know that art';{ of these pictures -
Q SbcM that? 
A - show that. 
10 Q Okay. And the reascn that the ale that didn't have 10 Q I just I\Uldered if you maw. 
11 four bolts in then didn't is because the stringers thstselves i 11 A Prtbably eight to ten each landing. 
12 had created too big a gap and you just couldn't 00 it wii:OOut i 12 Q What I teally wanted to ask you, tlw;Jh, was the 
13 creatinq a m:xhficatial? ! 13 question al exhibit !l1.I!ber -- you understand that Mr. 
14 A Db-huh. : 14 Phillips was fowxi al the level - the coocrete level. of --
IS Q And that's the m:xhficatial you subsequently did. 115 
16 A That's oorrect. 
17 Q And today they all have four bolts in thsn? 
18 A That's oorrect. 
19 Q When you went back to 00 the m:xhficatial, did 
20 you fiIXi artj that instead of having tI«) bolts al ale side, 
21 only had ale bolt al one side and no bolts on the other 
22 side? 
23 A I would be surprised. I cbn't want to stand on a 
24 stack. of Bibles and say no, but that would smprlse Il'e. 







the asphalt; is that oorxect? 
A Db-lnlh. 
Q You have to say yes. 
A Yes. 
Q Olcay. 
A EKcuse lie. . 20 
121 Q Okay. And we look. at nunber seven, nunber - whete 
i 22 are they'? Five and !l1.I!ber six. Ate those pictu.Ies slX1IlIl al 
i 23 the level. that goes cbm to the grouIXi or ate they sb::wing as 
i 24 you go down to the platfonn? 
I 25 A en the ~ to the grouIXi. 
I 
000113 
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Q Okay. ltlen you t.ent 
2 han:!le ancOOted to the stai.Iway? 
A As I tE!lSli:ler it it was. 
Q So, you're feeling there were bolts -- you cbn't 
5 lcn.:w 00f this cpt this w;q? 
A Not --
Q I'm looking at mmber five. 
S A It kind of surp.risErl1le. That's why I raise:i the 
9 questicn initially. 
10 Q Okay. And was evezythiIq stable, as near as you 
11 CXlUld tell? 
12 A As near as I could tell. 
13 Q And you use the balxlrail? 
14 A I <bl't usually use the handrail, but I suppose 
15 fran tiDe to tiDe I my. 
16 Q <m the exhlhit that we were looking at that bad the 
17 bolts, do you know what -- if that's OIl the first set of 
18 s. or the seo:m set? 
19 A iiell, this ~ be - this ~ be OIl the -- the 
20 lower set of s., because this <peS 1.il to --
21 Q You're looking at the wrorv;J --
22 A -- the seo:m floor. 
23 Q You're looking at the wrorv;J picture. 
24 
25 
~. ln7!1l.: You're looking for nmber ten. 
~. 00l'PlLL: Yeah. Nmd:ler ten. That's what I'm 
J.ooIti!lq for. 
mE w.mlESS: That's OIl the lower sUps. 
BY MR. 00l'PlLL: 
Q Okay. That's OIl the lower steps. Were those steps 
5 always stable? 
6 A Always stable? 
Q ibm you walked q1 and down tim did they !lOve? 
A Not to II¥ knowled;je. 
Q Hat nsny tines did you use those steps? 
10 A iiell, I probably used those steps -- let's asSlJle 
11 that I was over there cmservatively thtee tines a week, so 
12 thtee to five tines a week. 
13 
14 
Q !lad you ever observed tim shake or !lOve or slip? 
A No. The bottan one --
15 Q Other than the bottan one. 
16 A No. 
17 Q That's the only one? 
18 A And, actually, I played with the bottan one before 
19 this situaticn ~ with Jim and it dicm't COIIeCt, so I 
20 !!&de sure after he fell it was correctEd. 
21 Q Did ;my of your tenants ever o:.llplain to you that 
22 the stairs were unstable? 
23 A I em' t believe so. 
24 Q Okay. 
1 only -- it doesn't have the sama gap, seven or eight inches. 
2 It's prdlably five inches at the IIDst fran the cmcrete. 
3 Four to five inches. May!:e five inches, prd:lably. 
MR. CJ\N1'RILL: Okay . 
5 
7 BY MR. HOLZER: 
Q let lie just do one IIDre just follow 1.il there OIl 
9 that. Hat nsny of the bolt lx>les screM!ld into that bottan 
10 tread were oot ~ f1IDJljn? Was it all of then? Was it just 
. 11 one of then? Do you recall. 
12 A It was OIl one side. 
13 Q <m one side. So, OIl one side --
14 A And it could have been the bolts were too laq. 
i 15 Q Okay. So, either the bolts are too lm;J or the 
I 16 holes -- whatever. That was just OIl one side and the other 
I 17 side was fine? 
18 A You know, I ptOOably ought to cp back and oor.rect 
I 19 that. May!:e that all concrete was drilled the sama, it just 
I 
i 20 could have been there was sate bolts that were just a tad 
. 21 l.oo;Jer. Be six of one, half a dozen of the other. 
i 22 Q Sure. Salle outcale. 
A Yeah. 
Q The one side was loose and that caused it to 
w:iJWe. 
35 
A Okay. It was due to the -
Q b width. 
3 A -- the width. 
Q Right. I understand. 
A Now that I say that, I got to cp look at it. 
MR. HOLZER: We can cp off. 
(An off-the-zeoord discussim ensued.) 
~. HOLZER: let's go back OIl just for a half a secorJd. 
9 I have looked at -- or read through this -- the statamnt of 
10 March JO, 2006. The only 0ClIl0mI I have is that I think Mr. 
11 Erhart said it was -- saIEbody cama I7j in the S1JlII8r and 
12 there my be another one -- you my or my have it yet and if 
13 you em' t have it, I'm CCIlCeIIled that that's the one be' s 
14 refening to. It my, of course, be his 1IEIIDrY. So, there 
15 my still be an issue, there my not be, we'll deal -- we 
16 will work it out, though, I'm sure. 
17 MR. CJ\N1'RILL: It nay be that that's the only one I have 
18 and I don't -- if it's a gentl.etan, that was Dave Mason. 
19 MR. HOLZER: Okay. Fair E!lOUgh. 
120 MR. CJ\N1'RILL: So -- did you giw m statamnts, Milt? 
121 mE w.mlESS: Yes. 
122 MR. HOLZER: All right. I'll just do a -- I'll just do 
i 23 a fOIllill elIpmSs request for it and _ can deal with it. 
I 
124 MR. CJ\N1'RILL: Yeah. I will see if -- I em't have it. 
25 A Now, I want to also say the bottan step is probably i 25 ibis is the only I have. 000114 
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l STATE OF II:II\!I) 
as. 
j County of. __ _ 
I, MILT ~, beiJx;J first auy swom on !If oath, 
6 c:¥:pose and say: 
'lmt I am the witness nam:d in the foregoinq 
8 c:¥:position, consisting of pages mrd:lered 1 to 37, 
9 inclusive; that I have read the said d/:p:lsition and 
10 la:low the ocntents tbeI:ecf i that the questions 
11 ocntained therein were prqlOU!lded to lie i that the 
12 answers to said questions were given by lie, and that 
13 the answers as <XlIltained therein (or as ootIeCted by 









SUbscril:le:i and swom to before lie this_day of 
_____ , 19_, at ______ , Idaho. 
NOtarY PUblic for IdiihO FaSiding 
at , Idaho. 




REPORl'EP.' S CERm'ICATE 
< STATE OF Illl\II) ) 
) ss. 
:J County of kIa ) 
5 I, M. DFAN WILLIS, Certified Shorthand Reporter 
and Notary Public in and for the state of Idaho, 
1 00 HEREBY CERl'IF!: 
'lmt prior to beiI¥j examined, tOO witness nam:d 
in the foregoinq deposition was by lie auy swom to 
10 testify the tIuth, tOO wOOle tIuth and not:hilq but 
11 the truth; 
12 'lmt said deposition was taken cbm by DEl in 
13 shorthand at the tine and place therein nam:d and 
14 thereafter reduced to typewriting by 1If5el£, arxl 
15 that the foregoinq transcript <XlIltains a full, true 
16 arxl veIba.tim teeord of said c:¥:position. 
17 I further certify that I have no interest in tOO 
18 event of this action. 






M. DEI\N WILtIS, cst:( 00. 9S ana 
Notaxy Public, state of Idaho. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE ) 
PHILLIPS, individually and ) 
as a marital community, ) 
) 
Plaintiffs, ) CASE NO. CV PI 0707453 
vs. ) 
) 





December 4, 2007 
11:30 a.m. 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
Boise, Idaho 
DEPOSITION OF KENNETH DOOLITTLE 
Reported by: M.D. WILLIS, INC. 
M. DEAN WILLIS 
CSR NO. 95 
Prepared for: 
Certified Shorthand Reporters 
P.O. Box 1241 
KURT HOLZER 
(COPY) 




OF KENNETH DOOLITTLE - 4,2007 
IN m DISmICl' CXXJRT OF THE JODICIAL DISllUCT OF 
m SI'ATE OF IDI\ID I IN AID ~ THE CCUN'l'Y OF JIllA 
4 .JIlI.£S M. I?llILLIl?S and GP.LE 
mILLIPS, individually and 
!l as a marital carmmity, 
Plaintiffs, 
va. 
MILT E. EI<ll1\RT and MARY C. 
~ ElIlWlX, 
Defendants . 





I:leoErd::ter 4, 2007 
11:30 a.m. 











B Reported by: 
M. DEl\N liIU.IS 
<4 CSR roo 95 
Px:epared far:: 
<!l llU:Rl'!I JWICIJ\L DIS'llUCT 
(CRIGINI\L) 
M.D. WILLIS, nc. 
Certified Shorthand Reporters 
P.O. !lox 1241 



























DEroSITICN OF mll'm'H OOJ1I'l'l'IE taken at the instance 'IDES:lAY, DEX»lBER 4,2007,11:30 A.M., lDlSE, IIWlO. 
2 of the Mendants at 1423 Tyrell Lane l in the city of Boise l 
state of Idaho, CXl'IIIeIlCinq at 11:30 a.In.1 TuesdaYI Ileoa'ri:ler 
4 41 2007, befoxe M. DEI\N 'iiIILIS I Certified Shorthand Reporter i 4 
and NotaIy public in and for the State of Idaho, pursuant to 


















fur the PlaintJ.£f: 
fur the Deferrlant : 
APPEARANCES 
Kurt Hal.::er, Esq. 
WLZER , EDW1DS 
1516 W. !lays st. 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
David W. Cantrill, Esq. 
CJ\Nl'RILL, SION<ER, SULLIVl\N & l\Di:; 
P.O. !lox 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
i 6 mll'm'H w.RK IXXlLI'l'rIE I 
called as a witness herein l baviJ¥,J been first duly SI«Jm, was 
exami.t1e::I. and testified as follCMS: 
10 
11 BY MR. ClIm'Rn.L: 
12 Q Your narre is? 
13 A Kenneth Mark Doolittle. 'l"I«> O's and two T's. 
14 Q l\nd l Mr. Doolittle I ~ 00 :you live? 
15 
16 
A I live at 892 East StoIny Dtive l lmidian, Idaho. 
Q We have your cell phale 1lIlIiler. 841-8032 . Do:you 
17 have aoother tel~? 
18 A Office 1lIlIiler. 898-8880. 
Q l\nd what's your occupatioo? 
A I'm an investnent advisor. 
19 
20 
21 Q Okay. Are:you still at this building ~ Mr. 
22 Phillips fell? 
23 A Yes I sir. That would be 1406 North M1Iin Streetl 
24 l4lridian, Idaho. ~ suite is IlIlIiler 210. 
Q How long have :you been there? 000122 
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A Sino;: -- let's see. I signed the lease in 
2 Septsdler -- no. I signed the lease in -- that's oonect. 
3 In SeptaIber 2005 and IlDVed into the suite beginniIY; in 
4 lleoo!ber of 2005 after the tenant i..I!provarents were llBde. 
5 Q You know, when did this accident hat:Pen? I thoo;jht 
6 the accident ~ in '04, didn't it? 
A '06. 
a Q Okay. So, 00 you have a written lease with Mr. 
9 Erhart? 
10 A I 00. 
11 Q And 00 you use these steps, the back steps? 
12 A I 00. Evel:y day. 
13 Q !low lonq have you used thsn? 
14 A Continuously since I IlDVed in. 
15 Q Okay. Have you ever cl:Jserved IlIrf prc:hlans with 
16 then? 
17 A Yes. When I first IlDVed in there were ooe step, 
18 perhaps IIO!e than ooe step on the bottan section of steps --
19 the stairway gees d::r.m fran the tcp and, then, reverses 
20 direction halfway d::r.m. It's a b.u stoIy buildi.nq. So, it's 
21 the bottan level of steps and there nay be 10 or 12 tIeads, 
22 saIllth:i.nq l.iJce that, in each section and there were at least 
23 ooe step that was loose on the bottan section of tIeads on --
24 just up fran the bottan. 
25 Q lie' 11 give you !ll.1lber 15, 16 and 17. !low is that? 
1 Want to take a look at those? 
A Yes. That looks familiar. Yes. 
Q tlb.ich one are you 100k.ID;j' at? 
A I'm look.ID;j' at all three. 
Q Okay. Fifteen, sixteen and seventeen? 
A Yes, sir. 
Q And where was the loose step? 
A iiell, I ckln't know which exactly -- which tIead it 
9 was exactly, but I'm going to guess it was the thiId or 
10 fourth tIead fran the bottan in that area. 
11 
12 
Q Oleay. And you IXltiad that it was loose? 
A Yes . '!'be tIead actually IlDVed back and forth on 
13 the suworts that were holdinq it. It wasn't anchored to the 
14 side. So, that if you pusbad. 00 it it actually ~d slide 
15 backwaIds . 
16 Q Or forwards, depending upon which direction you 
17 were going? 
18 A Yes. iiell, I ckln' t know as you I«lUld be able to 
19 push it forwards unless you got u.ncmneath the stair \\\ill and 
20 pushed it foIWards. 
21 Q 011. Okay. 
22 A '!'be natural weight of a person going down the 
23 stairs is to push it backwaIds. 
24 Q What was the lerqth of the novarent, if you know? 
25 A 011, I never really testa:! it. All I knew was that 
1 I stepped on the stair and it jig;rled and I thought to J¥ielf 
2 at the titre that it I'Wld be apprcpriate to say saIllth.i!q Nt. 
3 Erhart, which I did, and I, actually, tried ~ it aid it 
4 IlDVed mre than a couple of inches for rre and at that point I 
5 thought, \\\ill, this is hazarcbus, potentially, and that be 
6 should be aware of that, so I told him about it. 
Q And when was that in relation to this accident? 
A I ckln' t know. It I«lUld have been prchably in the 
9 sprin:j, perhaps February or March of 2006. 
10 Q Okay. 
11 A late winter, early spring. 
12 Q Did you oontinue to use the step? 
l3 A Yes. I used all of the stairs. 
14 Q Okay. 
15 A And I notiad that because the step was llBde of 
16 ooncrete it didn't mve easily, but it did mve. It did have 
17 a mtion to it. If you pressed 00 it haId eoough you cx:Wd 
18 get it to mve. If you were ~ sweth:i.nq heavy, for 
19 exanple , it I«lUld be easier to mve it than if you were just 
20 using the weight of your own body'? 
21 Q Did you use the handrail? 
22 A I typically ckln't use a handrail when I use the 
· 23 stairs and I typically -- because I'm tall, I'm six ooe, I 
24 take b.u steps at a titre when I go up and d::r.m the stairs. 
25 Q!low old are you? 
A I will be 48 years old later this llOIlth. 
Q That b.u steps is goin:j to quit pretty soon. So • 
3 did you ever trip or fall on the steps? 
4 A Never. 
5 Q Okay. 'ArrJ other prc:hlans that you notiad? 
A '!'be handrail is -- at the landin:j half way up the 
7 stairs is bent. I nentiooed that to him. I also nenti..oned 
, B to him that the lights above all of these stairs, which wuld 
9 be at the tcp level fran the ceilinq there is b.u lights, 
10 that those lights ckln' t seem to function and I nentiooed that 
11 to him as \\\ill. I'm kind of a safety nut and I I«lUld --
· 12 anytirre I ever saw IlIrjthing that I felt l.iJce neecI;d to be 
13 addressed, I felt l.iJce I I«lUld be 00in:j the owner of the 
· 14 ~ a favor to tell him about it, so I did. 
15 Q Were these oral statatents? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q And \\tat was Mr. Erhart' s typical response? 
18 A Ch, he didn't have a negative response or a 
19 positive response. He I«lUld thank ne for telling him and I 
20 didn't get the i..I!pression that he was in a big hurry ever, 
21 one way or aoother. In other words, it wasn't that he was 
I 22 neglectin:j it on puIpOse, but it also wasn't that he was in a 
i 23 hurry to naybe IlliIke ~s. There were other thin:js about 
; 24 the building that I brought to his attention that had to 00 
i 25 with the air conditioning and the heating of the buildij,fM) 12 3 
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1 the WCJ:j that was laid out and toe -- I actually got into a 
2 dispute with him o:mceminq that later that sane year. My 
3 unit wasn't prcpe.rly air cmditioned, nor was it prcpe.rly 
4 heate:i, and he ~ call xepair peq>le and they wuld CXlle 
5 out, but it never seem!d to change. W, then, there was an 
6 issue with ~ not bei.Ix} pIqJerly seala:i and that cause:! 
7 the unit to be really oot in the sumer and also really ccld 
8 in the winter. The systars couldn' t keep up with the air 
9 flcM that was going tIu:ough the witmIs, either oot or ccld 
10 air. 
11 Q Did you kwI J:im Phillips? 
12 A Cilly in passing. I !let him when he IIl)Ve(! in. He 
13 noved into the suite after I !lOVed into IIrf suite. His 
14 business associate -- I think her naml was Anqelica. 
15 Q Angela. 
16 A Angela. And they ~ked for a llOIlp!Ofit, as I 
17 r:ecall. lie explained to !Ie it had satethiIY,J to do with 
18 Ixlusinq. Arxi so toe chattel just as neighbors wuld chat in 
19 the hallway, but I never got to kncM him or never really 
20 spent arrt tiIIe with him. He was a big tall fel.l.afl, as I 
21 r:ecall. But never really got into arty kind of deep 
22 cmversatioo about kids or school or arrythiIY,J else. 
23 Q So, you calle upon Mr. Phillips the date of the 
24 accident, did you not? 
25 A Yes. The circunBtanoes t.ere that I looked out the 
1 window and saw an anbulance and I walked across the hallway 
2 to the Catbina:i Insurance office and the secretary there, her 
3 /laII1i! is Tracy, I asked her if she knew why there was an 
4 ani:lulanoe outside and she said sareone had fallen down the 
5 stairs. Arxi I wa.lked out the door and looked down the stairs 
6 and saw parazredi cs attelldiI:q to this fel.l.afl. You said his 
7 /laII1i! was J:im? 
Q Bight. 
A Okay. I'm sorry, I didn't z:atBlber his /laII1i!. W, 
10 you know, I recognize him by his awearance, not by his naml. 
11 So, he was layinq at the bottan of the stairs. He was, 
12 actually, oot on the stairs, he was on the concrete below the 
13 stairs face down and there aweared to be blocd next to his 
14 lEad an the concrete and I asked the param:dics if there was 
15 arrt way that I could be of help, because I instantly had 
16 CXIlpaSslon Wmds him in regard to his -- san:one in family 
17 kwri.ng that he was hurt and that he was going to be taken to 
18 the hospital. 
19 Q So, you wa.lked down the steps? 
20 
21 
A I did. 
Q Did you notice arty prchlans? 
1 because I thought, t.ell, lIBybe it's because of this issue 
2 that I previously had brought up to Mr. Erhart. 
Q I want to get Mr. Phillips' exact position. You 
4 said he was face down? 
A Yes. 
Q Was his -- be was an his starach, dJviousl l' 
A Yes. And his head was tuIned to the side. 
Q To the left or to the right? 
A I believe it was to the left. 
10 Q To the left? 
11 A I don't recall exactly, but that's IIrf recollection. 
12 Q Ibr far ~ his feet fran the botton stEp? 
13 A I didn't 1IeISUIe, so I cbl't kncM. &It he was 
14 perhaps one stEp or Ii half a step fran the botton step. 
15 Q Okay. Was be CXllISCious? 
16 
17 
A SalIi. is IIrf mxill.ection. 
Q Did you stay there until they took him away" 
18 A I did. 
19 Q Aogela testified prior to you, Mr. Doolittle, she 
20 said you brot¢t her Ii box the next day or a couple days --
21 A O:lrrect. 'l.1me was a box laying next to Jim. 
22 Q Right next to hint? 
· 23 A Was I beJ.i.eIIe to his tight and forward of him. In 
I 24 other !«lIds, within an arm's length of his right sOOulder. 
· 25 Q Okay. 
A And that lxlIc containa:i sate papers and a few other 
2 itars. I don't recall what it was. But I was 00IlceIlled that 
3 the paranedics t.ere ta1ti.rq him away, that san:one wuld 
4 ootify either Angela and/or his wife and family, and that 
5 this box wuld just be left there and naybe the papers t.ere 
6 illportant, perhaps, or: the stuff ~ bbI &laY or scm.me 
7 wuld steel it or whatever. So, I took the box, walked '4> --
8 back up the stairs, liBlt down the hallway into his office, 
9 the door was unl.ocked, no one was there. I went into the 
10 roan and locked for a business card or sate contact 
11 infOIllBtian and I fouad a business card, I believe, for 
12 Aogela and I calla:i her: on the phone to ootify her that this 
i 13 had transpiIa:i and I think I left the box in the office at 
14 that tilre. 
I 15 Q Could you tell lIE! how IIllCh it weighed'? 
! 16 A Cil, couldn't have been mxe than a fat ounces. It 
,17 was a SIIBli cardboard hJx. As I r:ecall it was square or 
· 18 perhaps rectanqular. It wasn't as big as a box that cxt'Y 
19 paper wuld CXlle in and there really weren't that rrany itars 
20 in it, so it was very light t.eight. 
21 Q Do you kwI IDI this a.ccicEnt hawena:i? 
22 A No, I didn' t -- in fact, that was the first 1:hilYJ I 22 A I have no idea how this happened. 
23 thought of was, t.ell, !leybe he slitP=d because of this stair. 23 Q And have ':fr:14 talked to arryane that does? 
24 The stair that -- none of the stairs were out of aligment : 24 A lb. 
25 that I could notice. And I did look for that very reason, : 25 Q Have you ever talk to Mr. Phillips fran ~ &0"12 4 
10 
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1 fran that date? 
A No, I have not. I asked about his condition llBIlY 
3 t.ines, but never saw him again. Don't know what happened to 
4 him or any of the details at all. 
Q There is another guy that was there I think before 
6 you. Randy Jenks. Do you know Randy? 
A I 00 not. 
Q Randy is in Missouri DJ::M. Have you ever talked to 
9 anyone else about the accident? 
10 A No, sir. 
11 Q You did not see anyone else there? 
12 A other than the parauedics there ~ a few of the 
13 people in offialS fran the d:lwnstairs of the building that 
14 wer;e ptesent as this all was unfolding. It took the 
15 parauedics awhile to get him out of there, because they 
16 wanted to make sw:e and brace his neck. 
17 Q Yeah. 
18 A They didn't know -- you know, I guess that's 
19 standatd protocol in an accident, that if you possibly have a 
20 neck injuzy they want to brace your neck l so that they ckln't 
21 make it 1mSe. Sol that took than awhile -- took than awhile 
22 to get him on ale of those hard flat boards where they oould 
23 anchor his head to the board l so that it I«JUl.d i..tmd:li.lize 
24 him. So, that took I'm going to say 10 or 15 minutes for 
25 than to get all of that done. 
13 
Q Okay. &It you physically \\e1t up and cb4n the 
2 s~s that day and ooserved. no prOOlans, other than what you 
3 have told us about? 
A Correct. 
Q And the s~ ~ not out of al.igment on that 
6 day? 
A Con:ect. 
!oR. CANl'RILL: Okay. That's aU I have, Mr. Doolittle. 
9 Mr. Holzer my ask you sate questions. 
10 
11 
12 BY !oR. HOLZER: 
13 Q Picture 17, the tql one to your left. 
14 A Yes, sir. 
15 Q Does any of the s~ awear out of aligment in 
16 that picture? 
17 A Well, the s~ that sareone is standinq on awears 
18 to be out of aligment, but it IlBY be the canera an;Jle. I 
19 ckln' t l<ncw. 
20 Q Were the -- did the reconstruction of these s~s 
21 haJ:pen after you ~ already in the building or 00 you know? 
22 A '11lere IlBY have been mre than one reconstruction. 
23 It aweared -- well, perhaps I should back up. My belief is 
24 fran knowin;J Mr. Erhart for the t:i.Ire that I have known him, 
25 is that he IlBkes llBIlY of the ~s to the building hi.m!elf. 
14 
1 fur exanple I wind::M installation, he I«lUld 00 all of that 
2 t.Ork h.inself. He I«JUl.d only hire pecple to 00 things that 
3 either he didn't want than to 00 or that he physically 
4 oouldn' too. So, when it cane t:i.Ire -- and I ckln' t ratmiler 
5 when this was, but it was perhaps a rronth or t:I«:l after this 
6 had hawened -- this event had happened that we are 
7 discussiIq today, this accident, that Mr. Erhart was rraking 
8 repairs to the stairs hi.m!elf. !:Ie was reanchoriIq than 
9 himself. !:Ie had a ratchet and he had a series of what looked 
10 l:i.ke washers that he had pl.aa:d in between the anchor brace 
11 for the stairs and the actual beams, they awear to be I«XXi 
12 be.;a that go up and cb4n the stairs. He had pl.aa:d washers 
13 in between there to fill that space and had bolts of sate 
14 type that he was ratcheting into place to hold the s~. 
15 So, he I!Bde -- he I!Bde a lot of ~s himself and Mr. 
16 Erhart gives llIl the inpression that be' s a very hands-oo 
17 persoo and that he's involved with type of ~s or any 
18 type of t.Ork that neEds to be done on a persooal basis. 
19 Q Weill let llIl ask you a little different question. 
20 tI:len you first rented in the building 00 you recall if the 
'21 stair ~ already concrete or ~ they l«Xlden stairs? 
22 A They were concrete at that tillI!. 
23 Q By the t:i.Ire you IrOved in? 
• 24 A Yes. They had not changed. 'lbe only thing that 
25 cbaiDged was the anchorinq of than. 
Q Okay. We have sate testinony that the stairs had 
2 previously been t.OOd and he changed than to ooncrete. I'm 
3 just tryitq to find out t:i.Ire frane. 
A That IlBkes sense to llIl, because they didn't awear 
5 to be the original stairs that \\e1t with the building and 
6 that they IlBY c:x:ue fran another building. I ckln I t know. 
7 'lhat I«lUld only be speculatioo on !If part. &1t at all tillI!s 
8 that I had any invol vem:mt with this building, to !If 
9 reoollection the stairs ~ concrete. 
10 Q Okay. On that day when you looked at the stairs, 
11 I«lIlld you desc:ribe it as in-depth evaluation of the stairs, a 
'12 an:sory teview of the stairs, a quick glance at the stairs? 
• 13 I!ov did you look at than or did you walk 00 than? 
, 14 A It was -- I walked 00 than -- weill let llIl -- let 
! 15 llIl aphrase. Are you referritq to the day that Jim fell that 
16 I looked at -
17 Q That Jim fell. 
18 A I I!Bde a quick glance to see if the stair was the 
19 cause of his fall and I did not see that the stair was out of 
20 aligment and I also didn't know where he started to fall and 
21 I still d:Jn't. In other l«lrds, he could have fallen fran the 
22 vety first stair up at the tql and t:mblEn all the Wirf cb4n 
23 or perhaps he had a stroke or a heart attack or a thousand 
• 24 other reasons for going cbwn the stair I other than the stair 
25 beiDg out of aligment. But I aske:i IIf5elf if that ~1Q 0125 
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the stairs. So, it 
was IIOre than a passing' glance to see if the stair was an 
overt cause fran its cq:pea.rance. 
Q You I re not an engineer? 
5 A No. 
Q You I re not a safety engineer? 
A No, sir. 
loR. OOLZER: All right. That's all I have. 
loR. ClINT.RILL: Thank you, Mr. Doolittle. I appreciate 
10 it. 
11 
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5 
Di\NIEL l?HIIl.IPS, 
7 c:all.Eid as a wibless herein, baviPq been first duly OOlll, was 
examined and testified as follows: 
i 9 
10 
11 HI MR. c:mrRILL: 
i 12 Q Your 1laIIe, please? 






Q And, Mr. Phillips, Jim's your son? 
A Correct. 
Q I was expectinq a lot biq:Jer guy. 
A Yeah. 
Q Your son is a big guy. So, \Olld you, please, give 
19 lie your address? 
i 20 A 24430 &matt Road, Middleton. 
~ 21 Q And cb you laXltI lily you' Ie here today? 
i 22 A Yes. 
! 
! 23 Q All right. And I'm sure that Mr. Holzer's told you 
I i 24 all about the deposition process, so I will. just leave it at 
: 25 this. If you have artj quest:ials, please, ask lie, oka() 0 0130 
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A All right. 
Q Mr. Phillips, heM old are you? 
A Fifty-nine. 
Q And are you narried? 
A Yes. 
Q And your wife's nane? 
A Linda. 
Q When did you m:M! to the Treasure Valley? 
A 
10 Q 
11 it was? 
I believe it was '04. 
Did you m:M! to follow your son here, is that what 
12 A 
13 !le. 
Yeah. Well, actually, ~ fol.lcM!d!le -- ahead of 
14 Q Okay. Where did you m:M! fran! 
15 A Northem California. 
16 Q Can you tell !le why you llDVed? 
17 A Well, ~ II¥ wife and I retired we had thou;Jht we 
18 I«l1lld leave that area and --
19 Q Did you live in the same w..n as your son? 






Q Rsnind !le aqain where that was. 
A It was just north of Eureka in M::kinleyville. 
Q Are you CCIIpletel. Y retired rD/? 
A Yes. 
Q And is your wife also? 
A Yes. 
Q What do you do to keep yourself busy? 
A We have a little mini ranch and horses and stuff. 
Q So, heM rrany acres do you have? 
A Ten. 
Q Ten acres. Will you just give!le, for a brief 





A I graduated fran HuIlboldt State University in '78. 





Bachelor of Arts. 
In what? 
Fine Arts. 
Okay. So, what did you do after you graduated? 
14 A Actually, I had a minor, also, in sciences, so I 
15 !«lrked for the llEpart:nmt of Fish and Garre. 
16 Q So, you were a fish and game officer? 
17 A No. I was an assistant biokJgist. 
18 Q And did you do that your entire career? 
19 A No. 
20 Q Okay. 
21 A Did that briefly. 
22 Q All right. Then what did you do? 
23 A I was goinq to be a fish and game officer, but I 
24 didn't like it. So,~, I became - served an 
25 awrentioeship and was an electrician. 
Q When was that? Yoo know, I don't want to go into 
2 your -- I'm just b:yi.nq to --
A Right. I did that until I was 40. And, then, I 
4 started a business, a pet care center. 
Q I'm sorrf? 
A A pet care center. 
Q Pet care center. 
A And that became full tille, so I quit the 
9 electrician, and did that until I retired. 
10 Q You don't do that in Foise anynore? 
11 A No. 






A IIelps !le. 
Q Okay. 
A She does a lot of volunteer !«lrk and stuff. 
Q !!eM rrany children did you have? 
A Just Jim. 




Q You have to say yes or no. 
121 A Yes. 
i i 22 Q All right. And you indicated that ~ fol.l.C7lled you 
23 to the Treasure Valley, rather than vice-versa? 
! 24 A Well, ~ got here first, but it was our intention 
25 to m:M! here. 
Q So, the family nade a conscious ckcision to nove 
2 here? 
A ltiqht. 
Q Did ~ have a jab ~ ~ llDVed here? 
A Yes. 
Q Did ~ live with you through school -- through 
7 oollege or did ~ --
A When I was in school or --
Q No. When Jim was in oollege. Did ~ live at hcm:l? 
! 10 A Yes. Part of it and then -- yes and no. He was in 
11 and out. 
12 Q 
13 A 
All right. !!eM was ~ as a student? 
Good, I think. I think ~ did real good. 
14 Q Did you ever have any trooble with Jim, other than 
15 usual chil.cDlood problems growinq up? 
16 A No. He was pretty easy goinq. 
17 Q So, ~ llDVed here in '04 and ~ went to !«lrk for 
18 whan? 
19 A He l«lrkeci for a a:mpany call OCAC, Rural camunity 
'20 Devel.cp!I::nt sanething. But ~ had l«lrk for than -- ~ was 
21 !«lrking for than ~ ~ llDVed here. 
! 22 Q He was l«lrking for than in California and, then, ~ 
i, 23 llDVed here --
• 24 A ltiqht. 
, 25 Q -- he just -- 000131 
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A Transferred is what he 
2 Q So,}W are -- did}W help with Jim and Mrs. 
3 I!h:i.Uips when they had the problans with their first child 
4 that was born? 
5 A Right. 
Q l\OO 00iI often did }W see Jim when }W were in 
7 Califomia after he graduatsi and mar:rie:i? 
A Quite a hit. 
Q \me }W in the sane town? 
10 A Off and on. lie IlOved ~ and cane back, but it 
11 wasn't that far fran us whez:e they liwd in Ukiah and 
12 Kel.seyville was about a boD hour drive. 
13 Q Was the !lC1IJ:: the only jcb that Jim's ever bad sinal 
14 be graduated fran ~? 
15 A l«l. He worked for the Millview water district in 
16 Ukiah? 
17 Q For awhile? 
18 A Right. 
19 Q b, did you lcnaw whez:e Jim's office was in Boise? 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q Oltay. l\OO did }W visit that often bebHn the 




I don't lcnaw about often, but I was thete several 
Okay. Tell De em it was locatsi. 
A It was on Meridian Boulevard just a block salth of 
2 Fairview, I think. Cheny or Fairview, whatever it is right 
3 thete. 
Q Could}W tell De before the accident, Mr. 
5 Phillips, just 00iI many tiDes you were thete? Just give De 
6 an awraximtion. 
A Maybe a d:lzen. '1\el. ve tiDes. 
Q l\OO thete are boD entrances to his office; right? 
A Right. 
10 Q 1bis hcq:pened ~y on saI& stairs. Did you 
11 ever go up and ck7.m those stairs? 
12 A Yes. 
13 Q Was that your usual Detbxi of goWJ in the 
14 builc:iing? 
A Yes. 15 
16 Q How -- \lily did }W choose that entrance over the 
17 other? 
18 A The parking area. 
19 Q A bigger pa.rkinq area on the one whez:e the steps 
20 were? 
21 A Right. I went in the front li:lor a oouple of tiDes, 
22 because once in awhile there would be a space thete, rut 
23 lIOstly the parking was in the back. 
24 Q All right. Describe for !Ill, if }W ~, please, 
25 lIhen you got out of your car the path }W ~ take to get 
10 
1 to Jim's office. 
A 'lte path I ~ take? 
Q Yeah. Just describe hatI you ~ walk into his 
4 offio:. 
A I ~ get out of the truck and walk in the --
6 this ~ be the east entrance whez:e the stairwell was. 
7 l'Irld, then, ck7.m the hallway to his office. 
Q b many flights of steps are we ta.l.kinq about 
9 here? 
10 A Two. 
11 Q can you tBlBIber the last tim, before the 
12 accident, that you went up t:OOse steps? 
13 A Prdlably three to four 1It1lths before that. 
14 Q So, it had been saI& tim? 
15 A Right. 
16 Q At anytine -- I'm not going to hold you to this, 
· 17 rut you say a cbzen tiDes }W went up the steps? 
.18 A Right. 
i 19 Q Did you not:i.oe artj problans with t:heat.> 
i 20 A lb. 
; 21 Q b did you find out about the accident? 
• 22 A ~ wife and I haj;peDEd to be in Boise for - cbinq 
• 23 sal&thinq and we got a call. 
24 Q call pboIle call? 
· 25 A call pboIle call. 
1; 
Q F.tan whaIt? 
A 'ltat Jim was in route to the hospital. 
Q Do }W lcnaw wOO cal.le:i you? 
A I don't. 
S Q Ii:! are taking the Q;position next of his 
6 co-eupl.oyee. Could it have been her? 
A It cx:W.d have been. I don't tBlBIber wOO it was. 
i 8 Q can you tell De ecactly what you were told? 
i 
9 A 'ltat Jim had an accident and he was in route to the 
10 hospital and he wanted De to ueet him there. 
11 Q Oltay. Did they tell you hatI the accident hcq:pened? 
12 A lb. lbt at that tim. 
i 13 Q l'Irld it was -- rut the statarent was telated to you 
114 that he wanted to ueet you there -- he wanted you to ueet him 
15 there? 
; 16 A 
17 Q 
i 18 A 
;19 Q 
; 20 A 
I 
i2l Q 
i 22 A 







He wanted De to be there. 
All right. l'Irld that was at st. Al's that he went? 
I don't tBlBIber what hospital it was. 
Or St. Luke's Meridian. 
Yes. 
Is that what it was, st. Luke's Meridian? 
I xeally don't tBlBIber. 
Oltay. can you tBlBIber nt tim of day it was? 
It was, I believe, in the afternoon, 1:00, 2:00 
090132 
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Q And when you went to the hospital did you see Jim's 
2 oo-E!Iployee? was she there? 
3 A Yes. 
Q And did you know her? 
5 A Yes. 
Q What was her nane? 
A AIlge.la. 
Q Last 1IaIIe? 
A Sisoo. 
10 Q So, what did AIlgela tell you, if anyt:hirq? 
11 A AIlge.la said be fell cbm the stairs, but didn't 
12 lcnat anyth:i.Ilq further than that. 
13 Q All right. Did you --~ you able to see Jim 




Q What did you abseIve when you -- was be in the --
1 head by his tstple. Is that where you cbseIved the prdllatt? 
A You know, I cbn't rarsd:ler which side it was. 
Q What was your wife doing all this tiIIB? 
A She was with lIB am we ~ -- well, the nurses 
5 told us just stay back, they oould take care of it. 
Q iIri.ch you did? 
A Yes. 
Q How lonq did you stay in the saIIB man with Jim? 
A \hill they took him in for an MlU, which -- 30, 45 
10 minutes. 
11 Q '!ben what ~? 
12 A Well, when they took him for the MlU I told AIlge.la 
• 13 that I wanted to cp back to the scene of the accident, 
14 because they said that Jim I«XIld be in there for 
15 ~tely an hour. 
16 Q All right. And did she agree with you? 
17 well, let's back up. was be in the ~ man or bad be 17 A Yes. 
18 been assigIM a roar/? 18 Q So, you am AIlgela went back to the office? 
19 A Yes. lie was in the eue.rgency -- not in the 19 A Right. 
20 ~ man, but in the eue.rgency trama -- whatever that . 20 Q And was it the 00 of you that took these pictures 
21 &tea is. 
22 Q iIIen you went into the aIea. where Jim was what did 
23 you abseIve? 
24 A I thought I was witnessinq 1l¥ Sal dy.i.nq. 
25 Q If it's EllDtional for you am you want to take a 
13 
1 break, you let lIB know, r:ikZJ? 
A Okay. 
,21 that I'm go.ir¥J to sbcM you? 




Q iIlo took the pictures? 
A Both of us did. 
Q What kind of a canma was it? 
A It was a smill disposable canma. 
Q Did you have -- just cp buy ale, is that what you 
Q Tell lIB -- be llOte explanatory. Tell lIB what you 3 did? 
4 saw. 
A Jim was in ext.tme pain. His whole body was 
6 sbakinq. lie was scr:eamillg. lie was, basically, out of 
1 oontrol. And there ~ three or four nurses am I be.lieve a 
8 00ct0r that ~ b:yinq to hold him cbm am calm him cbm. 
Q I UIXlerstand that be was a pretty good wrestler in 
10 cxillegei right? 
11 A Yes. 
12 Q So, it IIIlSt have been a tough jcb. Did they 
13 r:estrain him? 
14 A I think they gave him a shot of samthiIq am cpt 
15 him calmed cbm. 
16 Q Did you help than or did you just watch? 
17 A No. Yes, I was just there, 
18 Q Had you ever seen Jim act like that before? 
19 A No. 
20 Q Did you see or cbserve arrJ signs of trama? I IIBan 
21 like a cut, a bmp OIl the head? 
22 A Yeah. lie bad a larqa place OIl his head missing am 
A No. AIlgela bad it with her in the office. 
Q Do you know what -- so, she went up to the offic2 
6 am cpt it? 
A Right. 
Q Did she cp up the back stairs beIe? 
A Right. 
10 Q What tiIIB was it the day that you took these 
11 pictures, Mr. Phillips? 
12 A I IWld - I cbn't know exactly. I IWld say 2:00 
i 13 - ~tely 2:00 o'clock. 
14 Q How lonq did it take you to take thsI1? 
15 A We ~ prcbably there l.ook.ing at the stairs 45 
; 16 minutes. 
. 17 Q Did Mrs. Phillips stay back at the hospital? 
, 18 A Yeah. She stayed at the hospital with 1l¥ Sal. 
19 !it. C1IN'l'RILL: And Mr. Holzer I think. bas the o:llor 
• 20 photos, so I -- cbn't you? 
, 21 !it. lIOLZER: Yeah. Did I not give you SQle o:llor aleS, 
! 22 'lbny? 
23 his faa! was really red. It looked like bIu:ised up. One aIlll : 23 !it. C1IN'l'RILL: Well -- that's okay. ......../ 
24 was scraped up. i 24 !it. lIOLZER: I apologize. I thought they ~ o:llor 
25 Q tbi, you pointed to the right UfPE!1' side of your I 25 ones that we were l.ook.ing at last tiIIB. 000133 
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(An off-the-record Wo' ~" ... "u 
BY MR. Ci\N.lruLL: 
Q So, it' 5 goi.nq to be a little bit CIltbersate for 
4 yoo I Mr. Phill.ips, because I only have black. arxi white. 
A Okay. 
Q Okay. mi if you can't -- if you say I don't know 
7 what the heck that is, I uOOerstarxi. But I have prararked 
B than A thmJgh S. 
A Okay. 
10 Q Okay. So, we will just take a fat seconds and r;p 
11 over each ale of them. Do you know if it was you or Angela 
12 that took A? 
13 A PIJy, this is hard to tell what it is. 
14 Q I wmed you. 
A I believe -- I took this picture. 15 
16 Q Can you tell !Ie what you were ~ to shc1tl us 
17 when you took that picture? 
18 A '!.'he bolts that were missing OIl the steps. 
19 Q Okay. Did you r;p up arxi tbm the steps? 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q mi did you 00serve the steps IlDVe in aIrf w;q? 
22 A Yes. 
23 Q Had you notiC<d that before? 
24 A Before this? 
25 Q Before the day. 
17 
A No. 
Q lIcw did they 1lDVe? 
A They rocked. 
Q Okay. Did you atte:tpt to take aIrf test to -- so 
A Okay. 
Q nus is Exh.ibi.t D. 
A I really can't tell by this what that is or what I 
4 was tIy:iJ¥J to shc1tl. 
Q It lcoks just to lie -- I'm not ttyinq to put lads 
6 in yoo:r IIOUth. Disagree with lie if you wish. It just lcoks 
7 like it's a picture of the stEps in general. 
A Poss.ibl y. 
Q All right. E. I think this is Angela and, 
10 d:lviousl.y, you took the picture, because she' s in it am the 
11 handrail she has lifte:i up; is that oorra::t? 
12 A '!bat's correct. 
13 Q lbi, when you ISlt there arxi took the pictures OIl 
14 that day was the handrail anchoud in aIrf way or could you 
• 15 just lift it up like that? 
16 A '!be handrail itself was cwz:ox:inately 12 feet lw1 
17 arxi it was only attached at ale end, at the lower end. 
18 Q All right. 
19 A Had ale bolt in it. 
20 12 And that was at the lower end? 
21 A Yes. 
22 Q All right. Is that the sane as Exhibit F? Are yoo 
23 shc7.I:iDJ the sane t:hitv;J there? 
24 A Yes. Just another angle. I believe Angela is 
· 25 lcl.diDg that. 
19 
! 1 Q Yeah. I think so. '!bat's what I thought. 
A Yeah. It was just -- she's the one that noticed it 
3 and just kind of picked it up. It was real loose. 
Q G. I guess that's the sane t:hitv;J, really, isn' t 
5 yoo could I:IJr1Wj to us l¥1IIltIlCh they rocked or was that just 5 it? 
6 a general OOsetvation? 
A Just a general cbservation. 
Q All right. Now, 0Ila! again, OIl A you're ~ to 
9 show us that there was sate bolts missing fran the bottan 
10 b.i..D;te -- the bottan settings; is that oorra::t? 
11 A Right. 
12 Q Okay. let's r;p to B. And B is very difficult. I 
13 don' t know if you can tell lie what that is at all. 
14 A No, I can't. 
15 Q All right. C. Can you tell? 
16 A I had it upside tbm. I believe that's just 
17 another picture showing the bolts missing. 
18 Q All right. 
19 A mi, poss.ibly, the step that was askew. 'lbere was 
20 ale step that was out of place. 
21 Q Okay. Did you take a particular picture of that 
22 one step? 
23 A Yes. 
24 Q loBybe we will get to it, because I have all of the 
25 pictures here. 
18 
A Yes. 
, 7 Q All right. let's see what you can help us with OIl 
8 H. 
A Okay. 
: 10 Q It awears to be sate pictures of ClllCOOrS, but I'm 
11 not-
12 A I think that's what it is. '!be hand -- not the 
13 handrail, but the guardrail, I believe, wasn't securely 
14 attadBi either. 
15 12 let lie see. The what rail? 
16 A I think that's this right here. 
I 17 12 You're l.ookiDq at the --
· 18 A I think that's --
19 Q - center of the picture. It looks as tiw;Jb there 
20 is a bolt missing. Is that what you're l.ookiDq at? 
: 21 A No. It's really hard to tell. 
22 
23 
Q Okay. It looks like there is a lot missing there. 
lit HOLZER: Do want lie to chine in there. I have an 
24 idea of t.OUld it is, if you want lie to, or I will just s~ 
25 quiet if you want lie to. 0 U 0134 
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M\. Cl\NTRILL: No. That's okay. Tell lie. 
M\. 1i:lLZER: I think this is the wall and the la!xling 
3 and the guardrail on the -- that l«lIlld be on the north side 
4 of the landinq and that l«lIlld be the bolt into the wall. 
'!HE liI'lNFSS: Okay . 
M\. 1i:lLZER: Just to put it in location. 
BY MR. Cl\NTRILL: 
Q All right. I? 
A Again, it IlUSt be slxlwin:;J there is 001 ts rni.ssinq. 
10 Q Okay. AOO J I l«lIlld assuue is the sane t:hin;!? 
11 A It's not the sane t:hinq, but it's -- these are on 
12 the steps. I believe that's on the guardrail. 
13 Q K. Here is --
14 A This shcMs the -- mx:lernea.th it, the handrail. AOO 
15 there are no bolts holding -- I believe this proto l«JUld show 
16 that there is no bolts holding the handtail. 
17 Q L? 
18 A I doo't know by this pOOto tilat that is. It's so 
19 dark. 
20 Q M, Mr. Phillips, is a picture, dlviously, of the 
21 stairs and could you tell IClen Angela is liftin;J the 
22 haOOrail, tilether it l«lUld be the right-hmi handtail that 
23 she's liftin;J or the left-hmi rail? 
24 A If YOU'Ie ~ up it 'IWld be the right hmi. If 
25 you' Ie carri.nq d:lwn it l«lIlld be the left. 
21 
Q Okay. That was the one that was -- you were able 
2 to lift up? 
A Right. 
Q Was the other one anchored solidly? 
A Yes. 
Q Now, you il1dicatEd there was a st£;> ajar. Can you 
7 tell lie which s1:£1P it was fran that? 
A Fran the la!xling that t.I!l are l.ook.i.ng at it WJU1d be 
9 the third st£;> d:lwn. 
10 Q You know, l«lUld you draw a circle around that for 
11 lie, so t.I!l IlEIke sure t.I!l know which one you' Ie dealin;J with? 
12 M\. 1i:lLZER: If you' Ie not sure you can tell him that 
l3 you' Ie not sure. 
14 '!HE liI'lNFSS: Yeah. I'm not xeally sure. I know it was 




M\. Cl\NTRILL: AOO that's ..my I wantEd to --
'!HE liI'lNFSS: Or oountinq the third st£;>. 
19 BY MR. Cl\NTRILL: 
20 Q I wantEd to know. That's the reason for the 
21 question, actually, is because I was a little bit CXlllfusErl as 
22 t.I!lll and I just needed to know which one. 
23 A I believe it was the third st£;>. So, that WJU1d 
24 IlEIke it -- let's see --




Q Okay. I 'm going to draw even zrore I okay? I'm 
4 going to !!like sure that t.I!l --
A Okay. 
Q Like this. Now, just looking at the st£;>, I cannot 
7 see Wre it's ajar. can you describe for lie where it is 
8 ajar? 
A liill, at this angle you xeally can't see it. 
10 Q Okay. 
11 A It l«lUld be pulled out fran the -- looking at it on 
12 the left side with the circle. 
13 Q You know I lim not sure -- t.I!l have had testi.m:xIy --
14 and I can' t point to aIrf single thing. We only cEposed thxee 
15 peq>le so far in this. &It Il¥ reool.lection is Jim said that 
16 he was near the oottan IClen he fell. 







'!HE wrINESS: I doo' t know. 
BY MR. Cl\NTRILL: 
Q Okay. Did he ever tell you which st£;> he was on? 
A No. 
Q Did tell you he didn't know? 
A He didn't knaf. 
I 
I 24 Q Okay. Thanks. N'? 
I 25 A I doo't knaf tilat this is. 
23 
Q Okay. 0 is the s1:£1Ps ~ 00wnward. Now, naybe 
you can IlEIke it a little bit easier for you on this one, you 
can tell lie which st£;> fran that view that it was going d:lwn 
4 that was ajar. Does that help you a little bit zrore? 
A Yeah. Tb!se protos are so -- but, ~, it was 
6 still the one, 00, thxee -- third st£;>. 
Q tily doo't you circle that for lie, please. 
A I'll circle the N. 
Q Okay. can you tell lie -- assist lie -- can you 
• 10 cbserve Wre it's ajar fran Exhibit O? 
! 11 A No. 
12 Q All right. 
13 A It was only out of place ns.y!:e an inch, inch and a 
· 14 half. 
15 Q 
16 A 
Inch or an inch and a half? 
Yeah. 
17 Q Was it part of the st£;> or the wOOle st£;> had IIOVed 
18 forward? Is that tilat you' Ie saying? 
I 19 A Just this one end. 
20 Q Okay. AOO P and Q, once again, seen to be -- can 
21 you tell lie tilat those t.I!lIe? They just appear to lie to be 
22 the steps in general. Do you think there is aIrft:hinq 
23 inportant in either of those pictures that you want to point 
• 24 out to lie, let lie knaf tilat they are? 
25 MR. HOLZER: You understand you can't see ~ 13 5 
24 
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1 those copies. 
~. Cl\N1'RILL: Yeah. 
THE W!'lNESS: These \XJffi are really poor. I can't 
4 really tell what -- in this \XJffi I could -- if had the better 
5 -- the color plx>tos I cou1d prd:lably tell Wrrj I was taking 
6 this picture. 
~. lD1m1: And you're talking about P? 
THE W!'lNESS: P. lind -- okay. In this picture it's 
9 actually sOOwiIq this step is ask&r. 
10 BY ~. CANl'lU1L: 
11 Q And which ore are you l.ookirq at? It's Q? 
12 A Q. I believe that's the one. 
13 Q Okay. ~ tre where that is, please? 
14 A At the tq> stairs that the Q is on. You can see 
15 the line is crooked. 
16 ~. Cl\N1'RILL: So, you koow, Mr. Holzer, that SeEIlS to 
17 be a picture that we can rely upon IIOre. lblld you just give 
18 tre a oolor picture of --
19 ~. IDLZER: Sure. I -- yeah. I rrean I could have than 
20 run over all the pictures. 
21 ~. Cl\N1'RILL: No. 'lbat's fine. 
22 ~. lD1m1: Okay. I think that's the ore, just fran I1f 
23 perspective r:eviMnq than, that's the ore that IIOSt 
24 accurately ialntifies the step, because it also has a --
25 right undeI his foot here there is a stain on this step and 
2S 
1 that stain is still there. 
BY MR. CANl'lU1L: 
A Yes. 
Q And R? 
A R. I believe this just shows the guardrail, it was 
4 oot securely attached. 
Q Okay. It -- shcM tre hew you can say it's not --
6 Wrrj is it oot securely attached? 
A liill, the one bolt is stick:i.rg q> and I bel:iENe 
8 there is several bolts missiIq. 
Q The bolt is visible in the page, prcl:lably, what, a 
10 half inch ai:ove the --
11 A Right. 
12 Q Yeah. Do you koow what the length of the bolt was? 
13 A lb. 
14 
15 
Q And 51 
A Aqain, I believe this is a picture slxlwirq the 
16 mi.ssinq bolts on the steps. And also --
17 Q en the braces? 
18 A Right. And I think if we have the clear proto it 
19 'IDUld show the step is out of place. 
20 Q Did you or AlY;!ela ever atteupt to videotape these 
21 steps? 
! 22 A lb. 
• 23 Q Just the ore day you spent 45 mi.rotes out thete 
,24 taking these pictures? 
25 A E)cactly. 
Q Have you been q> those steps since the accident? 
2 A Yes. 
Q Okay. So, here we have -- we have Q. ht we can ! 3 Q And have you no~ any ~? 
4 see is two feet. Are those your feet? 
5 A Yes. 
Q And Mr. Holzer said undeIneath your foot is a 
7 stain? 
A 
9 I1f foot. 
10 Q 
11 A 
I believe it's ei tiler urx:le.rneath it or right beside 
A stain of -- what 'IDUld the stain awear to be? 
I ckln' t koow --
12 Q It's just a stain? 
13 A A stain. 
14 Q Okay. And it's your reooliection -- what you 
15 inteIdid to shcM on Q is that the step, the third ore 
16 ckJrNn, is slighUy ajar and that it is -- weil, tell tre what 
17 you nean by ajar, so that we ckln' t have any 
18 misunderst:andi.Iqs . 
19 A Well, ODe eM of the step was -- I can' t rE!lBlber 
20 if it was pulled in or pushed out, but it was -- it was not 
21 square with the rest of the steps. 
22 Q All right. That's-
23 A And IYhen we walked q> that was the first thing we 
24 ooticed.. 
25 Q Was it loose? 
A A few. 
Q Tell tre what you have seen. 
A The steps 1.II1deIneath there was sate shims put in 
7 the lclding brackets and the steps were bolted. 
Q Okay. !!ow about the third step, have you ootioed 
9 any changes to that? 
10 A ht also had been bolted. 
• 11 Q ht was causing step three to be ask&r? lily was 
! 12 it ask&r? 
: 13 A I ckln I t really 1alcM. All I can asSlllE! is that· s 
: 14 where Jim slipped and fell. 
! 15 Q And that's just an assurrption on your part? 
I 
16 A Right. 
17 Q But the question was IIOIe basic than that. !flat 
· 18 was causing - why was it ask&r? Was there sate bolt that 
19 wasn't in place or --
! 20 A Ch. Right. It didn't have bolts on one end. 
21 Q Did you atteupt to plx>tograph that anywhere? 
· 22 A I believe ore of these plx>tos is it. It shows ore 
I 
: 23 -- ore step is not square with the other one. 
: 24 Q Yeah. I know that. You have told lle that. But 
25 did you have an actual picture of where the brace was(1O 0 136' 
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1 was a.Jlow.i.rq it to slip? 
2 A I bilieve there is ale of -- ale of these photos. 
3 I cannot tell by these. 





But you can't point it out to ne today? 
No. 







And was Jim still t:her:e? 
Yes. 
b lonq did j'OU stay? 
14 A At least another hour, nay:be~. I tbn't mally 
15 IEI'IBIiler . 
16 Q Did you leave before he was released? 
11 A Yes. 
18 Q kcxlrdi.tq to Mrs. Phill.ips they just told her to 
19 take him hale. Now I he's a big qIrf. 
20 A Right. 
21 Q And she had to d:l it by herself. Did you --
22 A I bilieve we left before they did. I thought -- we 
23 thought he 'AOOld be in t:her:e avetnight. 
24 Q Okay. And that's -- so, that's why j'OU left? 
25 A I bilieve we had ta.lked to the doctor aIXi at that 
29 
1 point I think they were going to hold him. 
Q Do you know what tine it was that you left? 
A No. It was later in the after:ooon. 
Q She indicated that they put him in a wheelchair aIXi 
5 sent her to the fralt door aIXi said gocd>ye. 
A I em' t IEIIBIiler. I wasil' t t:her:e. 
Q She never called j'OU for aIrf he.lp? 
A If she did I tbn' t IaIBIber what the ci.rclmIstanoe 
9 was. We might have been -- I em't 1<na6. 
10 Q When did j'OU see Jim next after the accident? 
11 A I think -- I tbn' t IaIBIber. I think it was a 
12 muple of days. 
13 Q And what were the elrCUllStanoes SUI'IOUIldinq that 
14 visit? 
Q Did you ootioe aIrf changes in him fran a nental 
2 st:anq:loint? 
A At that point? 
Q Yes. 
5 A Just that he couldn' t IEIIBIiler anythinq. 
Q Has he told you he CXlUld never IaIBIber - or he 
7 has never told you bow he fell; right? 
A No. b did j'OU know that? 
Q Pecause he told us he oouldn' t IaIBIber I so if he 
10 couldn't -- if he couldn't tell ne be a>uldn't tell you. 
11 A No. 
12 Q Okay. 
13 A He d:lesn' t mall y talk about it 1lllCh. 
14 Q Do you I<na6 if be's told anybody bow be fell? 
15 A No. 
16 Q b often have you visited Jim since the accident? 
17 A I see Jim -- I used to see him aJ.nx)st daily. Now, 
18 I see him nay:be CIlCe a week, if that. 
19 Q When you saw him daily lWl.d he cme OYer to your 
20 house or --
21 A He C!IIII! OYer to II¥ house. I was at his house. We 
22 were always d:ling stuff together. 
, 23 Q b close to j'OU d:les be live? 
· 24 A NaIIpa to Middleton. I believe it's 18 miles. 
· 25 Q Fran port to port? 
31 
A Excuse ne? 
Q Fran your house to his house? 
A Yes. 
Q And he lived at the sane bouse after the accident; 
5 right? 
A Yes. 
Q So, j'OU used to travel one Wlrf or the other to see 
8 each other every day? 
A Yes. 
10 Q b cme you tbn' t go OYer every day? 
11 A It's baId. 
I 
12 MR. ClNl'1ULt: You want to take a break? You might walk 
I 13 arouId a litUe bit if j'OU want to take it easy. 
114 (lin off-tbe-reo:n:d discussion ensuei.) 
15 A We just wanted to go and see him. l-¥ wife ney have l 15 BY MR. ClNl'1ULt: 
16 gone t:her:e the next day. I em' t IaIBIber. I think I was 16 Q If you want to take a break, take a break anyt:ine. 
17 really busy. We were buil.dinq a new house aIXi I think II¥ 
18 wife had -- was OYer there every day. 
19 Q Okay. '!be next tine you saw him what cbanqes did 
20 you cbsetve or what did j'OU cbsetve? 
21 A '!be next tine I saw him? 
22 Q Yeah. 
23 A Well, he was in an extraIe aIlDUIlt of pain still aIXi 
24 pretty drugged aIXi we d:i.dn' t mally have IlllCh of a 
25 oonversation. 
30 
I 17 Okay. So, tell ne about -- tell ne about the changes. 
I 
! 18 A Jim is just teal. short with ne. He d:lesn't like 
I 
· 19 being around lie. I em' t I<na6 why. 
I 20 Q I was going to ask j'OU the next cp!Stion. Has he 
; 
; 21 ever said that to you? 
22 A He's never said that d:itectl.y, but be' s just real 
i 23 short with lie. Swears at lie. Gets physical with lie. And 
; 24 be's never cb1e that ever. 
• 25 Q So, how d:les be treat your wife? 000137 
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A Linda cklesn' t go 
2 the sarna. 
3 Q And how -- have you ever seen him cb this to his 
4 family? 
5 A A little bit, yes. 
6 Q I mean he's, cbviously, a person that oould create 
7 havoc if he wanted to. 
a A Right. 
Q So, he evidently teStrains himself - I mean theIe 
10 has never been any physi.caJ. abuse that Mrs. Phillips 
11 cxnpJajned of? 
12 A Not that I know of. 
13 Q Okay. It's m:n:e just saeami.Iq and yelling? 
14 A Yes. 
15 Q So, did you used to hunt and fish together? 
16 A Quite a bit. 
17 Q Both hunt and fish? lmt's yes? 
18 A Yes. 
19 Q All right. 
20 A Sorry. 
21 Q '!'bat's okay. AIxl have you stqped that totally? 
22 A Not totally. 
23 Q So, you still try to uaintain Sale kind of 
24 relat:ial.shi.p? 
25 A Yes. 
33 
4,2007 
Q i:!ll, what -- just descrihe for llB -- I know it's 
2 hard. Describe how he actually treats you. TeilllB what he 
3 cbes. 
A Just real short, :inpatient I just seeml like he 
5 cbesn' t want llB around. 
Q Okay. 
A Just tolerates llB. 
8 Q lias Mrs. Phillips ever talked to you -- I mean his 
9 - Jim's wife. lias she ever talked to you aIxlut this? 
10 A Not very 1IUCb. 
11 Q Do they a:tIe over to your bouse for evenillg dinner 
12 and-
13 A Yes. 
,14 Q b cbes that go? 
, 15 A Not well. 
16 Q Salle \:hW;J? 
i 17 A (No oral response.) 
, 18 Q Do either of you COI'lSIIlIil a.loobol? 
19 A Very little. 
20 Q So, cbes alcobolllllke it worse if you cb drink? 
21 A I cbn't - we cbn't :r:eally drink that nuc:h. We 
22 like w:iJle with dinner and Jim and I mi.ght have a beer, but we 
,23 em't :r:eally drink a lot. 
24 Q Okay. i:!ll, what -- has his speech pattem changed 
25 at all? 
Q But cbes it -- okay. !at's say you go hunting, cb 1 A Yes. 
2 go out in a boat or just walk? 2 Q TellllB what you have noticed. 
3 A Wallci..D;J and -- i 3 A Jim - he has a hard tina expressing h.imclelf. He 
Q b is he in that situation? 
5 A Weil, this year we Elt hunting and it was a nim 




10 A I left the third day, Calle back bate. 
11 Q Al.cme? 
12 A Yes. 
13 Q You left him out theIe alone? 
14 A No. He had a truck with his friends. He had his 
15 truck and his frietxI. has his truck. 
16 Q Just because you couldn't take it anyuore? 
17 A Right. 
18 Q i!otI cbes he treat his friends? 
19 A I'm not :r:eally suxe. I'm not around Jim and his 
20 friends lIIlCh. 
21 Q Okay. We.re these the saae frietxI.s he had before 
22 the accident? 
23 A Yes. 
24 Q He hasn't left and found new friends? 
25 A No. 
34 
4 has a hard t.i.ue getting 1mds out. tmds will a:tIe out that 
5 he didn't mean to say and he just has a real difficult t.i.ue 
6 mca.llinq alnost anything. 
7 Q So, any other changes in your lifestyle that you 
8 tbink are inportant to llB in tryilq to deteImine his 
9 injuries, other than what we have talked aIxlut? 
: 10 A i:!ll, physically Jim -- he can't cb what he used to 
,11 cb. Like when we were huntiIYJ he can't - has a real hard 
: 12 tinB wal.ki.nq and his balance and I noticed that when we II'OUld 
13 go up the hill he II'OUld stmd:lJ.e w fall w -- I was 
14 actually worried for him, but he 1«lIlldn' t listen to llB. He 
15 didn't want to tum and go back. So, basically, he hunted 
16 1Ii.th his friend Ted. 
17 Q You didn't a:tIe back early because you got your 
,18 Slk, did you? 
19 A No. 
20 Q So, it was just a situation you couldn't tolerate 
21 an:ynme? 
22 A Right. I thought it was best if I just left. 
23 Q Have theIe been any other situations that you're 
24 iIIt/are of conau:ninq his family w he that CXIICem you? 
i 25 A Yeah. Yes. lind I have tried to talk to h800 13 8 
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1 it, but he just really blows up. How short he is with his 
2 tl«l SOIlS. Calls then namas. 
Itt. HOLZER: Okay. You know, that's the ally thing I 
2 had. 
3 Q I uzr:lerstand they have saD!! pn:blans; :right? 3 Itt. CANl'RILt: Thank you, Mr. Phillips. 
A Yes. 4 4 
5 Q Physical pn:blans. And have you cilse.r:ved any 
6 changes in them since the accident? 
5 (rllereupon the depositial ended at 10:30 a.m.) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
A Yeah. 'l1ley act alIrost afraid of him. 
Q I think Mrs. Phillips testified that they act 
9 afraid, but, at the sane tine, given their pn:blans, they b:y 









14 A Well, like the ~ boy, he swears w he never 14 
15 used to. And I believe that's because Jim w his - Jim 15 
16 never really swore around them either. 16 
17 Q Have you suggested that he get sale CXlUIlSeling? 17 
18 A I can't really talk to Jim about it. lIe will just 18 
19 -- he ci:lesn't listen to !Ie at alL 19 
20 Q All right. So, when's the last tine you have gem 20 
21 up these stairs that we are CXlrlCerned about today? 21 




Q last Friday? 
A last F:riday. 
Q You went to Jim's jcil? 
A Yes. 
Q Why did you C1J there then? 
A Kurt asked Angela w I to lleet him there. 




j County of'---__ 
39 
sa. 
A Yes. Mr. Holzer. 5 I, IWm:L PHILLIPS, be:i.al first duly sworn 00 IIf oath, 
Q Okay. And so what was the pw::pose of the JllletiIq? 
A I'm not really sure what the pw::pose was. We just 
8 looked at the stair well w he kilxi of told us what was 
9 C1Jinq to C1J 00 in the cEpositial w -
10 Q Has he been accurate? 
A Yes. 











'mE YiI'HSS: lIe said you were pleasant to tmk with. 
I4t CANl'RILt: Said I was what to I«),rk with? 
'mE YiI'HSS: Pleasant to I«),rk with. 
Itt. CANl'RILt: Oh. I tbcA:ght you said --
'mE YiI'HSS: Don' t be afraid. 
Itt. CANl'RILt: That's all I have. Thank you. 
21 BY Itt. !fOLZER: 
22 Q I want to be -- just a oouple of things, Dan. It 
23 was three or four IItlllths before Jim was injured was the last 
24 tine you had been up the stairs? 
25 A Yes. 
38 
6 dep:lse and say: 
7 ht I am the witness n.atIld in the ~ 
8 cEpositial, consistilYij of pages llIJIbered 1 to 39, 
inclusive; that I have read the said cEpositial and 
I, 10 krlcM the contents thereof; that the questials 
11 contained therein were ptqlOllllded to lie; that the 
12 answers to said questials were given by lie, and that 
13 the answers as oontai.ned therein (or as oorrected by 




18 Subscribed and sworn to before lie this_day of 
____ ,19_, at:...-_____ , Idaho. 
&lta£y P\£liC for IdahO P9Siding 
at , Idaho. _7 
000139 
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ss, 
j O:lunty of J\da 
I, M. 0Rl WILLIS, Certified Sborthatxi Reporter 
6 and NotaIy Public in mi for the state of Idaho, 
7 00 l!EElEBY <mIFY: 
'!bat prior to bei.IxJ examined, the wi mess nam:d 
9 in the fozegoinq deposition was by !Ie duly SlIIOZIl to 
10 testify the truth, the whole truth mi nothing but 
11 the truth; 
12 '!bat said deposition was taken doMl by !Ie in 
13 sborthalld at the tiI!e mi place thatein nailed and 
14 theteafter reduad to typewritinq by myself, mi 
15 that the fozegoinq t:ransc:ript CXlIltains a full, true 
16 and vezbatim ream!. of said deposition. 
17 I further certify that I have no interest in the 
18 event of this actial. 
19 Iil'lNBSS II¥ bmi mi seal this_day of 
20 , 2007. 
21 
A. IlEIIN WILLIS f CSR I't), 95 ana 
Notaxy PI:blic, state of Idaho, 
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Case No. CV PI 0707453 
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT TO ASSERT PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES AND TO CLARIFY 
NEGLIGENCE PER SE CLAIMS 
Plaintiffs move to amend their complaint to eliminate defendant's claim that the 
negligence per se issues need be plead. Further, based on the facts of the case, plaintiff 
move to amend the complaint to add a claim for punitive damages. 
The Facts Underlying The Case Establish That A Claim For Punitive Dama2es And 
Allegations Of Negligence Per Se Should Be Presented To The Jury.I 
Defendant Milt Erhart owns an office building at 1406 Main Street in Meridian. It has 
about 13,000 square feet of rentable office suites on two stories. A front interior stairwell, an 
1 The facts are contained in the Deposition submitted as attachments to the Affidavit of Kurt D. Holzer. 
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interior elevator and a back exterior stairwell all reach the second floor. This case is about Mr. 
Erhart's failure to maintain the back stairway, his knowing decision to create dangers to the 
public, his decision to ignore warnings about those hidden dangers and the substantial injuries 
that his conscious decision to allow a hidden danger on the stairway caused to the Phillips' 
family. 
Erhart's office building was constructed in the mid -1980s and the stairwell was 
originally made of wooden treads. In 2003, Mr. Erhart decided that the treads were deteriorating 
and that he would replace the treads on the stairwell with prefabricated concrete treads. The pre-
fabricated treads were sold in a kit that included two mounting brackets and 4 bolts for attaching 
the tread to the mounting bracket as well as four lag bolts for screwing the treads to the wooden 
"stringers" that run up the side of the stairway. The concrete treads themselves had predrilled 
holes designed to accept the bolts and create a mechanical attachment. Mr. Erhart admits that he 
and a single helper did all the work to the stairway themselves and installed the treads over the 
course of one or two weekends sometime after October of2003. Mr. Erhart admits that he was 
in charge of the work. 
This photo shows two ofthe treads properly installed on the 
second flight of the stairwell from the intermediate landing up to the 
entry door for the second floor of the building. The two lag bolts are 
attached to the stringers and the treads each have the two bolts 
mechanically attaching them to the bracket. 
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On the lower tread section, however Mr. Erhart ran into a problem. He testified the 
stringers at the top of the stairway had spread out and when they tried to install the top few treads 
the holes in the mounting brackets would not align with the predrilled holes in the stair treads. 
Thus, they could not install the bolts up into the treads. He therefore decided to leave offthe 
bolts on one side of the treads. Because of Mr. Erhart's decision the stair treads were left 
without a mechanical attachment on one side. 
This photo taken March 20, 2006, the day Mr. 
Phillips was launched down the stairs, shows 
the missing bolts. There is no dispute that Mr. 
Erhart chose to not install the bolts on these 
steps. 
There is also no question the stairs were not fixed in place and that Mr. Erhart was 
warned they could move. One of the building tenants--Ken Doolittle--has testified that he 
noticed in the spring of 2006, "probably February or March" that there was "at least one step that 
was loose on the bottom section oftreads." He further testifies he did not know exactly which 
tread it was "but I'm going to guess it was the third or fourth tread from the bottom." Mr. 
Doolittle went on to testify "the tread actually moved back and forth on the supports that were 
holding it. It wasn't anchored to the side. So if you pushed on it it actually would slide 
backwards." (emphasis added) Further, he testified, "I thought it was appropriate to say 
something to Mr. Erhart, which 1 did, and I, actually tried moving it, and it moved more than a 
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couple of inches for me and at that point I thought well this is hazardous, potentially, and that 
(Milt Erhart) should be aware of that, so I told him about it." 
The stairwell presented other dangers to the public. At the same time that he installed the 
new stair treads, Mr. Erhart installed a new handrail and new landings made of "Trex" brand 
composite materials. The hand rail has a 1 inch groove in the bottom of it that fits right over the 
metal railing that Mr. Erhart had as balusters on the stairway. This is a significant fact because 
the Trex rail fit very snugly over the baluster. As shown, on the day Mr. Phillips was injured on 
the stairway, the handrail next to the unconnected steps had no mechanical connection to the 
metal baluster. The woman holding the handrail in the preceding photo is Angela Sisco. She is 
employed by the same company as Jim Phillips and she examined the stairway the day of Jim' s 
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injuries along with Jim' s father Dan Phillips. Dan Phillips took the photos of the condition of the 
stairway on March 20, 2006. 
That the stair tread itself 
moved is shown well by this 
photograph taken from on top of the 
third step looking straight down. 
Again this photo was taken within 
hours of the Jim Phillips ' injuries. 
The toes are those of Dan Phillips 
and you can see the stain in the middle of the tread under Mr. Phillips left foot. That 
same stain is seen on the third tread in the following photo. This photo also shows 
one other glaring danger and Building Code violation in the stairway Mr. Erhart built: 
The unconnected open end of the hand rails at the landing. 
That the failure to connect the stair tread is a violation of a city ordinance is 
quite clear. The ordinances of the City of Meridian at Title 10-1-1 Meridian City Code 
adopt the Uniform Building Code as the law of the City. 1985 Uniform Building Code 
section 2303 provides " Any system or method of construction to be used shall be based 
on a rational analysis in accordance with well-established principles of mechanics. Such 
analysis shall result in a system which provides a complete load path capable of 
transferring all loads and forces from their point of origin to the load resisting 
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elements." The failure to have the tread attached terminates the complete load path and 
violates the ordinance.2 
The Standard To Allow An Amendment A Complaint Is Very Lenient 
Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provides that leave to amend a 
complaint "shall be freely given when justice so requires." The Idaho Supreme Court 
has held that "[I]n the absence of any apparent or declared reason - such as undue delay, 
bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated failure to cure 
deficiencies by amendment previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party 
by virtue of allowance of the amendment, futility of amendment, etc. - the leave sought 
should, as the rules require, be freely given." Carl H. Christensen Family Trust v. 
Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 871 (1999). 
The Standard For Allowing An Amendment For Punitive Damages Is Met On The 
Information Before The Court. 
Since Cheney v. Palos Verde Inv. Corp., 104 Idaho 897 (1983), the fundamentals 
of Idaho law regarding punitive damages has been clear. Punitive damages are imposed 
when a defendant has engaged in an "extreme deviation from reasonable standards of 
conduct." Id. at 905. Punitive damages serve the legitimate and important public 
policy interest of deterring egregious behavior by reducing the economic incentive to 
engage in that behavior. Id. at 905-06. "[A]n award of punitive damages serves the 
2 The Idaho Supreme Court recently made clear it was not necessary to specifically allege negligence per se in 
addition to negligence for such a claim to be evaluated by the jury. ""[ w]e hold that a party is not required to 
seperately please negligence per se as a theory distinct from ordinary negligence." Obendorffv. Terra Hug Spray 
Co., _ Idaho _, 188 P.3d 834,840 (2008). Defendants' objection at the pretrial in this case to not having such 
theory expressly plead, however, certainly makes it appropriate to add the theory so long as the Complaint is 
otherwise being amended. 
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dual function of deterrence and expressing society's outrage. In contrast, compensatory 
damages are defined as damages that 'will compensate the injured party for the injury 
sustained, and nothing more; such as will simply make good or replace the loss caused 
by the wrong or injury.'" Curtis v. Firth, 123 Idaho 598, 609 (1993) (quoting Black's 
Law Dictionary 352 (5th ed. 1983». "The purposes which may make a punitive damage 
award appropriate are not satisfied by an award of purely compensatory damages." Id. 
Accord Soria v. Sierra Pac. Airlines, Inc., 111 Idaho 594,610 (1986); Cuddy Mountain 
Concrete, Inc. v. Citadel Const., Inc., 121 Idaho 220, 226-27(Ct. App. 1992). A basic 
justification for punitive damages is that the defendant acted with an extremely harmful state of 
mind, whether that state be termed "malice, oppression, fraud or gross negligence." Soria, 111 
Idaho at 610-611. 
The technical and procedural aspects pertaining to claims for punitive damages 
in Idaho courts are provided for in Idaho Code § 6-1604. That section provides a party may 
amend its pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive damages only pursuant to a 
pretrial motion and after hearing before the court. When a party moves to amend a pleading to 
include a claim for punitive damages, "[t]he court shall allow the motion to amend the 
pleadings if, after weighing the evidence presented, the court concludes that, the 
moving party has established at such hearing a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at 
trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." I.C. § 6-1604(2). To recover 
punitive damages at trial, "the claimant must prove, by clear and convincing evidence, 
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oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by the party against whom the 
claim for punitive damages is asserted." I.C. § 6-1604(1). 
Thus, when a party requests leave of the court to seek punitive damages its 
burden is relatively small. "[T]he threshold for amending a complaint to add a claim 
for punitive damages [is] significantly lower than the threshold for allowing a punitive 
damages claim to ultimately reach a jury." Doe v. Cutter Biological, 844 F. Supp. at 
610 (Ryan, J. applying Idaho law) (emphasis in original). 
All the party needs to establish is "a reasonable likelihood of proving facts at 
trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages." I.e. § 6-1604. This standard 
does not even require that the plaintiffs show it is more likely than not that they can 
establish such facts at trial. Plaintiffs need only show that they have a reasonable 
chance to establish facts at trial upon which a jury could find an "extreme deviation." 
The subsequent decision to submit the question of punitive damages to the jury remains 
within the discretion of the trial court. See Walston, 129 Idaho at 222. A decision to do 
so is supportable where some evidence shows defendant acted with an extremely 
harmful state of mind, whether that state is called gross negligence, wantonness, or 
simply characterized as deliberate and willful. See id.,; Cheney, 104 Idaho at 906. 
Idaho courts often consider the existence of expert testimony as a basis to sustain 
an award of punitive damages. See, e.g., Manning v. Twin Falls Clinic & Hosp., 122 
Idaho 47, 52-53, (1992) (affirming punitive damages award citing to expert's testimony 
regarding nurses extreme deviation from standard of care); Eddins Constr., inc. v. 
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Bernard, 119 Idaho 340, 343 (1991) (finding expert testimony frequently relied upon by 
courts to support awards of punitive damages). 
The facts plaintiffs will establish at trial, through both lay and expert testimony, 
are sufficient to support submission of plaintiff's claim for punitive damages to the 
jury. As described above and in the accompanying Affidavits and as will be shown to 
the jury, Mr. Erhart's deviations from the standards of reasonable conduct evidence 
exactly the conscious type of behavior putting others at risk that punitive damages seek 
to deter. 
Conclusion 
Based on the facts above that above plaintiff has a reasonable likelihood of proving 
sufficient facts at trial that would allow a jury to conclude by clear and convincing evidence that 
Mr. Erhart's conscious decision to not connect the stair tread and subsequent conscious decision 
to ignore the warning the tread was dangerous from a tenant was such a deviation from 
reasonable standards as to warrant punitive damages. Further, amending to assert the basic 
theory of negligence per se should be allowed on the facts before the court. 
DATED this ").Adday of December, 2008. 
HOLZER+EDWARDS, CHTD. 
By __ ~ ____ ~=-________ _ 
rt zer, for the firm 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thelJ J day of December, 2008, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
David Cantrill 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701 
;( U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
urt Holzer 
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David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 




















Case No. CV PI 0707453 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS R. FRIES 
COMES NOW, the Defendant in the above- entitled action, by and through their 
attorneys of record, Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King LLP, hereby submits to this Honorable 
Court the following Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion to Strike the Affidavit of 
Thomas R. Fries. The Affidavit contains statements by Mr. Fries which would not be admissible 
at trial and, therefore, cannot be considered by the Court in support of Plaintiffs Motion to 
Amend Complaint to Assert Punitive Damages. 
a 
:0 -(i) -""'::It 
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I. Legal Authority: 
Expert testimony is only admissible when the expert's specialized knowledge will assist 
the trier of fact understand the evidence and determine a fact in question. LR.E. 702; State v. 
Walters, 120 Idaho 46, 55, 813 P.2d 857, 866 (1991). To give expert opinion testimony, a 
witness must fIrst be qualifIed as an expert on the matter at hand. State v. Hopkins, 113 Idaho 
679,680, 747 P.2d 88, 90 (Ct.App. 1987). Whether a witness is sufficiently qualifIed as an 
expert is a matter largely within the discretion of the trial court. Id. at 680, 747 P.2d at 90. Once 
the witness is qualifIed as an expert, the trial court must determine whether such expert opinion 
testimony will assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence. Id. at 680, 747 P.2d at 90; 
I.R.E.702. Only if the testimony is thus competent and relevant, is it admissible. Id. at 680, 747 
P.2d at 90. 
In a case which specifIcally dealt with the admissibility of expert testimony where the 
expert's affidavit was excluded, the Supreme Court noted that there was "no mention of how" 
the expert "gained his knowledge" that was used to assert that he was a fIre expert. Carnell v. 
Barker Management, Inc., 137 Idaho 322, 328, 48 P.3d 651, 657 (2002). The Court further 
noted that the affIdavit " .. .lacked factual foundation. Even though [the expert] claimed to have 
reviewed the depositions in the case, his conclusions contradicted the testimony given at those 
depositions." Id. at 328, 48 P.3d at 657. 
II. Arguments: 
A. Because the Plaintiff has failed to present information as to how Mr. Fries has gained 
his knowledge used to assert that he is an expert on building codes, he is not qualified 
nor has a foundation been laid to provide testimony on compliance with such. 
To give expert opinion testimony, a witness must fIrst be qualifIed as an expert on the 
matter at hand. State v. Hopkins, 113 Idaho 679,680, 747 P.2d 88, 90 (Ct.App. 1987). "[AJ 
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witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify 
thereto in the form of an opinion or otherwise." LR.E. 702. 
Mr. Fries has provided his curriculum vitae (CV), which states that he holds a bachelor's 
degree in Mechanical Engineering, and a Master's of Business Administration. See Affidavit of 
Thomas R. Fries in Support of Motion to Amend Complaint. What follows are seven pages of 
"Publications", "Awards", "Registrations" Affiliations", and "Special Studies" which fail to 
mention a single class, study, degree, or any professional training whatsoever, on the technical 
issues here under dispute. Id. While Mr. Fries is unquestionably qualified in the area of motor 
vehicle accident reconstruction, there is nothing whatsoever included in the CV which qualifies 
him to opine on this case. There is but a single mention of anything related to the foundation 
needed to opine on the issues relevant to Mr. Phillip's accident. On page eight (8) of the CV, 
Mr. Fries claims that he has experience in slip and fall cases, only some of which include 
"stairway and walkway design." Id. at p. 8. Having investigated an issue in the past does not 
necessarily qualify a person to proffer expert testimony. And, even if it did, how is the Court to 
know based upon the CV? 
Mr. Fries has offered no basis under any of the above elements to determine that he holds 
the proper foundation to opine on stairway compliance with the Uniform Building Code. Rather, 
just as in Carnell, the Affidavit has no mention of how the supposed expert gained his 
knowledge that qualifies him to opine on structural compliance with the UBC. 137 Idaho at 328, 
48 P.3d at 657. Because the Plaintiff has not sufficiently qualified Mr. Fries as an expert, his 
testimony should be stricken from the record prior to addressing the Motion to Amend currently 
pending before this Court. 
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B. Mr. Fries reliance on contradictory and irrelevant testimony and his complete lack of 
any expertise in human factors renders his opinions inadmissible and inadequate as a 
matter of law. 
In addition to the overall failure to provide any basis for his knowledge of the technical 
issues in this matter, Mr. Fries also relies on contradictory and irrelevant testimony in the record 
and exposes that the basis of his opinion on damages is inadequate as a matter of law. The 
failure to lay a proper foundation for his opinions coupled with his reliance on inaccurate and 
irrelevant testimony render it inadmissible. See Carnell v. Barker Management, Inc., 137 Idaho 
322,328,48 P.3d 651, 657 (2002). In that case, the Court sustained the exclusion of proffered 
expert testimony because the affidavit " .. .lacked factual foundation. Even though [the expert] 
claimed to have reviewed the depositions in the case, his conclusions contradicted the testimony 
given at those depositions." Id. at 328, 48 P.3d at 657. 
Mr. Fries opines that the basis for his conclusion that Mr. Erhart's actions were an 
extreme deviation was based upon the testimony of Kenneth Doolittle. Mr. Fries states that Mr. 
Doolittle "reported the loose step and bent handrail to Mr. Erhart in the late winter or early 
spring [before the accident]". See Affidavit, p. 3. p.3. There is no testimony anywhere in this 
case that says there was a problem with a bent handrail which is somehow connected to this 
accident. Rather, his testimony is plainly contradicted by that of corroborating witnesses 
presented by the Plaintiff. While the Plaintiff has submitted pictures showing a loose handrail 
from other witnesses, there is nothing anywhere that states that a bent handrail was near, 
involved in, or relevant in any manner to the accident. As such, his testimony'S reliance on such 
renders his opinions meaningless and irrelevant. 
Coupled with his reliance on irrelevant evidence to reach a factual conclusion in support 
of punitive damages, Mr. Fries conclusions are directly contradicted by the repeated testimony of 
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the very person he relied upon, as well as several on site material witnesses to the accident's 
location. Mr. Doolittle testified that he was on scene while the paramedics were helping Mr. 
Phillips and that he inspected the stairs at that moment: 
Q: So, you walked down the steps? 
A: I did. 
Q: Did you notice any problems? 
A: No, I didn't - in fact, that was the first thing I thought of was, 
well, maybe he slipped because of this stair. That stair that - none 
of the stairs was out of alignment that I could notice. And I did 
look for that very reason, because I thought, well, maybe it's 
because of this issue that I previously had brought up to Mr. 
Erhart. 
See Affidavit of Kenneth Doolittle, Attached to the Affidavit of Kurt Holzer, p. 10, 1. 19-
p.ll. 1. 2. In addition to the testimony of Kenneth Doolittle, another on scene witness to the 
immediate aftermath of the accident testified that there was no apparent problem with the stairs. 
Randy Jenks was the first person on scene and called 911 for Mr. Phillips. He testified that 
following the accident, just as Mr. Doolittle, he inspected the stairs for a possible cause of the 
accident: 
Q: Did you walk up and down those steps after the incident? 
A: After the incidents, a few days later, yes, I did. I walked up the 
steps and back down. 
Q: For what purpose did you do that? 
A: Just to see what might have tripped him. 
Q: Okay. What did you observe that you feel is important? 
A: I couldn't fmd anything at all wrong with the stairway. 
See Exhibit I to the Affidavit of Daniel J. Skinner in Support of Motion to Strike, p.ll. Upon 
further questioning, he again stated that nothing appeared amiss: " ... Having a background in the 
building industry, everything looked -looked fme. And I did again look to see if the stairs were 
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loose. I was curious. Plus I figured that, you know, at some time somebody would ask me 
questions about this." Id. p. 21-22. He then stated in no uncertain terms that there was no 
apparent problem with the stairs: 
Id. p.22. 
Q: Okay. But you're confident as you sit here today that the next 
day when you walked up and down the steps, you could observe no 
defects in the stairs whatsoever? 
A: That is correct. 
Q: Okay. They didn't move or anything when you walked up? 
A: No. 
The proffered testimony from Mr. Fries expressly relies upon that of Mr. Doolittle. Yet, 
Mr. Fries has ignored the very basis of testimony relied upon to reach his conclusion. Not only 
does the "bent" handrail have nothing to do with any allegation or testimony from anyone in this 
case, but the fact that two eyewitnesses to the scene within 24 hours state that there was no 
defect, the stairs did not move, and there was no apparent problem whatsoever plainly exposes 
the lack of foundation for any opinion presented on Mr. Erhart's behavior from Mr. Fries. Just 
as in Carnell, the affidavit fails to accurately address the depositions that he supposedly relied 
upon to reach his conclusions. 137 Idaho at 328,48 P.3d at 657. Because Mr. Fries' assertions 
are directly contradicted by the very person whom he relies upon, and the majority of hte 
evidence in the record, his Affidavit should be stricken under Carnell as inadmissible and 
without foundation. 
III. Conclusion: 
Mr. Fries is not qualified as an expert to opine on the structural design of a stairway. 
Even if he were, there is nothing in the record which would lay a foundation to reach the 
conclusion that because the Defendant allegedly failed to fix the stairs months before, that the 
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accident was somehow caused by an "extreme deviation from reasonable behavior." This is 
particularly apt given the very person whose testimony is relied upon also stated that at the time 
of the accident, there was no apparent problem with the steps. In addition to ignoring Mr. 
Doolittle's testimony, Mr. Fries' conclusions contradict the repeated testimony of material 
witnesses who stated that there was no apparent problem with the stairs. 
Mr. Fries affidavit should be stricken from the record because he has no foundation to 
opine in general, and particularly, he failed to address the testimony of the very person he relied 
upon to reach his conclusions. Further, his conclusions are directly contradicted by the 
testimony in the record and are therefore without foundation. 
DATED This tC ti day of ~ ,2009. 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
Daniel J. Skinner, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
( f ~'? 1.1;::::;'-:: 
I hereby certify that on January/f, 2009, I served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing instnunent, by method indicated below, upon: 
William H. Thomas 
THOMAS, WILLIAMS & PARK, LLP 
121 N. 9th St., Ste. 300 
P.O. Box 1776 
Boise, ID 83701 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
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David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE ) 












STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL J. SKINNER 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT 
DANIEL J. SKINNER Being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That affiant is one of the attorneys of record for defendants in the above entitled 
action and makes this affidavit based upon his own personal knowledge and belief of the facts 
contained herein. 
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2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of pages 11, 21, and 22 of 
the deposition of Randy Jenks, taken by David W. Cantrill, of this firm, on September 3, 2008 in 
this matter. 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
~ 
DATED This day -'::';~~~f---' 2009. 
R, SULLIV AN & KING LLP 
Daniel J. Skinner, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ day of January, 2008. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 
Commission Expires: i?J /2A. f 1151/ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on January 7, 2009, I served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
William H. Thomas 
THOMAS, WILLIAMS & PARK, LLP 
121 N. 9th St., Ste. 300 
P.O. Box 1776 







David W. Cantrill 
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2 (Pages 8 to 11) 
September 3, 2008 Phillips v. Erhart 
1 Q. Okay. Where was your office located on 1406 
2 North Main, on the first floor? 
3 A. The main office was on the first floor. 
4 Q. Did you ever have to use the stairs near 
5 where you saw Mr. Phillips on March 20th? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. You never ever walked up and down those 
8 steps? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. Did you walk up and down those steps after 
11 the incident? 
12 A. After the incident, a few days later, yes, I 
13 did. I walked up the steps and back down. 
14 Q. For what purpose did you do that? 
15 A. Just to see what might have tripped him. 
16 Q. Okay. What did you observe that you feel is 
1 7 important? 
18 A. I couldn't find anything at aJl wrong with 
19 the stairway. 
20 Q. Okay. Let's go through this a little bit at 
21 a time. Most of it is self-explanatory. But on page 2, 
22 at the top they talk about property owned by Milt Erhart 
23 at 1406 North Main Street, Meridian. 
24 How did you know Milt Erhart? 
25 A. Just -- I rented that property through a 
Page 11 















Randy Jenks September 3, 2008 Phillips v. Erhart 
1 A. I did not. 
2 Q. Okay. But you're confident as you sit here 
3 today that the next day when you walked up and down the 
4 steps, you could observe no defects in the stairs 
5 whatsoever? 
6 A. That is correct. 
7 Q. Okay. They didn't move or anything when you 
8 walked up? 
9 A. No. They seemed solid and appeared they had 
10 been re-anchored at some point. You know, it's an older 
11 building. 
12 Q. Re-anchored--
13 A. Reinforced. 
14 Q. -- you don't know when that had taken place? 
15 A. Oh, it definitely was before this. I mean, 
16 it was not like recent. 
17 Q. Have you ever spoken to Mr. Phillips or 
18 Mrs. Phillips since this incident? 
19 A. I have not. 
20 Q. Have you ever spoken to Mr. Erhart about it? 
21 A. No, other than I asked him what happened to 
22 the fellow, and he said he didn't know. 
23 And then it was when there was a phone call 
24 to me, maybe on this date, asking me questions about it, 




























Q. Okay. Now, you indicated that you went back 
the next day and looked at the stairs? 
A. Yes, I did. 1--
Q. Was it just a matter of curiosity? 
A. It was. 
Q. How far up the steps did you walk? 
A. I went up to the landing. 
Q. There's a landing which you can see on 
Exhibit No.3, and then you tum and go up -- you didn't 
go all the way up? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you go up and down once or twice or how 
many times? 
A. I just went up the landing, looked up, 
turned around, and walked back down. 
Q. Matter of curiosity, is that all it was? 
A. That was it. And then I thought, well, if 
he had fallen, you know, there might be something wrong. 
Having a background in the building 
industry, everything looked --looked fine. And I did 
again look to see if the stairs were loose. I was 
curious. Plus I figured that, you know, at some time 
somebody would ask me questions about this. 
Q. SO when you walked up and down the steps, 
did you use the handrails? I' 
Page 21 
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David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 















MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT 
vs. 
MIL T E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW, the Defendants in the above- entitled action, by and through their 
attorneys of record, Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King LLP, hereby submits to this Honorable 
Court the following Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Complaint. 
I. Legal Authority: 
Plaintiff misstates the standard required to allow an amendment for punitive damages. 
Rather than the lenient policy on amendments in I.R.C.P. 15(a), allowing claims for punitive 
damages is not as simple as argued, and the general policy in Idaho is that punitive damages are 
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not favored and only warranted in "the most unusual and compelling circumstances." Seiniger 
Law Office, P.A. v. North Pacific Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 241,249, 178 PJd 606,614 (2008). 
A court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if, after weighing the evidence 
presented, the court concludes that the moving party has established at such hearing a reasonable 
likelihood of proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages. I.C. § 6-
1604(2). Seiniger Law Office, P.A. v. North Pacific Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 241,249, 178 PJd 606, 
614 (2008). Facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages must be proven by 
clear and convincing evidence. I.C. § 6-1604 (1)1. 
The Supreme Court cautions that "Punitive damages are not favored in the law and 
should be awarded in only the most unusual and compelling circumstances, and are to be 
awarded cautiously and within narrow limits." Manning v. Twin Falls Clinic & Hosp., 122 
Idaho 47,52,830 P.2d 1185, 1190 (1992). The issue of punitive damages "revolves around 
whether the plaintiff is able to establish the requisite 'intersection of two factors: a bad act and a 
bad state ofmind.'" Seiniger at 250, 178 PJd at 614. 
The action required to support an award of punitive damages is that the defendant "acted 
in a manner that was 'an extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct, and that the 
act was performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard for its likely 
consequences.''' Id. at 250, 178 PJd at 614. The mental state required to support an award of 
punitive damages is " 'an extremely harmful state of mind, whether that be termed malice, 
oppression, fraud or gross negligence; malice, oppression, wantonness; or simply deliberate or 
willful.' " Id. at 250, 178 PJd at 614. 
16-1604 LIMITATION ON PUNITIVE DAMAGES. (1) In any action seeking recovery of punitive damages, the 
claimant must prove, by clear and convincing evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by 
the party against whom the claim for punitive damages is asserted. 
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Therefore, to support an award of punitive damages, Plaintiff must prove (1) Defendant's 
actions constituted an extreme deviation from standards of reasonable conduct, (2) which was 
done with knowledge of the likely consequences, and (3) an extremely harmful state of mind. Id. 
at 250, 178 P.3d at 614. Because this must be done with clear and convincing evidence, the 
evidence presented at this stage of the proceedings has to rise to the level of being "reasonably 
likely" to prove the right to punitive damages by clear and convincing evidence. Seiniger at 
250, 178 P.3d at 614? I.C. § 6-1604. 
II. Evidence to be Presented: 
Generally, the Plaintiff has failed to present sufficient evidence of either a bad state of 
mind or an intentional bad act. The only evidence before the Court of such is a conclusory 
opinion from an unqualified witness with no foundation laid to form the basis of the opinion (the 
legal conclusion offered in Affidavit form is the subject of a Motion to Strike filed concurrently 
herewith). As such, the Plaintiffhas failed to point to the behavior which would support a 
finding of the nexus between a bad act and a bad state of mind. Without citing to the record as to 
where the quotes are pulled from, or the appropriate rules of law, the Plaintiff states that the bad 
act was the Defendant's alleged failure to install two of four bolts while replacing the stair treads 
at the building he owned. See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend, p. 3. He then 
relies on the testimony of Kenneth Doolittle to assert that the Defendant had knowledge of a 
2 Plaintiff's reliance on a Federal Court ruling ignores the plain caselaw from Idaho's own courts on this issue. 
There is no need to resort to a foreign jurisdiction when there is plain guidance from Idaho's own courts and straight 
up statutory language defming the process. There is also misleading dicta in that case which the Plaintiff has relied 
upon to allow his expert to opine to legal issues for which the expert has no foundation for an opinion. See Doe v. 
Butter Biological, 844 F.Supp. 602, 610 (ld.Dist.Ct. 1994). In that case, the Court made a single reference to two 
expert's affidavits as the basis for allowing the amendment to add punitive damages. /d. at 610. There is nothing in 
that case which indicates whether the affidavits offered factual evidence or legal conclusions. As such, there is no 
legal authority which states a Plaintiff can rely upon a legal conclusion from an unqualified expert as a basis that the 
punitive amendment should be allowed. 
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problem before the accident, but ignores the fact that Mr. Doolittle witnessed no such problem 
the day of the accident, or that the Defendant had repeatedly inspected the stairs at issue between 
the alleged communication and the day of the accident. Id. at 3-4. 
Specifically, the Plaintiff's father testified that he had utilized the steps a dozen times 
over the years and the steps never moved. See Deposition of Daniel Phillips, attached to the 
Mfidavit of Kurt Holzer, p. 11. Mr. Erhart testified that he was at the building "several" times a 
week for years and never witnessed a problem with the stairs. See Deposition of Milt Erhart, 
attached to the Affidavit of Kurt Holzer, p. 11,1. 2-20. Angela Sisco, the Plaintiffs coworker, 
testified that she had been up and down the stairs for years and "never noticed any steps being 
loose." See Deposition of Angela Sisco, attached to the Affidavit of Kurt Holzer, p. 22, 1. 25-p. 
23,1.2. 
In addition to historical use which did not indicate a problem, two witnesses at the time 
of the accident also testified that there was no apparent problem with the stairs. Kenneth 
Doolittle testified that he was on scene while the paramedics were helping Mr. Phillips and that 
he inspected the stairs at that moment: 
Q: So, you walked down the steps? 
A: I did. 
Q: Did you notice any problems? 
A: No, I didn't - in fact, that was the first thing I thought of was, 
well, maybe he slipped because of this stair. That stair that - none 
of the stairs was out of alignment that I could notice. And I did 
look for that very reason, because I thought, well, maybe it's 
because of this issue that I previously had brought up to Mr. 
Erhart. 
See Deposition of Kenneth Doolittle, Attached to the Affidavit of Kurt Holzer, p. 10, 1. I9-p.II. 
1. 2. In addition to the testimony of Kenneth Doolittle, another on scene witness to the 
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immediate aftermath of the accident testified that there was no apparent problem with the stairs. 
Randy Jenks was the first person on scene and called 911 for Mr. Phillips. He testified that 
following the accident, just as Mr. Doolittle, he inspected the stairs for a possible cause of the 
accident: 
Q: Did you walk up and down those steps after the incident? 
A: After the incidents, a few days later, yes, I did. I walked up the 
steps and back down. 
Q: For what purpose did you do that? 
A: Just to see what might have tripped him. 
Q: Okay. What did you observe that you feel is important? 
A: I couldn't fmd anything at all wrong with the stairway. 
See Exhibit 1, p. 11, to the Affidavit of Daniel J. Skinner. Upon further questioning, he again 
stated that nothing appeared amiss: " ... Having a background in the building industry, everything 
looked -looked fine. And I did again look to see if the stairs were loose. I was curious. Plus I 
figured that, you know, at some time somebody would ask me questions about this." Id. p. 21-
22. He then stated in no uncertain terms that there was no apparent problem with the stairs: 
Id. p.22. 
Q: Okay. But you're confident as you sit here today that the next 
day when you walked up and down the steps, you could observe no 
defects in the stairs whatsoever? 
A: That is correct. 
Q: Okay. They didn't move or anything when you walked up? 
A: No. 
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III. Arguments: 
To allow an amendment for punitive damages, the Plaintiff must show that it is 
reasonably likely that he will prove by clear and convincing evidence that Mr. Erhart's 
maintenance of the stairs was an extreme deviation from the standards of reasonable conduct, 
done with knowledge of the likely consequences, with an extremely harmful state of mind. I.C. 
§ 6-1604. Seiniger at 250, 178 P.3d at 614. 
A. The Plaintiff cannot prove that Mr. Erhart's conduct was an extreme deviation from 
the standards of reasonable conduct. 
Idaho's Courts have allowed punitive damages only where the standards of reasonable 
conduct are plainly violated. In Weaver v. Stafford, the Supreme Court sustained an award of 
punitive damages where a landowner built a fence and a ditch on his neighbor's property. 134 
Idaho 691, 700, 8 P.3d 1234, 1243 (2000). In a personal injury action, referring to an irate 
defendant who screamed obscenities repeatedly at a motorist, the Supreme Court noted that the 
Defendant's "conduct, although utterly unjustified and deserving of condemnation" did not rise 
to the level to warrant punitive damages. Payne v. Wallace, 136 Idaho 303,309,32 P.3d 695, 
701 (2001). 
Nothing done by Mr. Erhart rises to level of an extreme deviation from the standards of 
reasonable conduct. We have nothing analogous as the outrageousness of digging a ditch 
through a neighbor's property or somehow more extreme that screaming at a motorist following 
an accident. First, all but one witness testified that there was no apparent problem with the stairs 
prior to the accident. See Deposition of Daniel Phillips, p. 11; Deposition of Milt Erhart, p. 11, 
1. 2-20; Deposition of Angela Sisco, p. 22, 1. 25-p. 23, 1.2. And, the only person who did state 
that there was a problem prior to the day of the accident stated that there was none on the day the 
accident occurred. See Deposition of Kenneth Doolittle, p. 10, 1. 19-p.ll, 1. 2. Further, the 
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Plaintiff's own expert testified under oath that the structural deficiencies alleged against the 
landowner in this case do not rise to the level of an extreme deviation from reasonable standards. 
He states that "These failings alone would not lead me to conclude that an extreme deviation 
from reasonable standards occurred." See Fries Affidavit, p. 3. 
This is consistent with Mr. Erhart's own experience with installing the stairs. Regardless 
of whether all bolts were used, he testified that the sheer weight of the tracks rendered them 
stable: "the tracks on those treads are extremely heavy, and, you know, they were very very 
stable." See Deposition of Milt Erhart, attached to the Affidavit of Kurt Holzer, p. 26. When 
asked if "it was your belief that the tread would stay in place?", Mr. Erhart stated "uh-huh." Id. 
at 26-27. Because his own belief and experience was that no stair would move, there is no 
likelihood of proving the first element required to allow an amendment to include punitive 
damages. 
There is no likelihood that the Plaintiffwill be able prove by clear and convincing 
evidence that any action taken by Mr. Erhart was an extreme deviation from the standards of 
reasonable conduct. 
B. The Plaintiff cannot prove that Mr. Erhart had knowledge of the likely consequences. 
Because there was no apparent problem with the stairs prior to the accident, the Plaintiff 
cannot prove that Mr. Erhart did anything with "knowledge of the likely consequences." 
Seiniger, 145 Idaho at 250, 178 P.3d at 614. In Weaver v. Stafford, where punitive damages 
were allowed, the Court took special note that the party against whom punitive damages were 
allowed "erected the new fence and excavated the new ditch on [his neighbor's property] with 
full knowledge of the [true] boundary" between his neighbor'S property and his own. 134 Idaho 
691, 700-701, 8 P.3d 1234, 1243-1244. 
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Rather than having knowledge of the likely consequences, as in Weaver, Mr. Erhart 
testified that he was at the building several times a week and never witnessed a problem with the 
stairs. See Deposition of Milt Erhart, attached to the Mfidavit of Kurt Holzer, p. 11. He also 
testified that that concrete stairs were solid and stable: ''the tracks on those treads are extremely 
heavy, and, you know, they were very very stable." ld. at 26. Mr. Erhart also testified that he 
believed the treads would not move. When asked if "it was your belief that the tread would stay 
in place?", Mr. Erhart stated "uh-huh. And they have, obviously." ld. at 26-27. Ifhis repeated 
personal observation was that there was no problem, it cannot be proven by clear and convincing 
evidence that he had knowledge otherwise. 
While the Plaintiff has asserted that Kenneth Doolittle informed Mr. Erhart in the spring 
of 2006 that a stair was loose, the repeated presence and inspection by Mr. Erhart render this 
information innocuous. Mr. Erhart, and all the other testifying witnesses other than Mr. 
Doolittle, stated that there was no apparent problem with the stairs prior to the accident. See 
Deposition of Daniel Phillips, p. 11; See Deposition of Milt Erhart, p. 11, 1. 2-20; See 
Deposition of Angela Sisco, p. 22, 1. 25-p. 23, 1.2. Further, Mr. Doolittle himself and another on 
site witness stated that the stairs were not lose the day of the accident. See Deposition of 
Kenneth Doolittle, p. 10, 1. 19-p.ll. 1. 2; See also Exhibit 1, p. 22, to the Affidavit of Daniel J. 
Skinner. If an uninterested third party witness "couldn't find anything at all wrong with the 
stairway" then Mr. Erhart could not have had knowledge of the likely consequences of the stair's 
construction. ld. 
C. The Plaintiff cannot prove that Mr. Erhart did anything with an "extremely harmful 
state of mind." 
Punitive damages are not favored in the law and "should be awarded in only the most 
unusual and compelling circumstances." Manning v. Twin Falls Clinic & Hasp., 122 Idaho 47, 
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52,830 P.2d 1185, 1190 (1992). They are only warranted when the Plaintiff can prove by clear 
and convincing evidence that the Defendant acted with "an extremely harmful state of mind." 
Seiniger Law Office, P.A. v. North Pacific Ins. Co., 145 Idaho 241, 250, 178 P.3d 606,615 
(2008). 
In General Auto Parts Co. Inc. v. GPC, the Court rejected punitive damages because the 
actions taken by the Defendant had a legitimate business rationale. 132 Idaho 849, 853-854, 979 
P.2d 1207, 1211-1212 (l999)("There is no evidence in this case that GPC acted in outrage or 
with an evil motive to specifically injure General."). The Court in that case noted that the 
Defendant had intentionally and willfully breached an exclusivity contract, yet lacked the 
requisite "evil motive" because it had been done "in pursuit of an economic opportunity". Id. at 
853,979 P.2d at 1211. 
There is no evidence in the record to support a harmful state of mind of any kind. Rather, 
the sworn testimony we have from Mr. Erhart proves just the opposite. He was asked under oath 
if he executed "a regular program or process for walking through your properties to see if there is 
anything that needs fixing or repair." See Erhart Deposition, p. 10,1. 14-18. He responded that 
"I endeavor to go by every weekend when nobody's around and walk through." Id. He was then 
asked directly the purpose of his regular inspections: 
Q: Do you look for dangerous conditions or things that may be 
safety hazards when you walk through your buildings? 
A: Well, certainly . 
... Q: Are you trying to prevent people from getting hurt? Would 
that be something you're trying to prevent? 
A: Well, certainly. 
Q: Did you regularly examine these stairs at issue? 
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A: Well, I was over there in Meridian several times a week and I 
probably went up and down those stairs several times a week. So, 
the answer is I would have noticed if there was a problem, if that's 
what you're questioning. 
Id. at p. 11-12. This testimony is also supported by the Plaintiff's father, coworker, and that of 
two witnesses the day of the accident. See depositions of Angela Sisco, Daniel Phillips, Ken 
Doolittle, and Randy Jenks as cited above. If there was no apparent problem in years of use, and 
the landowner did weekly inspections for the express purpose of assuring safe facilities, there is 
nothing in the record which indicates the requisite bad state of mind. 
The Plaintiff has failed to present any testimony that would rise to level of proving by 
clear and convincing evidence that Mr. Erhart acted with an "extremely harmful state of mind." 
Rather, the testimony presented by the Plaintiff shows that Mr. Erhart personally inspected the 
stairs at least once a week and that he executed a regular program to prevent any dangerous 
conditions on his property. 
The Plaintiff has no likelihood of proving by clear and convincing evidence that any of 
the required elements of an award of punitive damages exist in this case. No behavior by Mr. 
Erhart was an extreme deviation from the standards of reasonable conduct, there was no 
knowledge of any likely consequences, and certainly not an extremely harmful state of mind. 
D. Because the Plaintiff has failed to present evidence on the applicability of the statute or 
as to causation, he has not shown this court that allowing an amendment would be 
anything but futile. 
Plaintiff argues that this court should allow an amendment to include negligence per se 
without addressing a single element of such cause of action. Rather, basing his argument on 
recent authority from Obendorfv. Terra Hug that a per se instruction is not in error if the 
negligence was pled and the statute was in evidence, the Plaintiff should be able to amend the 
complaint now to include the allegation. 
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This ignores the burden on the Plaintiff at this point in time to allow the amendment. 
After a responsive pleading is served, "a party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or 
by written consent of the adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when justice so 
requires .... " I.R.C.P. 15(a). In the absence of any apparent or declared reason-such as undue 
delay, bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, repeated failure to cure deficiencies 
by amendment previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of allowance 
of the amendment, futility of amendment, etc.-the leave sought should, as the rules require, be 
freely given. Carl H Christensen Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 871, 993 P.2d 
1197, 1202 (Ct.App.1999). 
In order to replace a common law duty of care with a duty of care from a statute or 
regulation, the following elements must be met: (1) the statute or regulation must clearly define 
the required standard of conduct; (2) the statute or regulation must have been intended to prevent 
the type of harm the defendant's act or omission caused; (3) the plaintiff must be a member of the 
class of persons the statute or regulation was designed to protect; and (4) the violation must have 
been the proximate cause of the injury. Obendorfv. Terra Hug Spray Co., Inc., 145 Idaho 892, 
188 P.3d 834 (2008). 
The Plaintiff has failed to address the elements which would show this Court that it is not 
futile to amend its complaint to include negligence per se. First, the statute or regulation cited by 
the Plaintiff is unquestionably convoluted and of questionable applicability. How is it that the 
requirements for stair repairs are "clearly defined" by the code cited by the Plaintiff: "Any 
system or method of construction to be used shall be based on a rational analysis in accordance 
with well-established principles of mechanics. Such analysis shall result in a system which 
provides a complete load path capable of transferring all loads and forces from their point of 
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origin to the load resisting elements." See Plaintiffs Motion to Amend, p. p. 5-6. To the 
contrary, the code section cited by the Plaintiff does anything but "clearly define" expected 
behavior. 
Finally, the Plaintiff has failed to present a single piece of evidence as to causation. Even 
if the banister on the stairs was loose, how is it that the outside banister on the left hand side as 
you descend is relevant to an accident for someone descending the stairs on the other side? 
Further, no testimony in the record states that the reason for the accident was a loose stair. 
Rather, we have conflicting testimony on whether there was an apparent problem with the stairs 
and no testimony whatsoever on what caused the accident. 
The Plaintiff has failed to show this court that amending the complaint to include 
negligence per se is not futile. 
DATED This 1£ ~ay --.Jl~~~'1--' 2009. 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
. Skinner, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 12 000196 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l~~ 
I hereby certify that on January" 2009, I served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
William H. Thomas 
THOMAS, WILLIAMS & PARK, LLP 
121 N. 9th St., Ste. 300 
P.O. Box 1776 
Boise, ID 83701 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
Daniel J. Skinner 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT - 13 000197 
David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE ) 












STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Ada ) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL J. SKINNER 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS R. FRIES 
DANIEL 1. SKINNER, Being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That affiant is one of the attorneys of record for defendants in the above entitled 
action and makes this affidavit based upon his own personal knowledge and belief of the facts 
contained herein. 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL J. SKINNER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS R. FRIES- 1 
o 
:0 -G) -~ 
00019~ 
r-
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of pages 11, 21, and 22 of 
the deposition of Randy Jenks, taken by David W. Cantrill, of this finn, on September 3, 2008 in 
this matter. 
Further your affiant sayeth not. 
fie DATED This G dayof~~~~ __ ,2009. 
By:_~ ___ --,,,,-______ _ 
Daniel J. Skinner, Of the Finn 
Attorneys for Defendants 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this L day of January, 2008. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 
Commission Expires: ®/-U/21J II 
AFFIDAVIT OF D."""IIEL J. SKI!'INER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF THOMAS R. FRlES- 2 
000199 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on January 7, 2009, I served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
William H. Thomas 
THOMAS, WILLIAMS & PARK, LLP 
121 N. 9th St., Ste. 300 
P.O. Box 1776 







Daniel J. Skinner 
AFFIDAVIT OF DANIEL J. SKINNER IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 




I Randy Jenks 
2 (Pages 8 to 11) 
September 3,2008 Phillips v. Erhart 
1 Q. Okay. Where was your office located on 1406 
2 North Main, on the first floor? 
3 A. The main office was on the first floor. 
4 Q. Did you ever have to use the stairs near 
5 where you saw Mr. Phillips on March 20th? 
6 A No. 
7 Q. You never ever walked up and down those 
8 steps? 
9 A No. 
10 Q. Did you walk up and down those steps after 
11 the incident? 
12 A After the incident, a few days later, yes, I 
13 did. I walked up the steps and back down. 
14 Q. For what purpose did you do that? 
15 A Just to see what might have tripped him. 
16 Q. Okay. What did you observe that you feel is 
1 7 important? 
18 A I couldn't find anything at all wrong with 
19 the stairway. 
20 Q. Okay. Let's go through this a little bit at 
21 a time. Most of it is self-explanatory. But on page 2, 
22 at the top they talk about property owned by Milt Erhart 
23 at 1406 North Main Street, Meridian. 
24 How did you know Milt Erhart? 
25 A Just -- I rented that property through a 
Page 11 













Randy Jenks September 3, 2008 Phillips v. Erhart 
1 A. I did not. 
2 Q. Okay. But you're confident as you sit here 
3 today that the next day when you walked up and down the 
4 steps, you could observe no defects in the stairs 
5 whatsoever? 
6 A. That is correct. 
7 Q. Okay. They didn't move or anything when you 
8 walked up? 
9 A. No. They seemed solid and appeared they had 
10 been re-anchored at some point. You know, it's an older 
11 bUilding. 
12 Q. Re-anchored--
13 A. Reinforced. 
14 Q. -- you don't know when that had taken place? 
15 A. Oh, it definitely was before this. I mean, 
1 6 it was not like recent. 
1 7 Q. Have you ever spoken to Mr. Phillips or 
18 Mrs. Phillips since this incident? 
19 A. I have not. 
20 Q. Have you ever spoken to Mr. Erhart about it? 
21 A. No, other than I asked him what happened to 
22 the fellow, and he said he didn't know. 
23 And then it was when there was a phone call 
24 to me, maybe on this date, asking me questions about it, 




























Q. Okay. Now, you indicated that you went back 
the next day and looked at the stairs? 
A. Yes, I did. 1--
Q. Was it just a matter of curiosity? 
A. It was. 
Q. How far up the steps did you walk? 
A. I went up to the landing. 
Q. There's a landing which you can see on 
Exhibit No.3, and then you tum and go up -- you didn't 
go all the way up? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you go up and down once or twice or how 
many times? 
A. I just went up the landing, looked up, 
turned around, and walked back down. 
Q. Matter of curiosity, is that all it was? 
A. That was it. And then I thought, well, if 
he had fallen, you know, there might be something wrong. 
Having a background in the building 
indust!)" everything looked --looked fine. And I did 
again look to see if the stairs were loose. I was 
curious. Plus I figured that, you know, at some time 
somebody would ask me questions about this. 
Q. SO when you walked up and down the steps, . 
did you use the handrails? I' 
Page 21 
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